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B. Walton, Lucius A. Walton, Harry Walton
Herbert E. Bradman, Byron B. Rogers, Ray
mond F. Rogers, Herberts. Morey, Mrs. Arvilh
Staples-Lancaster. At the home of Capt.
S. Webber, Mrs. Henry Hills, W. A. Macomber
and Mrs. Sewall Lancaster in Park, November
Miss L. Maude Stantial, Miss Florence D
11th, at 11 o’clock, their daughter,Elizabeth C.,
Chaples, Capt. T. R. Shute, Miss Madge San was
married to Edmund B. Staples of Winborn, James C. Aborn, Drew Chaples. Miss
throp Beach, Mass. The single ring service
Margaret L. Keene went by the morning trail was
performed by Rev. Robert G. Harbutt.
from Belfast and joined the party in Bath, re
The bride was charmingly gowned in an imwith
them
to
where
sh<
Rockland,
turning
ported banana-fibre white silk over taffeta,
spent the'night with friends and came hom< and carried a
bouquet of bride’s roses. The
on the City of Bangor Friday morning.
decorations were of chrysanthemums and
As mementos of the event Misses Greenlav
geraniums, very prettily arranged. The bridal
and Keene brought home the bouquets witl
pair were unattended. The bride received a
which they were presented at Bath, and Mis;
large number of beautiful and valuable gifts of
Greenlaw has the neck of the bottle with it silver and cut
I
glass; also one of $32.50 in gold
white
blue
and
lettered
red,
ribbons,
respec
from the parish of the Second Congregational
“Bath
Iron
“The
of
Bel
Works,”
tively,
City
church, where she has filled the position of
fast, Turbine Steamer,” “Miss Carrie Green
organist. She also received a substantial check
law, Sponsor, Bath, Me., Nov. 12, 1908.”
from her father and another from the brideA wedding breakfast was
groom’s mother.
1
served at 11.30 a. m., consisting of bouillon,
The Churches.
chicken and ham sandwiches, bride’s cake, asThere will be preaching at the Woods school
sorted cake, fruit, tea and coffee. Those preshouse,fcNorthport, next Sunday afternoon at 1 ent were: Mr. and Mrs. Sewall Lancaster, Mrs.
o’clock.
Ira Staples, Ernest Staples, Mr. and Mrs. HorMrs.
C. L. Wright will conduct services for Rev ! ace Peasley, Miss Marietta Pendleton,
Mrs. J. C. BlanchJane Peasley, Mr. and
G. G. W’inslow in the chapel at East North
Mrs. Fred Park, Miss Esther Beach,
port next Sunday at 10.45 a. m., followed bj ard,
Mrs. Marietta Park and William Pendleton,
Sunday school.
Mr. and Mrs. Staples left on the afternoon
Union Thanksgiving services will be held it
train from Kidder’s Point, without allowing
the Baptist church Thursday evening, Novem
anyone to learn their destination, amid showher 26th, with sermon by Rev. Adolph Ross
ers of confetti and congratulations of friends
bach of the Unitarian church.
of whom accompanied
j and relatives, a number
There will be the usual Sunday service ai
them as far as Stockton, hlr. and Mrs. Staples
the Universalist church next Sunday at 10.4J returned
Friday vening and gave a reception
a. m.
Subject of sermon, Latent Religious at the home of the bride’s

Launching of the Belfast.

Belfast

People Handsomely

Entertained In

Bath.

Hon. John S. Hyde. President of the Bath
Works, extended a general invitation to
the citizens of Belfast to attend the launching
of the turbine steamer Belfast last Thursday,
»
ih >rnH.
'-earner Belfast Launchand forty-six responded and enjoyed the hosof Fighting Fires...
items.. .Sailors Return pitalities of the Shipping City on that day.
Cobb Names Dele- There would have been a larger representation
Protect Maine Apples... but for various reasons, one of which was the
} for Boys.. .Turkey Test.
I necessarily early start and late return and the
j; _,i'h and Conservation...
uncertainty as to weather conditions. It may
t Fires Start?. HistorFashions for ! be said here that Belfast money was not curres.. The
\
lory for the American rent in Bath last Thursday, and the visitors
A
i• ; v
Five
rigs Left
were given the freedom of the city and all that
vperts.. .Thomas W. Hix it
contained, and will long remember the cour.,unty Correspondence. tesies and hospitality extended on this occasion.
\ ws.. Miss Maude DolOrrin J. Dickey had charge of the excursion
An Evening with Alparty, which left Lewis’ wharf a little after 5
Yorkof
New
Society
a. m. on the steamer Castine and had a pleasant
Belfast.
run to Tillscn’s wharf, Rockland, arriving in
ton’s Domain... Tragic
8 a. m. train for Bath.
olbv.. .Upham Stowers good season to take the
.-.held Personals... .Ted’s On arrival at Bath at 10.20 a. m. the party
!"••<• Hutchinson Family.
were met at the station by President Hyde
r Sketches—Bryan and
of the Bath Iron Works and escorted to the
Post
Baked Beans
Shannon House, which was their headquarters
Good Mince Pie....
Schooner. .Thanksgiv- for the day. After registering, Mr. Hyde took
The National Grange...
the visitors to the Bath Iron Works plant, where
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was

to

estates of Jacob H.

"!;

Edward R. Packard,
of Esther

nted to estate

'tration filed by estates
of

I

if

Winterport;

Lillias

Belfast; MarionE. Drink!ie; Frank W.

\

Sylvester,

Chadwick, late of

iwin 0.

were granted: license
Lizzie M. Waterman of
-tate of Milo M. Colson*
rmination of collateral in-

I

.ms

|

..I'

|
1

were

given

an

opportunity

to

inspect

the

Belfast, the two torpedo boats in
course of construction and the various departments of this important Maine industry.
At 11.45 a special electric car conveyed the
Belfast delegation to New Meadows Inn for a
new

steamer

complimentary banquet given by

transacted at the
Mate Court, Judge G. E.
-s

they

the Bath Iron

The Young Ladies’ Guild of the North Congregational Church will meet next Monday
evening with Miss M. D. Pilsbury, 4 Court
Plans will be perfected at that time
street.
for the sale, chafing-dish supper and entertainment to be given in the parlors of the church
on Friday afternoon and evening, November

Joseph Wallnutt, late
ution of estate of Henry
Belfast.
wed

I

follows: estate of

as

Belfast, first and final;

l

Reynolds, late of Brooks,

S.

[

->tate

of Noah G. Johnson,

27th.

t; estate of Maud N. Doekand final; estate of Eliza

|
j

|

first

Winterport,

Reynolds

a;.

et

als. of

Troy,

H. Nickerson,'
and final; estate of Corelia
Winterport, trustee’s sixth
!ave Coffin, late of Palermo,
t' <• of Lydia C. Lassell, late
and final; estate of Charles
f
Searsport, first and final, j
v. ntories were returned by
|
W. Colson, late of Sears- I
nail, late of Jackson; Claude
MISS CARRIE M. GREENLAW.
Unity; Addie J. Small, late
H. Matthews, late of Searswas presented with a handsome bouquet of
of Freedom; Lizzie M.
American Beauty roses lied with two-toned
fast; Miles Pease, late of red and
green ribbon and Miss Keene with a
late
of
Prentiss,
Troy; bouquet of violets lied with violet ribbon.
ate of Montville; Granville
During the short interval before the launching
Swanville.
Miss Greeidaw was instructed as to her duties,
'iate of will filed by estates and at 2.5S the
signal was given, and as the
;rch. late of Unity, and Wil- steamer “felt the thrill of life
along her keel”
Belfast.
Miss Carrie M. Greer law of this city, the
nistrators filed by estates
carried out her instructions as to the
...f William

■

s;if ;

c

i
j
r.
c?

Pa.:r

j
s

|

late of

Searsport;

'.r.-; <>rt; Amos H.

Clara J.

Carr, late of

sell real estate filed
I Nickerson and Vinnie A
Mildred E. Black of Bel;mt of Freedom; Alice M.

|

rise to

!

|

mont.

tribution filed by estate of

i
\

Winterport.
by estates as

iate of
filed

follows:

Freedom, first; Llew"f Searsmont, first and final;
late of Troy, final; Caleb
"f Jackson, first and final;
r, late of Belfast, second

late of

\
lifiisa:

|

mistrator filed by estate of
iate of W’interport.
a I KS IN REAL ESTATE.

i

transfers in real estate were
county Registry of Deeds
i;ng November 16, 1908:
Burnham, to Bert E. Braley,
'ari'":r; f'Jrt.ham.
■

6:

:adbury, Belfast,
ii

■

1

a;

C.

to

William

Belfast.

Monroe, to Frederick M.
kfort; land in Monroe and

November 24th, and there will be a special
Thanksgiving Day service in the church on
Thursday. November 27th, at 3 o’clock.

Boys’ Club of Trinity Reformed Church,
Belfast, met at the church Saturday morning and painted the stable, with the assistance
of other members of the parish, all services
being voluntary. The ladies of the church
The

East

waist. “Do you
know I just enjoyed it so muefi I’d like to do it
all over again” said Miss Greenlaw to a Bath

hat to match and

a

tan lace

Enterprise reporter after

the

launching.

“It

me,” she continued,
“and it was a lot of fun to see those workmen
when they got a ducking in the face from the
foaming champagne. My, but weren’t they
surprised. I never christened a vessel before,
and of course I felt a trifle timid, for I was
afraid I couldn’t strike the bottle hard enough
to break it, but it was a perfect success.”
Miss Greenlaw spoke in the highest terms of
the treatment accorded to herself and to her
maid of honor, Miss Margaret L. Keene.
novel sensation for

E. and Sherman W. FreeIfast, to Charles E. Bicknell,
n Waldo.
and Herman M. Farrow, et
to Belfast Savings Bank; land

!

r.

j.”

iclesboro.

"iden, Freedom, to Addison B.
and buildings in Freedom.
Belfast, to Josie F. Wight,
Mings in Belfast,
iisler, Windsor, to Ernest C.
land and buildings in Palermo.
Fresno, Cal., to Martha A.

Northport.
Searsport, to Nina M. WagSearsport.
Belfast, to Ernest Moody,
Belfast.
Belfast, to L. W. Benner,
in Northport.
Mason, Belfast, to Clara F.
Ian'l and buildings in Belfast.
Norton, Belfast, to Fannie M.
land in

^

J

■

^
vj,..

1

i:ind

u.

*n

jLZde«i«.)
^r"wl* Winterport,

to Theophelus
'k>.; land in Winterport. (6 deeds.)
^ ;lUbi)8’ Winterport, to John W. Arey,

CwWint"rport^s*eshoro,
Jdo
Ibje'

Witham,
(, be«y; !and in Liberty,
to* N W(,°ster, Belmont, to Georgia
h. ji

M.

land and buildings in Belmont.
—--

■

^hilbrook
1,1

h°n°r

gave
of her

a

reception Tues-

friend, Mrs. Julia
who has been her guest
Mrs. Wardwell was formerly
K(w rUnton and at one time attended
School here. Many of her old
fc
t*le Pleasure of meeting her.—
f

.-.X

^e,fa8t»

despondence.

MISS MARGARET

L.

(■■ ■...

.vis

KEENE.

occulaunching over, the Belfast party
about
pied the time until supper in strolling
the city. Supper was served at the Shannon
took the
House, and at fi.BO p. m. the party
Cas.ine
for Rockland, where the steamer

The

train

about
awaiting them, and arrived home
midnight, “tired but happy.”
of the
The party on the Castine consisted
R. Coombs, Mr.
mayor, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mrs.
and Mrs. Howard L. Whitten, Mr. and
C. M. SmalMrs.
Mr.
and
B.
Greenlaw,
Byron
Mrs. Wm.
ley, Mrs. Adalbert Wescott, Mr. and
Mr.
H. Staples, Austin Jewett, James Belden,
G. Hall,
and Mrs. Fred G. Spinney, Mrs. Adah
Eva Belle
Miss Carrie M. Greenlaw, Miss
Orrin J
Greenlaw, William M. Greenlaw,
M. KnowlDickey, Frank E. Bramhall, Elmer
R. Decrow,
ton, Fred J. Stephenson, Charles
Louise
Frank E. Wiley, Walter H. Coombs, Miss
John
Frank B. Knowlton, Mrs.
M.

Yours truly,
Ed.
P. S.

Knowlton,

F. Clements.

sorry to hear of the death of
McCrillis. A good man has gone. The
I

was

Geo. D.
Journal comes regularly every Monday morning.
Oklahoma City, Okla., Nov. 11, lf'08.

I

was

to Rosa M. Hodg% w
buildings in Islesboro.
Lizzie M.
I ”agner, Searsport, to
®nd buildings in Prospect.
Palermo, to Stanley
an’
a
nd
and

Guyer-Chase. The wedding of Miss Elana,
Worcester, Mass.,
years,
daughter of Capt. and Mrs. George W. Chase
and coming to Northport soon after
and granddaughter of Mrs. G. S. Chase, and retiring
his
death
of
the
brother, Captain
by drowning
Mr. Raymond Guyer took place in the AngloCharles Rhodes, by the capsizing and sinking
American church, Lima, Peru, S. A., on October
14th, and

was one

events of the

j

Belfast.

'!'r,'\vl, Winterport, to Theophelus
1 1
land and buildings in Winter-

i

the

he

A

Catastrophy

in Orland.

Ellsworth, November 14. A blazing cat
fur had been ignited by burning kerofrom an overturned lamp in the house ran
to a barn, crawled into the hay and started a
fire which destroyed all the buildings on the
; farm of N. B. Colby at North Orland late last
night, causing a loss of $4,500. The fire
; started in the house by the lamp was extinI guished, but the house was burned through the
spreading of the barn fire. The buildings
burned were a house, ell, three barns, a social
I hall and small store. There was a partial in-

|

whose

sene

surance.

schooner, the Lizzie. Since then the
lived in his brother’s cottage, but
had intended going to Portland to spend the
winter with his daughter, Mrs. Wm. H. Doug-

of his

of the most brilliant social

beautiful little
church was decorated under the direction of a
friend of Mrs. Chase’s and the effect was
charming. White poppies were tied to the end
of each pew, the choir rail was banked with
double white stock and green, and the chancel
and altar were decorated with huge palm leaves
and white lilies. During an anthem sung by
the choir the groom, accompanied by his best
man, took their places at the altar. Miss Chase
came up the aisle on the arm of her father,
preceded by her maid of honor and bridesA cordial welcome is extended to all to attend maids. The full church of England service was
the services.
used, after which the wedding party, augmented by the mother of the bride and of the groom,
tne
rirsi iYieinoaiSL episcopal cnurcn
At
Sunday, November 22nd, at 10.45 a. m., preach- stepped into the vestry to sign the register.
ing by the pastor, Rev. Albert E. Luce; sub- During their absence the choir sang an anthem,
ject, A Hidden Fountain. Bible schocl at noon, and as they reappeared to walk down the aisle
conducted by F. P. Blodgett, Supt. At 3.30 p. the wedding march was played. The bride
m.. Junior Epworth League, conducted by Miss I wore a magnificent gown, sent out from New
Lillian Spinney, Supt.; at 7.30 p. m., Evangelis- York, and carried a shower bouquet of small
tic service; subject, “What I have to be thank- white lilies. The bridesmaids wore
green, trimful for.” Tuesday, November 24th, at 7.30 p.
! med with white lace, white lace hats trimmed
m., Epworth League, Miss Emma Fros:, leader.
Thursday, at 7.30 p. m., Devotional service, j with maidenhair fern, and carried bouquets of
conducted by the pastor. Monday, November violets and maidenhair fern.
The wedding
|
23d, postponed meeting of the Knights of
!
took a special car to the bride’s home,
King Arthur. A hearty welcome is extended party
! Bellavista, and were followed shortly by the
to all.
Seats are free. Room for all.
two hundred guests who were invited to the
LETTER FROM OKLAHOMA.
reception. The bride put the knife in the wedcake, which was sent from London and
To the Editor of The Journal: It is one ding
was three feet high, and refreshments were
since
I
wrote
last.
Now
the
battle
is
you
year
served during the afternoon. Crepe paper bags
over and we poor Democrats are beaten out of
of rice had been distributed to the guests, but
our boots.
Well, all right. Now I want to tell
the bride and groom were successful in eluding
you what a Waldo county boy has done; in Okall but a few pursuers and left to spend a short
lahoma in ten years. October 20th I took the
at a coast town. After their detrain at Oklahoma City for Driftwood, 150 honeymoon
the guests enjoyed dancing before
miles, to see George W. Littlefield. He is the parture
their return home, and Mr. and Mrs. Chase
Waldo county boy. He left Kansas ten years
entertained a few of their intimate friends at
with
He
80
acres
of
ago
only $200.
bought
dinner that evening. Mr. and Mrs. Guyer, who
and
ten
Toland
acres with a sed house.
received quantities of elegant gifts, are residday he has a fine two-story house with brick
ing in Lima. The many friends of the bride
cellar, good outbuildings, five good wells, 40
here extend their heartiest good wishes and
head of fine cattle, 200 hens, 50 turkeys and 40
congratulations, which they hope to be able to
hogs, a large peach orchard, and apples, plums
offer in person at no far distant day.
and strawberries. This year he raised 1,300
bushels of splendid wheat, had 65 acres in corn
Robertson-Lovett. A very pretty wedding
and 100 tons of hay. This hay is worth $8 a and reception was given the evening of Noton at the stacks, as it is alfalfa, the best of vember 7th at the beautiful home of Mr. and
hay, and they get three crops each season. He Mrs. Solon Lovett on Cabot street, Beverly,
raises both sweet and Irish potatoes, and now Mass., when their niece, Florence E. Lovett,
has 320 acres of the finest land I ever saw. It was married to Burton H. Robertson of Newis so easily cultivated that one man can culti- ton Center, the double ring service being used.
vate lots of it.
The bridesmaid was Miss Mabel, sister of the
bride. The groom was attended by his brother,
Ducks, quail and jack rabbits are plentiful.
Hoping this will find you all well and happy, Francis Willard Robertson. The wedding

am
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Miss Emeroy Ginn returned Saturday from
week’s stay in Boston.
in

Misses Maude E. and Mabel R. Mathews
Boston for a short visit.

are

Mrs. Charles P. Hazeltine returned last week
from a brief stay in Boston.
Hudson Brown is visiting relatives in North
Haven. He had not been there for 18 years.
Mrs. A.fA. Small is in Winthrop, where she
was called by the serious illness of her father.
in

James

a

Thomas E. Shea and company are appearing
Boston, at Keiths, this week in “The Bells.”

Miss Rose Thompson of Deer Isle is the guest
of her cousin, Miss Rena Macomber. She re-

H.

day’s noon

Howes went to Boston
for a brief stay.

Tues-

on

train

Miss Shirley Dow of Camden is the guest of
Miss Blanche Pitcher at her home in North portMrs. Clara Hopkins of Northport has been
the guest of Miss Margaret Williams for a few
days this week.
Mrs. Mary E. Thurston returned Tuesday
after visiting relatives and friends in Lynn
and Boston, Mass., and Howard, R. I.
Miss Mary Alice Pitcher, who has been
teaching in Albion, has returned to Northport
to spend her vacation with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. A. I. H. Pitcher.

Miss Lelia Howard was the guest of Rev.
Saturday.
Miss Carrie M. Cutter, who had been the and Mrs. G. C. Howard in Orono for a few
last week, attending “Maine Night” and
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Starrett in Bangor, days
turns home

returned home last week.
has closed the JohnPrimrose Hill for the win-

son

Homestead on
left Monday for Boston.

ter and

Miss Grace M. Atkinson of Liberty called on
Belfast friends Monday en route to Danbury,
Conn., where she will visit relatives.
Mrs. George Reynolds of the Eastern promenade is entertaining her sister, Mrs. E. L.
Stevens of Belfast.—Portland Sunday Times.

George H. Bemis, who had charge of the
Hosmer House, Camden, during the summer
has gone to Wiscasset, where Mrs. Bemis had
preceded him.
Ethel M. Wood, who has been teaching
in Warren, left Saturday to spend the
Thanksgiving vacation with her parents in
Valhalla, N. Y.
Miss

school

Mr.
a

and Mrs. Horace Chenery returned from

Saturday morning.

short visit to Boston last

will not open their town house
but will remain in Belfast.

They
ter,

this win-

Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Putnam have gone to
Roslindaie, Mass., to visit their daughter, Mrs.
Thomas Mitchell, and Mrs. Putnam’s brothers,
J. G. and B. F. Ferguson of Boston.
Miss Anne M. Kittredge and Miss Ruby
Goodale went to Rockland Wednesday to attend the performance of “The Man of the
Hour” at the Rockland Opera House. They
will return today.
Orrin J. Dickey was in Orono over Sunday
attending the Bowdoin-Maine football game a
the University of Maine last Saturday and remaining until Monday, as the guest of Arthur
Shales of this city.
Willis Williams of Camden
Mr. and Mrs.
have returned home from a short visit with
their mother and sister, Mrs. Orinda and Miss
Margaret Williams, and will leave soon to spend
the winter in Florida.

the Bowdoin-Maine game.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard F. Mason and Miss
Mildred M. Mason will leave this week for
Mattapan, Mass., where they will spend the
winter with Mr. and Mrs. Herman O. Stevens-

Georgianna Parks’ engagement is still talked
of, though announced a week ago. She will
reside in England. Charles Renold, wThom she
will wed, is a Cornell man and has lived here
several years.
Miss Parks is popular and
clever and wrrote one of the books for the Vincent Club, of which she was a member when
residing here. He r father, the Rev. Leighton
Parks, now of New York, made a host of
friends while rector at Emmanuel Church,
where his other daughter, Alice, wedded John
Barran of Leeds, Eng., five years ago, and is
now Lady Barran.
Mr. Parks maintains a s immer home at Islesboro, chiefly
populated bv
Bostonians. Boston Journal.
MEETING

OF

Waldo

WALDO

CO. GRANGE.

Pomona

County
Grange met November 10th with Sheepscott Lake Grange. Palermo.
The day was warm and the traveling
good for the time of the year. As we drove

along by the side of George’s Lake
morning the fog had risen just enough

in
to

the

give

view of that beautiful sheet of water, dotted
with the many islands. The water was as
smooth as a piece of glass, and with the vapor
hanging over it made it a sight long to be
remembered by the writer. On reaching the
a

place

of meeting we found them just completing a large and commodious stable for the
horses, and in the near future they intend tobuild a fine grange hall by the side of it. At
present they are holding their meetings in a
small hall over the store. This wras the first

meeting

of the

entertained it in
to

Pomona with them, but
a manner

they

that would do credit

old grange. The visiting members, wishto leave a token for them to remember the

an

ing

first meeting by, chipped in and presented them
with money to buy a new Bible for the altar.
The meeting was called to order in due time
by Worthy Master Martin, with the other
officers nearly all present. While the candi-

Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Smyth left Tuesday for
Hyde Park, Mass., and after a visit there will
go to Boston to spend the w’inter. They will
dates were being prepared for the fifth degree,
return to Belfast in the spring to occupy their
remarks were made by J. O. John son and It
handsome residence on Northport avenue.
of 20 was then initiated in
Mrs. Charles H. Sargent went to Stoughton, F. Foster. A class
Mass., Tuesday, with her daughter, Mrs. Hal R. the fifth degree in full form. Noon recess
Mrs.
Eaton, who was here a few days. Mr. and
was then taken and the visitors
were well
Eaton came to Auburn to visit Mr. Eaton’s
cared for by the host grange. The afternoon sesmother, who was very sick.—Norway Adversion was opened with music by the choir. A
tiser.
Pitcher, and both w’ill accompany the remains
fine address of welcome was given by Mrs
Ezra Curtis of the Eastern
of
Friends
j
Capt.
to this city. Miss Louise Pitcher will arrive
Woodbury Tibbetts, and J. O. Johnson gave a
to
him
extend
sympathy
Company
from Camden today, and be the guest of Mr. and Steamship
of his father, George Curtis, fine response. The topic, Can agriculture be
Mrs. N. E. Keen. The funeral service will be in the death
died very suddenly after but ; profitably introduced into our common schools?
held in the Unitarian church tomorrow, Friday, of Abbott, who
was discussed by J. C. Carey, B. F. Foster, C~
illness from pneumonia.
at 2 p. m., Rev. Adolph Rossbach officiating. The 48 hours’
S. Adams, C. M. Howes, Del Paul and the
at
intentions
recorded
the
bearers will be Drs. D. P. Flanders and G. P.
marriage
Among
Master. The entertainment by host grange was
is
that
of
in
of
the
clerk
office
A.
Howes
the
Messrs.
A.
and
Lombard and
Bangor
city
George
as follows: duet by Gladys Tibbetts and Stella
Anna
L.
and
Miss
of
T.
Stevens
Bangor
Lyle
I A. Quimby.
Leeman; reading by M. W. Lenfest; song by
Ferguson of Dixmont. Mr. Stevens was for- Cynthia Tibbetts; recitation. Estelle Leeman.
j Samuel A. Rhodes died suddenly November merly
of Unity and was for some time employCommittee on resolutions on the death of A.
13th in Northport, aged 54 years and 4 months.
ed in the City National Bank in Belfast.
Wadsworth reported and they were adopted as
He was born in Northport, but had been in
David E. Bird, 32 Bayview street, has re- follows:
for some
business in

his work. By persefitted himself for examination by
the Pharmacy Board of Massachusetts, which
he passed in 1907, being one of two out of a
class of fourteen to pass. During his studies
he worked in Boston and Roxbury. He is now
chief clerk in Stover’s drug store at Winthrop
Beach, Mass., where Mr. and Mrs. Staples will
locate. They expect to leave for their new
Their many friends
home November 19th.
would like to see them locate in Searsport.

present to oil and wax the floors,
wood-work and do the general work
necessary to put everything in first class order.
Dinner was served at noon in the church.
were

paint

Daniel Weymouth died November 12th at
his home in Morrill, aged 87 years and 12 days.
He was well known in this city and throughout the county.
The deceased was born in
Belmont, the son of George and Polly (Johnson) Weymouth, and had lived the greater part
of his life in Morrill, where he had large farming interests. He was twice married. His
first wife was Cordelia Pitcher of Belmont,
who died many years ago, and his second, Zoradie Mears of Morrill, who died a few years ago.
He had six children, four of whom are now living; Frank of Morrill, George of Stockton
Springs, Harry of Chicago and Miss Zodie Mae
Weymouth of Morrill. He is also survived by
one brother, Roscoe G. Weymouth of Morrill,

with

verance

PERSONAL.

PERSONAL.

Mrs. Wm. Veazie Pratt

ies in connection with

Of the $646,720 to be raised for foreign work
by the Methodist women’s foreign missionary
society, the New England branch will be responsible for $44,000, New York for $100,000,
Philadelphia for $62,778, Baltimore for $19,000,
Cincinnati for $79,575, northwestern (Chicago)
for $150,000, Des Moines for $65,767, Minneaposponsor,
christening ceremony perfectly and at the first lis for$25,600, Topeka for $46,000, Pacific (San
blow with trie gaily decorated bottle of Ameri- Francisco) for $40,000, Columbia river (Portcan champagne the contents baptized not only
land, Or,) for $14,000.
the stem but several workmen on the staging
The services of the North Congregational
below, and ti ere was a scramble by the sight- church for the week will be as follows: Junior
as
seers to secure the fragments of the bottle
Christian Endeavor meeting this, Thursday,
souvenirs. Miss Keene, the maid of honor, afternoon at 3.30;
prayer meeting this evening
held Miss Greenlaw’s bouquet while the latter at
7.30; topic, The Light of the World. John
performed the time-honored ceremony; and as 12:44-50; Matt. 5:14-16; Castle North, Knights
the stately steamer slid swiftly and smoothly of
King Arthur, Friday evening at 7 o’clockdown the ways a hearty salute was given by
Morning worship Sunday at 10.45, with sermon
the Belfast delegation.
by the pastor, Rev. D. L. Wilson; Sunday school
Miss Greenlaw wore on this occasion a black at noon;
meeting of the Christian Endeavor
black
silk skirt, ecru lace waist, tan coat and
Society at 6.30; topic, Gratitude, and how to
hat. ar.d Miss Keene a tailored blue suit with express it. Ps. 103; evening worship at 7.30.

was a

i

William Vaughan, pastor of the Trinity
church, is still absent on his vacation
visit in New York, and there will be no preaching service there next Sunday. Sunday
school at 2.30. Mr. Vaughan is expected back
Rev.

Reform

and final

Hon. Wilder P. Clark of Winchendon, Mass.*
died November 12th at his home in that city,
aged 76 years. He was well known in Belfast
having married Miss Mary C. Merrill in 1864, in
what is now the Harriman house at the corner
of Congress and Miller streets. They met
when Mr. Clark was a travelling salesman and
Mrs. Clark was clerking in H. H. Johnson’s
dry goods store, and have had an unusually
prosperous and happy married life. The Boston Globe of November 14th had a portrait and
an appreciative sketch of the deceased, who had
been successful as a manufacturer, legislator
and banker, and is mourned as an honest and
honorable man. He is survived by his widow;
two sons, Murdock M. Clark of Winchendon
and Maurice L. Clark of Boston, and one
daughter, Miss Mary Wilder Clark, who lives at
home. Mrs. Clark is a sister of Mrs. Helen W.
Crosby of this city.

a sister, Mrs. Jackson of Augusta.
He
was an active member of the Morrill Grange.
light, making a handsome sight
The funeral was held Monday afternoon, Rev.
The large rooms were filled to
from afar.
William G. Mann of Stockton Springs officiaoverflowing with happy relatives and friends.
Mrs. Staples wore her wedding gown. The re- ting.
ception was an informal affair; everyone was
Walter Trask, a brakeman on the Belfast
in a nappy mooa, ana tne spacious huusc iaug
branch of the Maine Central, died suddenly at
with merriment. Bride’s cake, assorted cake his home in this city about 9 o'clock last Saturand ice-cream were served, and a generous day night, aged 35 years. He was of robust
supply of cigars was furnished. During the physique and apparently in perfect health.
evening Mrs. Staples and Miss Elizabeth Parks ; After supper he sat down by the fireside and
favored the company with some very pleasing was engaged in conversation with Mrs. Trask,
duets on the piano. It was a late hour when when his head suddenly dropped and before
the happy crowd departed. The bride is a na- she could reach him he pitched forward on the
tive of Searsport, or what is commonly called floor and died almost instantly, presumably
Park, attending the Park school, Searspor, from heart disease. Mr. Trask had been a
High school, and later Kent’s Hill seminary. resident of Belfast about three months, coming
She has acted as church organist for the Sec- here from Waterville. He was the oldest son
ond Congregational church for the last seven of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Trask of Chelsea,
years, is a musician of considerable ability and Me. Beside the parents, the widow and three
has produced some clever students on the piano. children; two brothers, Willis E. and Arthur
The bridegroom, Edmund B. Staples, is also a T., and a sister, Alice, survive. The remains
native of Searsport, the son of Mrs. Ira Staples. were taken to Gardiner for burial.
Mr. Staples followed the sea from the time he
The many friends of Mr. Oscar W. Pitcher
was one year old until he was twelve, going
his native place, were pained to hear of
around the world six times. He secured his in this,
education in the Park school,going from there his death Monday. He was taken ill in Denver
his home in Colorado Springs,
to Bucksport, where he attended the Eastern but reached
He wrote his daughter, Miss
Maine Conference Seminary, and later going to where he died.
Comer’s Business College in Boston. Soon Louise Pitcher in Camden, stating that he
a
after leaving the business college he obtained would write again soon, but telegram announcing his death was received soon after the
a clerical position in a store and made several
John Peirce of New York will go
changes until he became interested in phar- letter. Mrs.
to Chicago and meet her sister, Mrs O. W.
macy. From this time he carried on his stud-

aglow
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Wedding Bells.

parents Saturday
evening, November 14th, which was decidedly and
by
the social event of the season. The house was

Works under the direction of Treasurer Mc- Forces.
Sunday school at noon.
It was one uf the shore dinners for
The Seaside Spiritual church will hold meet
which this house has a reputation all over the
ings in their rooms on High street every
State, and *.v; s admirably served anil heartily
Thursday evening at 7.80 o’clock and Sunday
enjoyed. After dinner the party returned to
afternoon at 2.30, to which the public are corBath, and proceeded to the scene of the launchdially invited.
erected
at
the
A
had
been
large platform
ing.
I he Christian Scientists hold services in then
bow of the steamer, prettily decorated with
bunting and flags, and here the Belfast party hall, 127^ Main street, Sunday morning at 11
o’clock; subject, Soul and Body; and Wedneswere stationed, with President Hyde, Treasurer
H. H. McCarty and other officials of the Bath day evening at 7.30 o’clock, to which all are
Iron Works, Calvin Austin and others of the cordially welcome.
Rev. II. I. Holt preached a helpful sermon at
Eastern Steamship Company. Miss Greenlaw
the Hammond St. M. E. Church Sunday. The
general thought was the fact of the wonderful
power of God in small things and that through
it great possibilities ar^ unfolded.—Lewiston
Sun.

Carty.

.f

1908.

deceased had

there. The

ceived a letter from his son, E. E. Bird, who is
married and living in Denver, Colorado, asking
him to come out there for a visit. Mr. Bird
has not seen his son for a number of years and
if he can rent his place here thinks of making
the

trip.

husband and left on the
for Worcester, Mass., with the remains.
Mr. Rhodes lost his wife about two years ago
and will be laid beside her in the Worcester

Hadlock of Brookline, Mass., has
the Boston police the loss of a
watch valued at $500. She'believes it was
stolen from her in the subway last Friday afThe chatelaine pin which secured
ternoon.
the watch was also of considerable value and

cemetery.

that, too, is missing.

lass.

Mrs.

Douglass

her

came

Northport with
Saturday morning

to

train

Mrs. H. D.

reported

to

We
are again
reminded
by the death
our
brother, Ansel Wadsworth, that life
upon earth is brief, and it seems fitting that
we pause for a moment to show our respect
for our departed brother. Therefore, be it
resolved, That in the death of Brother Wad*
worth Waldo County Pomona Grange has lost
a member whose heart was with our cause and
who earnestly believed in the principles of our
order. While we shall meet him no more upon
earth we hope to exchange fraternal greetings
with him in the Great Grange above
Resolved, That we extend our sympathy to
the bereaved family and that a copy of these
resolutions be spread upon our records and a
copy be sent to The Republican Journal for pub-

of

lication.

^

M Howes,
j
B. F. Foster,
Edward Evans, l

Morison of Minneapolis, Minn., spent
Sunday with his sister, Mrs. H. P. Adams, in
this city. Mr. Morison, who was east on business, motored down from Bangor in the storm
W. K.

Captain John A. Blakeney, one of the pioneer
gold seekers following the “strike” in the

Klondike, and a veteran of several voyages
around the world, died at his home on Orchard
street, Beverly, Mass., November 10th. He
was born in Deer Isle, Me., fifty-eight years
Later
ago, and when young w’ent to Beverly.
the sea enticed him again, and he visited most
of the countries of the world. At the time of
the Klondike rush he was among the first in
the gold fields. He was a prominent Odd Fellow. A widow survives him.

FROM A JOURNAL SUBSCRIBER.
A Boston subscriber to The Republican Journal in renewing his subscription has sorAe very
pleasant things to say about the paper, and we
are tempted to print them, with the omission

purely personal paragraphs.
renewing my subscription I would like to
say something about the paper, as many people
do when paying up. There are a good many
things I might say, too, for I have been among
The Journal’s “constant readers,” wherever
fate may have placed me, during the last
twenty-five years.
About everything in it, from the county correspondence to the advertisements, interests
of

some

In

me in one way or another.
The yacht and boat news I have always read
with avidity, and I’m sorry to find less of it
now than when I was a boy.
I never make up my mind regarding any
maritime event of importance along the Maine
coast until I have seen the next week’s Journal.
And for the current political situation, both
local and throughout the State, I depend on it

entirely.

j

j

its

good points.

Thousands

of Commendations.

During the almost 15 years that the Boston
Sunday Globe has printed its color supplement,

on

The next meeting will be with Tranquility
Grange. Lincolnville, Dec. 1st. Program: openof Sunday morning, leaving there at 7 and aring exercises; conferring fifth degree; report of
riving here about 9.30, after a very disagree- granges; appointment of committee; recess;
able trip. He left on Monday morning’s train music; address of welcome by Ella Moody; refor Minneapolis.
sponse by Mrs. J. C. Carey; topic, Can the far
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Parker and little son mers successfully co-operate in 1 uying awl
Carroll went to Rockland last Thursday, Mr. selling farm crops? Remainder ox program by
Parker to take a degree in the Scottish Rite host grange.
that evening and Mrs. Parker to attend the
The Helpful Trolley.
bridge party given in Pillsbury hall by Mrs. G.
Howe Wiggin and daughters, Mrs. Walter M.
j The
Board of Trade had a banquet
Augusta
Spear and Mrs. William A. Glover.
at the new Augusta House last Thursday, at
Mrs. Elizabeth Colson, the oldest resident of tended
by 250 guests. Mayor Plaisted. Hon.
Morrill, was 90 years of age November 9th. C. S. Hichborn and others responded to toasts
She was the recipient of many tokens of love and all had words of cheer and encouragement
and respect from friends and neighbors. Mrs. for their city. Hon. Herbert M. Heath gave a
Colson retains her faculties in a marked de- toast on the trolley roads, saying that more
gree, being able to lead without the aid of than anything else just now they were benefitglasses and converses intelligently with all ing and developing Augusta. He said he helpwho call to see her.
ed frame the first trolley charter in Maine, and
Harry R. Gillis of Calais, Great Sachem of with the exception of a few roads in and about
the Great Council of Maine, was in this city Portland had been connected, in a legal way.
last Friday calling on friends and went to Cas- with every trolley road in Maine. There are
the
tine where he made an official visit to the now, he said, 450 miles of trolley road in
members of Pentagoet Tribe that evening- State, employing 2000 men, getting $1,000,000
with a net income
Mr. Gillis complimented the members of Tar- in wages, costing $40,000,000,
of $700,ObO.
ratine Tribe of this city on the excellence of of $2,500,000 and net earnings
“The prospect is not far away,” said Mr
the order and the position they had attained in
the

Before all else, however, I think the personal
reminiscences of the editor, with their clear
pictures from the life of a generation now almost past, are the best reading.
And lastly, the things The Journal does not
print, have, upon certain specific occasions, impressed me, and should not be forgotten among

Committee

Resolutions

Great Council of Maine.

One of Boston’s favorite actors, Thomas E.
Shea, made his local vaudeville debut at Keith’s
last night ip a condensed version of “The
Bells,” familiar to Bostonians by its many

presentations here by the late Sir Henry Irving. “A great psychological study fittingly
sketch, which is

describes

this

strongest

pieces

ever

given

on

of the
the Keith

one

the robust school,

Shea
an
is a striking portrayal of the griefstricken burgomaster haunted by the sound of
those bells which rang out on that fatal Christmas eve.—Boston Journal.

stage.

is

actor

of

and his

thousands of commendations have been reCards have been received by friends in this
ceived from citizens in Boston and all over 1
New England. In fact, the color supplement city from Mr. and Mrs. William Gray Stickney
of the Sunday Globe has been indorsed by
Chamberlain of Auburndale, Mass., announcing
in all walks of life.
march was played by Mr. Harry Bump of Bos- people
Remember that the Boston Sunday Globe’s the marriage of their daughter, Maude Anna,
ton. The house was artistically decorated for color
pictures have long been welcome favor- to Reginald Hazeltine of this city on Saturday,
the occasion. A bevy of pretty girls served a I ites to thousands of women and children in November 14th. The
wedding took place at the
and that they are especially
dainty collation of ices, cakes, etc., immediately New England,
to meet the demand for clean and home of the bride Saturday evening and was a
designed
after the wedding. The presents were numerbrilliant affair. Among the Belfast people preswholesome amusement.
ous and beautiful consisting of furniture, picThe old-time favorites, Kitty, Danny and ent were the groom’s mother, Mrs. B. P. Hazelthe
work
of
the
Wisewinkers,
rare
Billy
silver,
Percy,
dinner
cut
china,
tures,
set,
glass,
tine, Mrs. Charles B. Hazeltine, Miss Louise
Boy Artist and his friends, Prof. O. Howe
clocks, gas lamp, beautiful needlework, linen, Wise
and I. B. Schmart are known from one Hazeltine, Mrs. James H. Howes, Miss Frances
bank bills and checks. After the reception the end of New England to the other. In fact, the Howes and Miss
Margaret N. Hazeltine. The
happy couple went to their prettily furnished characters have become general favorites in bride is a talented and charming young lady,
households.
New
all
England
home at No. 33 Stanley street, Dorchester,
To please all the family, have the Boston whose winning personality has made her many
Mass., where they will be glad to welcome Sunday Globe, with its unrivaled color pic- friends here. The groom is a graduate of the
their numerous friends after January 1, 1909. tures, in the home regularly.
Belfast High school, class of ’99, and of the
The groom, who is the manager in a wholesale
Mrs. E. L. Macomber, who has been visiting Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and is
shoehouse in Boston is the eldest son of Mr.
her mother, Mrs. Fannie Scott, returned to her now in business in Boston. His many friends
and Mrs. A. J. Bobertaon (nee Lizzie Dow) home in Belfast Saturday. She was accomhere extend hearty congratulations. Mr. and
formerly of Brooks and Monroe, Maine, and panied by her brother, John Scott, and her Mrs. Hazeltine are to reside in
Dorchester,
will be remembered by many of the older niece, Miss Rose Thompson, who are spending
their vacation with her.—Deer Isle Messenger. where they have taken a flat.
residents.

Heath, “when a cross-country road will be
built from Togus to Warren, connecting with
the Rockland, Thomaston & Camden road, thus
opening up a territory that will mean a revolutionizing of the trade for the city of Augusta. The trolleys today mean more to the city
of Augusta than all the steam roads that are or
can be built to any point in the city.
Augusta
is today the center of a system of 150 miles of
as fine electric lines as have been built in the.
United States.”
SEAKSMONT.

O. E. Robbins is doing a thriving business.
has built a new mill and put in a rotary
saw and planer and has one of the busiest
places in town.James Robbins, accompanied by Dr. Barron, Jenness French and W.C.
Pooler of Camden, has returned from a hunting trip to Wytopitlock, bringing three deer.
An unusually large number of the
Ladies*^
Aid met with Mrs. A. B Ripley, November
12th.Mrs. Emma Taylor has returned from
Boston.District Superintendent D. B. Phelan addressed the Epworth League last Friday
evening, held the second and third Quarterly
He

....

Saturday evening, preached and
the sacrament Sunday morning and preached Sunday evening, and we are
not often favored with so much of his busy
time.A very pleasant social was held in the
mountain district Monday evening, November
9th. A fine program was rendered and a good
time reported.

Conference

administered

TURBINE STEAMER BELFAST LAUNCHED.

BUILT FOR BOSTON AND BANGOR DIVISION.

#

NOVEMBER 12, 1908, IS A DUPLICATE.
TURBINE STEAMER CAMDEN, OF WHICH THE BELFAST, LAUNCHED AT BATH
I floored with inter-locking rubber tiling
and will be finished in mahogany. The
ticket office and purser’s office open from
the social hall. The balance of the joiner
work is finished in white, and all of the
fittings, such as electric light fixtures
and hardware, are in bronze and verd anThe general tone of the interior

ished and the engines are well underway.
President Hyde of the Bath Iron Works
is confident that the matters of the Eastern Steamship Co. will be arranged so
that the work on the Belfast will be resumed and she will be ready for commision the first of June, 1909.
The Belfast is 335 feet long over all,
320 feet long on water line, 54 feet, two

Turbine Steamer Belfast
Launched at Bath November 12th. She is
Christened bv Miss Carrie M. Greenlaw of
Belfast.
Bath. Me.. November 12. The $450,000
turbine steamship Belfast, whose construction has been delayed nearly a year
bv the financial difficulties of the Consolidated Steamship Lines of Maine, was
successfully launched at 2.58 p. m. by the
Bath Iron We rks for the Eastern SteamMiss
ship Co.. Boston & Maine division.
Carrie M. G re nlaw of Belfast, who was
Keene as
accompanie 1 bv Miss Margaret boat
with
maid of honor, christened the
of champagne
a gaylv decorated bottle
and used the regular christening form,
"I name thee Belfast.’

tique.

will be white and green.
The Belfast will have 204 staterooms,
and provision is made for those not desiring staterooms, there being 135 berths
below the main deck forward for men
and 87 berths below the dining saloon aft
for women. The galley, or kitchen, is
below the social hall and is entered from

inches beam over the guards, 40 feet
beam moulded, 17 feet depth moulded,
and is to have a mean draft with freight
Her arrangeand passengers of ten feet.
ments are similar to that of most vessels
of this class, carrying freight forward on
the main deck. "The after end of the
room by a broad stairway.
main deck is devoted to a social hall, aft the dining
made for the
The next Ample provision has been
of which is the dining room.
of the kitchen which will be
deck above, or the saloon deck, is devoted ventilation
with the usual ranges, steam
to staterooms as is the upper deck or gal- equipped
and for convenience in eook1
etc.,
tables,
the
wells
in
are
There
large
lery deck.
service.
and
i
ing
raila
bronze
surrounded
deck
by
gallery
1
The Belfast will have two pole masts
ing finished in green and the ceiling over 1 of steel and two smokestacks. A somethe gallery deck has a dome.
is that of the
The hull is entirely constructed of steel what novel arrangement
instead of being supportwith numerous water-tight bulkheads guards, which
braces as is usually the
and the fire rooms are entirely enclosed ed by diagonal
case
are
by bent frames, the
supported
is
a
in steel. The dining room
very spacarried out over them
shell
being
placing
extra
has
and
large
the
j cious apartment
a smooth surface to
windows. The guests are to be seated at so as to present
extra buoyancy.
i
The social hall ’is to be sea, as well as providing
I small tables.

The Belfast is a sister ship to the Camden, which has won a front rank among
the passenger steamers on the New England coast for speed and comfort. The
for
new boat will undoubtedly be ready
commission next'season and is booked
for the Bangor-Boston route in connection with the Camden. The outside work
on the Belfast is practically completed.
The material for the inside wood work is
ready for installation, the boilers are fin-

i

G A. Zi "X3 C* 37*. E A.
rears

The K:'d You Hava Always Boughi

tee

November 16,
Commission
Conservation
The National
costs the
is tvi :g to find out what it
The
Geological
fires.
to
fight
country
this particuSurvi v, which is conducting
lar branch of inquiry for the Commission,
officials
is sen ling out letters to city
on
all ov.-r the country asking for data
D.

Washington.

An

This informa-

essar; for domestic use.
Lion will be combined with other
tics of a similar nature to throw light on
the general topic of the conservation of

statis-.j
j

life and property through the prevention
of fires, for the use of the Commission
when it meets here in December to preRoosevelt.
pare its report for President

investigations
reached a point

The fact that the

perhaps, the men
prepare an inventory

they

The town of Union has candidatesTfor
the “oldest twins” contest in the persons
of Joel and Enoch Hills, who recently
celebrated their 78th birthday.

say now there is no doubt
will place in the hands of the

they
a

Near the home of Martha Douglass at
West Gardiner hornets built a nest on the
branch of an apple tree. One apple grew
to maturity right within the nest.

practically complete inwhich that body can base

ventory upon
its further stuck

s

and recommendations. !

city fire-fighting system investigation is part of a general study of the
This

conservation of life and property. The
Commission is compiling an immense

the last 15 years the average
tonnage of sailing vessels built at Bath
has been 1004 tons, while the average for
all the rest of the country has been only
129 tons.

During

One of the most successful women
farmers of Aroostook county is Mrs.
Cora A. Houghton of Fort Fairfield.
From a field of 85 acres of potatoes she
harvested 9500 barrels.

amount of accurate information concern-

ing

ITEMS.

Saco.

prove too gigantic for them to
going
finish in time to submit to the first full
meeting of the Commission, December
that

NEWS

$1.00

The highest price received for a yoke
of oxen yet heard of this season is $350,
secured by James H. Hamilton of East

to

Commission

50c.

MAINE

of the country’s
present natural wealth and the outlook
for the future feared that the task was

But

has put stomachs in shape
A fifty-cent
years.
Lottie will tone up yours. If
it doesn’t, the druggist will
refund your money.
!:r 57

Sac.

who undertook to

first month of operation, relics of the sea
that have been hoarded for years have
been offered to the American Seamen’s
as decorations for their
Friend

HUE’S ELIXIR

of the

where
Commission have
such detailed information is being sought
is an indication of the substantial progFor a
ress of its preliminary work.
time,

unhealthy

stomach is
generally what makes many
of you feel so wretched. The
various aches of your body
can be done away with by a
M'tie care daily given to your
stomach.

C,,

the additional cost of city water supplies
is necfor fire protection beyond what

1st.

Hundreds Start Real Thanksgiving for New
Seamen’s Institute.
New York, November 16. As Thankstars
giving tokens from the hundreds of
who have already been entertained at the
its
new Seamen’s Institute here during

Fighting Fires.

The Cost of

the nature and extent of loss of life

and property from fires, the cost of inwater systems and fire depart-

surance,

Sailors Return Thanks.

]
:

nre

and the

possibility

the

use

of

preventing

boats,

Two hundred officers, engineers, seamen and stokers of the giant ocean liners
that dock nearby have registered in the
modern club quarters of the institute
within the two weeks since its doors

■

oi

j

j

j

j

ffieted,

£

It Was Great, but it Drove One Man t<
Drink.

|

life preservers, fire handling apparatus, etc. She will be heated
had been gazing long and ear
by steam throughout, and much attention
has been paid to the arrangement of the
nestly at the rows of turkeys
steam heat in order to provide an equihanging from the hooks of a
table and comfortable temperature in all
stand in Washington market
seasons.
Close attention has also been
and the poultryman began to eye him
paid to the matter of ventilation.
suspiciously. He did uot look like a
The Belfast is to be propelled by three
screws driven by Parsons’ marine turthief, the mild look in his eye denoting
bines, the high pressure turbine being on
anything but the gleam of acquisition.
the middle shaft and the low pressure
Still, his actions were uot ca’eulate'i
turbines on the side or wing shafts.
to inspire confidence.
The low pressure turbines are equipped
Every now and then he would walk
with backing gear so that the two outup to the rack and feel a gobbler’s
board propellors may be reversed. The
breastbone, then stand off and take
outboard shafts are arranged to be somea side look at the fowl, moving around
what widely apart in order to provide
ease in handling.
The turbine arrangepresenty and gazing at it from the othment is of course equipped with the usual
er side.
In tins way he would admire
condensor, air pumps, circulating pumps, | it from all points of view and seemed
etc. Steam is to be furnished by four
to derive immense satisfaction from
furnace Scotch boilers, 14 ft. 6 inches in
the observation.
diameter, 12 feet long, built for 150 ;
The poultryman was fast becoming
:
The
Ellis
&
pounds working pressure.
nervous over these strange proceedEaves system of hot air draft is to be
ings, and to put an end to his anxiety
installed. The propelling installation of
the Belfast is expected to develop about 1 as to the man’s intentions he approach4000 horsepower which will produce a
ed him and asked:
continous sea speed of 17 knots.
“Well, sir, what can I do for you?’’
The man started and for a moment
appeared to be disconcerted: but, recovering himself somewhat, he blushingly

HE,

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Heve

Always Bought

GOV. COBB NAMES DELEGATES.

taking-.

j

✓

Belfast is to be thoroughly equipped

with life

Maine's Representation at Conference
Society
of N. E. Governors.
building.- In preparing for the Thankshotel and
Augusta, Me., November 12. Under
giving festival at this modern
club, which is now ready to provide for the rule adopted for basis of representation for each State, Gov. Cobb invited
over two hundred seafarers each night,
the following to-day to
participate as
of
the
of
simple support
these evidences
delegates at the conference, under the
the sailor man will be added to the other- auspices of the governors of the New
contributions which are beginning to be England States, at the Tremont theatre,
Boston, November 23, and 24: U. S. Senoffered from enthusiastic landsmen ators
Eugene Hale and William P. Frye,
throughout the country. Rooms, books, Congressmen Amos L. Allen and Edwn
in this har- C.
decorations
and
Burleigh, Congressmen-elect John Pbeds, games
Swasey and Frank E. Guernsey, Gov.
boring skyscraper for Jack-ashore are elect
Bert M. Fernald, Fred J. Allen of
already being made substantial Thanks- Sanford, president
of the Maine senate;
individuals
memorials
by many
Don A. H. Powers of Houlton,
giving
speaker
or
of the Maine house of representatives,
and organizations, having sentimental
of the and Atty Gen. Hannibal E. Hamlin of
the
in
welfare
interest
practical
Ellsworth.
half million seamen who come ashore in
The following were appointed delethis port each year.
gates-at-large: Charles F. Libby, PortSixteen sailors, who form the masonic land, chairman of the commission for
of legislation; C. S. Stetson
lodge of the R. M. S. Adriatic, sent word uniformity
of Greene, master of the State
grange;
from their out-bound vessel at Sandy Obediah Gardner of
Rockland, Joseph
Hook to have one of their treasures, the P. Bass, publisher of the Bangor Combell of a sunken ship, hung on the walls mercial.
The following were appointed deleof the Seamen’s Institute by Thanksgates from congressional districts: Chas.
their
of
apprecia- H. Prescott, Biddeford; John F. A.
giving Day as a token
tion and support. Other members of the Merrill, Portland; James Donohue, Rockcraft among the tars who have enjoyed land; Hardy B. Austin, Phillips; Charles
S. Hichborn, Augusta, president of the
the entertainment of the place are plan- Maine
State board of trade; William T.
the
in
celebration
lofty
a
Christmas
ning
Haines, Waterville; Edgar E. Ring,
characother
Orono, State forestry commissioner; Paul
lookout tower room. With
D. Sargent, Machias, State
highway
teristic gifts and offers of co-operation
commissioner.
the men of the sea have already set their
own seal of approval on the new' underTo Protect Maine Apples.

The seafarers
were first thrown open.
An interesting relic of the campaign of
1840 belongs to Clarence 0. Gardner of of America, Germany, Great Britain,
through
nre-resistmg
It is a large brass parlor
Vassalboro.
Denmark and Norway, in every
building materials and of fire-proofing lamp with a ground glass shade on which Sweden,
ocean life, are represented largesystems, and the desirability of changes is represented the national ensign at gradeof
books of this sailors’
in building systems. The letters which masthead and below it a log cabin with a ly upon the growing
Another souvenir home. From cabin boy to captain these
cider
barrel
nearby.
are going out now ask for figures on the ;
of that strenuous campaign is three glass men have invariably shown that they can
total cost of each city's present distributcup plates bearing the whig emblems,
and use the modem accommo- i
ing system, with the amount of pipe laid j which are owned by Mrs. Florence Parker appreciate
which
of
dations
they alone of all traveland the number of hydrants, and the of Parker Hill, N. H.
lers have heretofore been deprived. Imcost of the water used. They ask further
the
one
of
of
J.
R.
Portland,
Libby
|
intact
for an estimate of the cost of the system leading temperance Republicans of the maculate floors, quiet corridors,
that
the temperance men fixtures and busy bootblack stands in the
declares
and materials that would be required if State,
of Maine will ask for special legislation
building are bearing mute testimony tothe necessity for fire service were omit- when
Congress meets. They want the
of the
ted and only a domestic supply were interstate commerce law so amended as day to the ability of the workers
needed.
Such cities as have a separate not to permit the bringing into prohi- fo’castle to respect decent surroundings
bition States of liquor by express com- on shore.
high-pressure fire system, or contem- I
panies, and second, seek protection
That many a man or mother in localiplate installing one, can give actual j against those who are now sending cirties all over this land is seeking to lightof
of
the
cost
for
orculars
into
Maine
fires;
figures
fighting
soliciting express
sake
en the shore life of seamen for the
others the expense can be deduced with ders for liquor.
followed the sea at some
I. L. Snow & Co. of Rockland have of a son who
tolerable accuracy.
some 20
time is evidenced by many of the meSome of the city officials regard their shipped by rail to North Sydney
tons of oak timber, which will be re- morials which have today been secured
information as confidential, so that no
shipped to St. John, N. F. and used in to equip or maintain some special part of
figures will be available until tabulations repairing the steamer Bruce. That craft
National,
the new Seamen’s Institute.
on her return from furnishing supplies to
of totals can be worked out.
the Peary Arctic expedition crashed into State and city organizations are also
Her
an iceberg and was badly damaged.
RED NOSES.
setting up rooms, beds and recreation
owners were desirous of fitting her at
corners as landmarks which will attract
once for a sealing trip and Rockland, Me.,
Do you buffer the embarrassment of carrying
was the nearest place where this kind and interest such seamen as hail from
around an extremely red nose? or are you of timber was available.
their home fields. Memorials from church
tortured with a red, blotchy or pimply face? if
and philanthropic bodies already make
on State street,
The
Blaine
house
so you are foolish to stand it long; it is the
which has been occupied by
a part of the unique equipment of the
Augusta,
up
No
easiest
to
rid
of.
and
thing
get
simplest
legislators during the last two sessions, building.
the
the
what
have
been
matter
cause,
might
will remain unoccupied this winter. An
following harmless and inexpensive treatment effort was made early in the fall by
will positively remove all traces of your emThe Shoe Situation.
Representative F. H. Strickland of Banbarrassment in from two to four weeks.
tb get together, a coterie of lawGet this prescription filled at any Drug Store. gor
more
the
makers to once
Manufacturers of boots and shoes reapartenjoy
Clearola, one-half ounce, Ether, one ounce, Alments of the former statesman, but the port a substantial increase in the orders
cohol, seven ounces.
Mix and apply to the parts affected as often
attempt failed, and Frank L. French, placed by jobbers and retailers, whose
as possible, but morning and night anyway,
who was steward at Blaine house two stocks have been allowed to become deallowing it to remain on as long as possible, years ago, has this winter taken charge
and who now anticipate a much
never less than ten minutes, the longer the
the betof the hotel at the Soldiers’ Home at
arger demand, in harmony with
better, then you can wipe off the powdery film
ter feeling in all other branches of trade
Togus.
deposited on the skin.
and
industry. Yet the consertative
You can get this put up at any Drug Store.
Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing attitude is still much in evidence, no one
For any skin trouble this has no eqfial.
in
adoffers apply only to subscriptions paid
being inclined to overstock, and most
orders are for prompt shipment. As a
vance ; and when payment is made it should be
HEXAMETHYLENETETRAMINE.
The above is the name of a German chemi- stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is result, factories and shipping department
factor in the
cal, which is one of the many valuable ingredi- also necessary to say that none of these publi- are very busy, not a small
tendents of Foley’s Kidney Remedy. Hexamethyleurgency of buyers being the upward
or from
mailed
with
The
Journal
cations
are
soon be
netetramine is recognized by medical text
ency of materials, which may
books and authorities as a uric acid solvent and this office. We have to pay for these publica- reflected in higher prices for the finished
antiseptic for the urine. Take Foley’s Kidney tions one year in advance, and they are then product. Leather already sells at an adRemedy as soon as you notice any irregulari- sent from their respective offices to our sub- vance for some grades, leading tanners
ties, and avoid a serious malady. R. H. Moody.
scribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows asking two cents more for heavy sole
and about one cent for light stock.—
for one year’s subscription paid in advance:
If ydu haven’t the time to exercise regularly, The Journal and Farm &Home.$2.0C Dunn’s Review, November 14th.
Doan’s Regulets will prevent constipation. The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.2f
They induce a mild, easy, healthful action of The Journal and McCall’s Magazine. 2.1( Judith:
the bowels without griping. Ask your drug- The Journal and New Idea Magazine...... 2.1(
Aiiiuons use Gold Medal Flour.
LUCRETIA.
gist for them. 25c.
The Journal and Tri-Weekly Tribune.2.M
ments.

f The

TURKEY TEST.

—

Waterville, Me., November 11.

The
Maine State pomological society had a
busy day here today, sessions being held
in the forenoon, afternoon and evening.
There was a fine exhibit of fruit and
flowers in the armory. Addresses were
delivered by Prof. E. F. Hitchings, State

entomologist; Prof. W. L. Hurd of Orono,
S. G. Shurtleff of Livermore, Dr. G. M.

Twitchell of Auburn, Prof. J. W. Morse
of Orono, E. *P. Mayo of Waterville,
Prof. F. C. Sears of Massachusetts agricultural college, and Prof. John D. Craig
of Cornell University.
Dr. C. A. Twitchell suggested that the
Oregon law relating to the maintaining
of the standard of apples and for the
prevention of irresponsible or dishonest
packing be approved by the society for
adoption in Maine, and he was instructed to draft a measure along these lines
and refer it to the executive committee
with the purpose of having it presented
at the coming session of the legislature.
An addition providing for the adoption
of a trade-mark to protect Maine apples
was also accepted.
State School For

Boys.

The trustees of the State School for
Boys held a meeting at that institution
Thursday afternoon, those present being
Fred Atwood, Winterport; Charles L.
Hutchinson, Portland; Hiram W. Kicker,
South Poland; Harry W. Mayo, Hampden.
In addition to these gentlemen Charles
Sumner Cook, who was instrumental in
getting the appropriation for the improvement of the building of the school when
he was a member of the Governor’s council, made an inspection of the school and
was greatly pleased with the changes
which had been made there. The trustees will probably ask for an appropriation from the Legislature of $9,000 for a
new stable and for money to paint the
buildings. Further than this no special
appropriations will be asked for. The
trustees found the institution to be in

excellent shape.—Portland Press.
The

Business Boom.

Every commercial salesman who visits our city brings word of improving
business all along the line. “If everybody in Rockland is having the increase
in orders that we are receiving since
election day, remarked Manager Bicknell of the Livingston Manufacturing
Company to the The Courier-Gazette,
“things will soon be booming here.”
The Lime Company is already feeling the
effects of improving business elsewhere.
If Bryan had been elected this leaping
prosperity would be all the other way
about. fiut Taft is the man and the
whole country knows it is in safe hands.
Rockland Courier-Gazette.

Korlol F®T Indigestion.

JL aVvIV/M. Relieves sour stomack,
palpitation of the heart Diveso wtutyoueat

stammered:

}

“I dare say
tle peculiar.”
"but tlie fact
well, and she

you will think me a litcontinued the stranger,
is my wife is not very
has sent me to buy the
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don’t quite know

"Why, you see. I
yet.”
“Well, it s about time you did,” gruffly replied the poultryman.
“Ye-yes—1 suppose so, but 1 don’t.
1 want to get a turkey, but I want to
be quite sure of my ground before I
proceed.”
Tlie poultryman looked at him still
more suspiciously.
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JEWELER,

SELLS READ & BARTON KNIVES AND FORKS,11 V
1847 ROGERS BROS. A I SECO™ST
ALL FLAT WARE SAME QUALITY,
Watches that will please you. Chains, Charms, i
Diamond Rings, and all other kinds. | Clo.kand Field

Glasses, Spectacles

and

i

Eye Glasses.
I

A few

Violins for sale cheap.
Bargain in a chronograph, slightly used.
Watch work my specialty. Prices, like my expen
low.
MIXER BLOCK, BELFAST.

-COKE
-^BEST

FUEL

FOR

$4.75

Ton,
Half Ton,

at

I

USE.*

the follow

n

Quarter Ton,

2.50

j

®aumKm#v*xm

FALL

Limited supply may be obtained at gas plant

■
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Barrel,

wTwant thuoF
of repairing your WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEW
Etc. We carry a complete stock.

H. J, LOCKE &
NATIONAL
HE EXAMINED

THE

TIP

OF

THE TONGUE.

turkey for our Thanksgiving dinner.
Now, 1 never bought a turkey iu my
life, and I don't want to make a misI have full instructions
take in it.
from my wife, but still it requires
great care to carry them out."
“Oh, if that's all.” said tile poultryman, reassured, "I will help you out.”
“You will?” asked the man eagerly.
What's the mutter
“With pleasure.
with this one?” And he took down a
it up to view.
“Does his breast move in or out under pressure?” asked the purchaser

turkey and held

doubtfully.
“Try it for yourself.”
“It

seems

flexible.” said

the

man.

gingerly pressing his Augers upon the
part mentioned. "You knew, my wife
is a great judge of these things, and
Now about
she told me all about it
the color of the legs. They should be
purply blue, with just a tinge of gray
“Well, there they are. You couldn't
get anything nearer the description
unless we painted them for you.”
1 don't want 'em painted.
“No. no
She said the color should lie natural.
1 want to pinch
Now about the flesh.
that and see that it is elastic.”
“Well, pinch.” said the dealer.
The purchaser pinched and pinched
until there was not an inch of the bird
Then he gave a
not fairly covered
sigh of satisfaction.
But there’s
“That seems all right.
You don't
one tiling more—the wings.
mind my twisting them according to
instructions? She calls
wife's
my
that the crowning test of tenderness.”
And he delicately turned them around
This
as he .would Ute knob of a door.
done, be opened the beak and looked
into the mouth, devoting considerable
time to a minute examination of the
tip of the tongue. Finally he announced his satisfaction, paid for the turkey
and started off with it.
He reached the door, then suddenly
turned.
I forgot to exam“Great heavens!
ine the flexibility of the spur, and
without being backed by that all other
tests are useless.”
But the poultryman had vanished
Into a nearby saloon and at that moment was engaged iu toning up his
nerves for the next customer.—New
York Herald.

And

The Boarding House Poet.
the mistress cometh for my

when

Pray that In wrath I may not be too
rash
since the

turkey Ions the board has
graced,
Urge her, for heaven’s sake, to atop tbs

And,

haab!

J

J iweleiu and 0
BUILDING, BKI.FAS I

SON,

HANK

V*--—-A Reliable

Remedy
Ely’s Cream Balm

J

j

is quickly absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.

It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. lU-||Ay CCXiCQ
3tores the Senses of IlHI ■ t ¥ E»H
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 cts., at Druggists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents.
VJy Brothers, 50 Warren Street, New York.

Kennedy's

Paints.
Varnish®
Paints of all kinds—Japa
brushes
everything a
—

Laxative

Cough Syrup Kitchen Fnruisliii#
TIN WARE, AGATi

Relieves Colds by working them
out of the system through a copious
and healthy action of the bowels.
Relieves Coughs by cleansing and

strengthening the mucous membranes of the throat, chest, lungs and
bronchial tubes.

The Original
Laxative

ALUMINUM WAHl.

Stoves and liiiii^
Plumbing

a

Sp«

CoughSyrup Mitchell & Trussel,
Conforms to National
Pure Food and Drug Law
For Croup, Whooping Cough, La
Grippe, Influenza, Bronchitis, and
nil Coughs, Colds, Lung and Bronchial affections no remedy is equal
to Kennedy’s Laxative Cough Syrup.

HIGH STREET,

BELFAST

Horses

Children like it.

FOB SALE.

Put up In 25c, 50o and 91.00 bottle#
• at ths Laboratory of
E.C. DoWITT &CO..CHIeaSo.V.S.A.

Pleasant to take
Children like it
SOLDBY

K, H. MOODY.

A few horses for sale b\

Livery Co.
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>N!C FOR NEURALGIA.

j

‘iiorities Agree on Treat1 bis Painful Disease,

j

mat ion of
imes

j
.<

\

the
>oth.

a nerve.

This

caused by exposure
irritation arisOf all causes, how-

nerve

if the system is by far
The most eminent nerve
greatest medical writers
In the debilitated congrip, colds, malaria and
iseases, the nerves fail to

i!

1,
1

i.

^

nourishment and

r.

i.

aJr-r;

inflam-

also that the proper treatto build up the strength
"<iy. A nourishing diet and
!l accomplish this but exas of liniments, cannot.
apparently cured it generthe general health is re-

:;

t,

an

J

which builds up the general
ta;.
at the same time directly
tongtg,’
rcous system is Dr. Wilhi
fefr
peculiar property makes
aluable tonic for the home
'■iraigia, a fact proven by the
t!y reported.
Hr,
1-ckor, of No. 561 St. Paul
to".
who has been cured of
^ illiams’ Pink
Pills, says:
iraigia ever since 1 was a
it.uk Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
.•
ago. Each year the attacks
'.riate to relieve and finally
Mat 1 had to
give up entirely. I
but death. I had severe
;■
my head and in ray side.
‘round for the pains pierced
^
My flesh would occasionally
*;•
and I would then be in perfect
nut
h:;
sleep nor rest. My blood
st in flesh.
,r
Pronounced
f^
my trouble neuralL
'nedicine faithfully for a long
worse instead of
w!f> !
tlLlt'on Krew
S'sf.
,°u?bt I would never get any
to try Dr. Williams’ Pink
j
Li ‘,ead [n a paper how a case of
rr 1 Ufan ♦ i-en cure<I by their use. Soon
them 1 could see a change
f^ \
^ li
they were the only thing
,
KMi
Jed me I continued using them
pir f j would not be without Dr.
and always recommend
P whenevL 1
hear anyone
if -T ri6
complaining."
WkU,U.?v,8ufferep should have a copy
iN(ervou8
Disorders, a Method
Xrpai
k

>
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k11s

A

ent.”

sold by all drugLb wSl\Pink
Eh ^centl ’es<;nt’ Postpaid, on receipt of
six boxes for $2.50, by
Wii)iolnPe5[-L°x;
Medicine Company, Schenec2' h’. y
p °piate8 (J*ey are guaranteed to be fret
'r

Pil13

r* the most1 ia?.y harmful drug and cannot

del>cate system.
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Health

Experts.

Ian Maclaren used to tell a story of tw(
Scots worthies, douce elders o’ the Kirk,
who found themselves alone in the com

—

answer.

result of the carelessness of some camper,
or from sparks flying from locomotives,
but there are

a

number of things which

the woods afire.

A complete report of forest fires on the
private forests of the country and their
not kept by anyone. Uncle
causes is

however, is most careful to account for the damage done by the blazes
on his timberland under forest adminis-

tration, aggregating about 168,000,000
burnacres, and each year the total area
ed over, the timberland burned over, the
amount of timber destroyed and its value,
the cost of
of fires are

fighting fires, and the
carefully checked up.

causes

year’s figures, however, give a
good idea of the things which cause fires

Of the 1,355 fifes discovered
all of
on the national forests last year,
which were checked by the rangers before they had burned over fourteen hundredths of one per cent (14-100 of 1 per

majority

of such forest fires

as

aires of the silver mining “pocket boroughs” of the West than his present defeat produces among the European steamship colonies in the lower part of the city

:

Other fires of about the same time
most destructive in Michigan. A
about 40 miles wide and 180 miles
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LINIMENT

quickly relieve the most severe cases. It’s just
in curing sore throat, coughs, colds, grip,
bronchitis, tonsilitis, and kindred respiratory troubles.

^B

sure

II >ou have a cut, a burn, a bruise or other external
ache or pain, a free application of the liniment will
reduce the inflammation and drive out the pain
quicker than anything else. Keep a bottle in
your medicine chest for emergencies.
Guaranteed under Food and Drugs Act,
June 30, 1906. Serial Number 513.
v 25c and 50c a bottle everywhere
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AUCTION!
Bryant

other

property

great

as
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Once

1 v it,

Popular Type

of Merchant Craft

was

because it was
wholly unnecessary.
For many days before the high wind
came and drove it into uncontrollable fury
it was burning slowly close to the town
of Hinckley, and could have been put out.

FOtEYSMBNEYCBRE
Right
Kidneys

the Lake States.

have swept
The ranger force on many of the national forests has been kept busy fighting

and

Is

And Your Favorite Home

Bladder

THE FASHIONS FOR GIRLS.

FOR ONE YEAR FOR $2.25
FARMER is a thoroughly practical, helpful, up-to-date illustratSpecial pages for Horses, Cattle, Sheep, etc., and most elaborate
reports.
Dr. C. D. Smead, the best known veterinary surgeon in America, writes regularly
care and feeding of
for THE TRIBUNE FARMER, thoroughly covering the breeding,
farmttn domestic animals, and his articles meet the needs of every practical working
who owns a horse or cow.
er and interest every man or woman in city or town
THE TRIBUNE

ed national weekly.
and reliable market

for_R.

War.
Previous to 1840, a large majority of
Hints That Will Help the Anxious Mother.
the vessels built in Bath were brigs. The
fires which, if left to run unchecked,
Dresses for tiny girls are made either
of the building of ships was
would have done incalculable damage. in the French style, with the quaint long great period
to 1870, since which date
and short skirt, or in the one-piece from 1840
between
waist
communication
By quickening
schooners have formed the largest class
mode, the latter often having the body
important points through the construc- i and sleeves cut in one. Such dresses are of vessels built in the local yards. The
tion of telephone lines, and building roads | made almost exclusively of fine batiste, four-masted schooner began to be built
in the early ’80’s, soon followed by five
and trails, the national forests have been nainsook or India mull, while insertions,
and six-masted schooners exceeding in
of
inset
motifs
lace
are
the
two
and
edgings
made more accessible during the past
It is an interestdecoration. The lace used for j size the old-time ships.
favored
fact that the schooner is the only
years and fire fighting has beefi greatly this
ing
of
a fine-meshed
is
always
purpose
of craft whose construction has
facilitated.
variety, a good quality of imitation type
since the beginning of
Valenciennes being most popular because been continuous
Since 1780
•
.Art I
Real the Custom House records.
.i *■ fcii “A"
it is not only dainty but durable.
j
there has not been a single year when no
A1(18 Kiad You Have Always Boi# Valenciennes is, of course, used on the ; schooner has been launched
Bears the
in the dismore expensive dresses,
though many
is true of no other type of
mothers wisely consider it an extravag- trict, which
craft.
ance to trim little frocks with such valThe brig, rigged like a ship except that
uable material, because of the amount
she has only two masts, took her name
of wear and tear it must necessarily be
Finely Equipped Coaler.
from the pirate craft of the Meditersubjected to. On the other hand, the ranean.
BATH, Me., November 10. The five- cheaper imitation laces are not to be reCuriously enough the Fredericka Schepp,
for they have a common look
masted schooner Fuller Palmer, named in commended
which is being converted from brig to
which is distinctly unpleasing, while the
a
schoona
of
Boston,
L.
Fuller
honor of Dr. A.
threads break so easily after a little wear schooner, was originally L. topsail
I., under the
business associate of William F. Palmer and a few launderings that such laces er built in Northport,
Emma Ritch. Subsequently
of Boston, the managing owner, was seem hardly worth the trouble of making name of the
she was sold and made a brig, and is now
! owned
launched today from the yard of Percy & up.
by L. Schepp and hails from Turks
For girls from six to fourteen the little
Indies.
Small for the Palmer fleel of five-masters.
and over-blouse dresses are very Island in the West
and
guimpe
constructed
the
It is one of
Not a single brig of Bath build is now
strongest
! becoming, and because of this they are
craft
ever sent overboard
in
existence.
best-equipped
| extremely popular. The dress is invafrom a Bath yard. The dimensions are,
riably made to fasten in one-piece fashion
48.9
feet;
breadth
depth
309.4
feet;
length
; at the back, the waist and skirt always
27.4 feet and.gross tonnage 3060. She !
whether the former be genwill have a carrying capacity of 5400 tons being joined,
a waist or simply a
suspender or
Direction, with each VI.1 in FI** tnngnage*.
and is constructed for the coal carrying uinely
The skirts of these
attachment.
bretelle
German, Spanish, Portuguese and French.
trade. Capt, Otis Clark of Boston will frocks
English,
or
be
but
in
gored
straight,
may
will be
go in command, and the schooner
some
form
of
case
i
either
usually
display
Price
k
FOB
No.
ready for sea the last of this
Semi-princess dresses, in which
1. Fever*. Congestions. Inflammations.25
The crew will consist of 14 men. There plaiting.
of the shirt forms a panel
front
Worm
Disease.
the
.25
or
gore
Fever,
Worm
2. Worms.
is telephone connection to all
! which extends to the shoulders, are also
3. Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.20
the schooner. Her cost was $150,000.
Adults.25
and
of
Children
little
much liked for
girls over six years ! 4. Diarrhea,
The craft was christened with flowers by
0. Dysentery. Griping*. Bilious Colic.25
i of age, as well as for those who are older.
Mrs. A. L. Fuller and Fannie and Paul, Some
7. Coughs, Colds. Bronchitis.20
of the newest frocks for misses
Palmer.
F.
Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia.20
8.
of
William
the two children
the short waist
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D. Armstrong and the H. B. Hussey, 512
tons, in 1883 by T. J. and C. H. T. J.
Southard of Richmond for their own
fleet. The Hussey was the last of 672
brigs built in the District of Bath since
1780.
The great days of the brig were prior
to 1840. In the early days of the American merchant marine they were the most
common type of merchant vessel under
the flag, not only for the domestic trade
but used extensively in the flourishing
commerce of those days with the West
Indies and in whaling, and often making
voyages to Europe and around the Horn
and the Cape of Good Hope to the Orient.
During the period previous to 1840 more
than three-fourths of the brigs built in
Bath District were launched, and after
that date, although brigs continued to be
built to 1883, their place in the foreign
trade was largely taken by the full rigged ship and in the coastwise business by
the schooner, which began to increase in
size ant popularity rapidly after the Civil

fires the loss of life

ARE

New-York Tribune Farmer

»

jiviuo

WE

RECENT ARRANGEMENT WITH THE PUBLISHERS
ABLE TO OFFER THE

A

BY

It was recently stated by the New
York World, in connection with the announcement that the British brig Fredericka Schepp is being rerigged as a
schooner, that there are now but five
brigs sailing under the American flag.
This once popular type of craft is evidently destined to become entirely extinct within a few years. Not a single
vessel sailing under square sails spread
on two masts has been launched in the
United States since 1893, in which yea:
only one was put overboard, and only
fifteen have been built in the country
since 1880. Two of these were built in
this district, the Sunlight, 374 tons, in

and
of locomotive engineers
other railroad men the loss of life would
have been much greater.
This fire was all the more deplorable

Makes

-m

Now Almost Extinct.

conduct

\-dit-

Company.

I

every American citizen afloat or ashore
who is interested in the upbuilding of our
merchant marine.—The Marine Journal.

estipersons were left destitute, and the
mated loss in property of various kinds
was $25,000,000.
Except for the heroic

less brush-burning by homesteaders and
to be the
persons clearing land is said
cause of many of the fires which have
started this year, particularly those which
over

j»

—

strip
long, congratulate Judge Taft and congratulate

very heavy. Hinckley
and six other towns were destroyed, about
500 lives were lost, more than 2,000

of fires, and of

discovery,

some

and

course, man has no greater responsibility
in this case than to put the fire out as
as

iir||

the whole weight of European
interest in this country was
cast for Mr. Bryan, so all the influence
of the American shipping interest and
every vote it could command was cast
for Judge Taft and a Republican victory.
The American flag has won. We heartily
Just

000,000. Several hundred persons perished.
In the early part of September, 1881,
great fires covered more than 1,800 square
miles in various parts of Michigan.
The estimated loss, in property, in addition to many hundred thousand acres of

in

Lightning ranks

causes

^

7*1 JOHNSON’S

steamship

more than $2,300,| valuable timber, was
000. Over 5,000 persons were made des! titute, and the number of lives lost is
variously estimated at from 150 to 500.
The most destructive fire of more
recent years was that which started near
Hinckley, Minnesota, September 1, 1894.
While the area burned over was less than 1881 by Goss, Sawyer & Packard

the aners, it is reasonable to think that
nual forest fire loss could be reduced
than one-half.

diar-

rhoea, etc. A few half-teaspoonful doses of

of New York.

many millions of dollars. Between 1,200
and 1,500 persons perished, including
nearly half the population of Peshtigo,
at that time a town of 2,000 inhabitants,

extending across the central part of the
I
from Lake Michigan to Lake Hurcent) of the national forest area, camp- State,
The estimated loss
was devastated.
ers caused 346, while railroads followed i on,
was
about 4,000,000,000 feet
timber
in
with
came
next,
with
next
273; lightning
used in lumbering board measure, and in money over $10,

more

;<

discomfiture among the bonanza million-

more severe than the Mirarmehi.
It covered an area of more than 2,000
square miles in Wisconsin, and involved
a loss in timber and other property, of

in forests.

operations,

disorders—cramps, colic,

similar

Fort

P

still

These

reports are made at the end of the calendar year, and the announcement of this
year’s losses will therefore not be known
for more than two months.
Last

Green or over-ripe, fruit will cause i
—Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment will cure
it.
An infallible remedy for ail

Bankrupt

start blazes in the forest are forgotten.
It is true that perhaps one-half to threefourths of the forest fires do begin as a

j set

Cure
Cholera Morbus

Payne, Ala., where he lost quite
in his real estate dealings. Later
The victory of Judge Taft is, therefore, heavily
this the destruction of the timber is a
was manager of an asbestos concern
he
Estate of
&
in a distinct and peculiar sense the victory
more serious loss, by far, than that of the
in
White
county, Ga. Returning to this
merchant marine.
American
of the
some
he
assobecame
cattle and buildings, for it carries with it The issue on this
years ago,
subject was sufficiently city
the impoverishment of a whole region clear-cut, for Mr. Bryan has gone down i ciated with his son in the carriage busi- I shall sell on the premises at Winnecook, Maine, Saturday, November 21, 1908, at nine
ness.
Mr.
Hix is survived by his wife,
national
|
for tens or even hundreds of years after- upon a platform condemning any
o’clock in the forenoon at public auction, subject to prior sale, the following described
to our shipping industry. whose maiden name was Susan Farrand,
wards. The loss of the stumpage value aid whatsoever
and one son, Harrison F. Hix, formerly
most
of
of
the
and
His hostility
hostility
property;
cashier of the Rockland National Bank.
of the timber at the time of the fire is but the
politicians of his party to American Anson M. Hix, a brother, is an official in
The saw mill, machinery, two houses, one stable, and about four acres of land with dam and
so manifest, so pronounced,
was
a small part of the damage to the neighshipping
water power. The premises are the same that were conveyed by A. W. Fletcher to Branch
the Concord, Mass., reformatory.
in
his
canvass,
that
Mr.
though
Bryan
would
have
Lumber Company by deed of September 8, 1903, recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book
borhood. The wages that
to be the uncompromising
You can cure dyspepsia, indigestion, sour or 291, Page 88.
been earned in lumbering, added to the professing
foe of combinations and monopolies, weak stomach, or in fact any form of stomach
Also logs in mill pond, lumber in yard, consisting of: 7500 ft. Dimensions: 4000 feet 1 in. and
value of the produce that would have has had the active and generous sup- trouble if you will take Kodol occasionally— 1£ in. pine; 1700 ft. 2 in., 2£ in. and 3 in. H. W.; 37,000 ft. fir and hemlock boards; 39,700 laths;
M.
2nd clear shingles; 17& M. No. 1 shingles; 1200 feet 1 in. bass; 12 cds. shingle wood; 5 cds.
of
the
rich
25i
the
times
when
need
it.
Kodol
does
at
lumber
the
the
you
been purchased to supply
just
newspaper organs
port of
4 ft.; 30 cds. slabs loose 4 ft.; 12 cds. waste,wood; 4 cds. 4
and powerful steamship corporations not have to be taken all the time. Ordinarily waste wood; 50 cds. edgings bundled
camps; and the taxes that would have
ft.
3 cds. edgings tied 4 ft.; 10 cds. shingle wood; 1 batteau; camp supplies and dishes; 8
it
wood;
now
and
because
then,
of Europe. His defeat is, therefore, you only take Kodol
one single; chains and cant dogs; boom chains (57); 2 coils yarn; 2
double
and
sets
of
two
food
all
the
and
sleds,
eat,
been devoted to roads and other public
you
digests
completely
their defeat—the defeat of the jealous after
cook stoves; 1 heater; grindstone; 2 shovels; 6 axes; 1 heavy Jack saddle; 12 ft. fi in. rubber
a few days or a week or so, the stomach
improvements, furnish a much truer and vindictive European steamship inter- can digest the food without the aid of Kodol. belt (new); 2 augers, 2 in.; 1 bit brace and set of bits; a boom auger; 1 ratchet drill (5 drills); 5
effort
ests that dread and fight every
Then you don’t need Kodol any longer. Try it lanterns; 2 emery wheels; 1 vice.
measure of how much, sooner or later, it
toward national legislation for the pro- today on our guarantee. We know what it will
Terms of Sale, Cash.
J. W. MASON, Trustee.
costs a region when its forests are dedownfall
The
fleet.
do for you. Sold by R. H. Moody.
our
ocean
tection of
cf-Y’rttrtw'l Kv tiro
Df Mr. Bryan in the campaign of 1896
the Peshtigofire of October, 1871, was doubtless produced no worse rage and
In the

and locomotives, is the usual
Many of the other things which

Campers

soon

estimates

New President-Elect

A Contest of

The terrible work of the flames which
destroyed hundreds
Bryan a Recognized Enemy.
of thousands of acres of timber and
partment of a railway carriage travelling
The Marine Journal is not a politica
in Perthshire; and thrown upon each othei
property to the value of millions in the
in
heartily
rejoices
it
but
for
partisan paper,
company, they fastened on a knotty
Lake States, recalls to
memory other the election of Judge Taft, just as it has point in theology to beguile the time. Tht
it
believes
great forest fires which have attained labored for this result, because
subject of controversy was whether i
Never Falls to Restore historic importance.
that his victory means a victory for tht man is saved by faith or works. Tht
the
cause
tc
discussion became heated, and the trair
One of the earliest of these was the American merchant marine,
Gray Hair to itsNataral
which this j'ournal in its thirty years oi drew up at the destination of one of tht
great Miramichi fire of 1825. It began existence has been inflexibly devoted. debaters not a moment too soon. Loath
; Color and Beanty.
No matter how long ithas been gray
its greatest destruction about one o’clock Of all of the Republican aspirants for the to
give up the argument, they continued
convention
or faded. Promotes a luxuriant growth
to wrangle until the train began to move
in the afternoon of October 7th of that Presidency before the National
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out.
of last June, Judge Taft was the most out of the station, and the discharged
year, at a place about 60 miles above the earnest and
: and positively removes Danoutspoken in his advocacy passenger had to run along the platform
town of Newcastle, on the Miramichi of the interests of American ocean
droll. Keeps hairsoft and glossy. Reship- to eke out the precious moments left foi
fuse all substitutes. 2}i times as much
River, in New Brunswick. Before ten builders, owners and sailors. Through- a last word. The subject seemed to hang
in
addresses
of
series
in $1.00 as 50c. size, is Not a Dye.
his
remarkable
fire for a perilous moment—the train was
o’clock at night it was 20 miles below out
all parts of the country which preceded accelerating its speed—when back from
$1 and 50c. bottles, at druggists
Newcastle.
In nine hours it had de- the
Send 2c for free book “The Care of the Hair.
nominating convention, he declared the figure leaning far out of the carriage
Philo Hay Spec. Ca, Newark, N. J.
stroyed a belt of forest 80 miles long aggressively for a forward policy in re- window came the cry: “Hebrews—ten—
and twenty-five miles wide. On over gard to our merchant marine, and speci- thirty-eight!” (“The just shall live by
Hay's Harflna Soap cans Pimples,
skin
and
all
disand
hands,
red, rough
chapped
himself, if nominated and faith.”) Quick as lightning the other
more
than two
and one-half million fically pledged
eases. Keeps skin fine and soft. 25c. druggists.
elected, to use his utmost influence flung after the receding antinomian:
Send 2c for bee book “The Care of the Skin.*1
acres, almost every living thing was toward an extension of the policy initiat“James
first
twenty-four!” (“By
R. H. MOODY.
killed. Even the fish were afterwards ed in the present Ocean Mail bill. More- works a man is justified, and not
by faith
bill
was
that
when
that
know
we
found dead in heaps on the river banks. over,
only. ”)— Harper’s Weekly.
under consideration in Congress a few
How Do Forest Fires Start ? Five hundred and ninety buildings were months ago, Judge Taft’s most active
Thomas Woodbury Hix Dead.
burned, and a number of towns, includ- and devoted lieutenants worked unceasand Douglas, ingly for the success of the legislation
Chatham,
ing
Newcastle,
16.
November
D.
C.,
Washington,
Rockland, Me., November 10. Thomas
among uninformed and halting Republi- |
What starts these forest fires? This town, were destroyed, One hundred and can
of the Middle Wesf. Woodbury Hix, ex-deputy warden of the
Representatives
Maine
State prison, who served in that
and nearly a \ In his letter
accepting the Republican
question has been asked over and over sixty persons perished,
de- capacity while his father was warden,
thousand
head
of
stock.
Judge
The
loss
from
Presidential
nomination,
of
the
ac.Taft
readers
again this summer by
died today after a long illness, aged 72.
clared again most earnestly in favor
Deceased was in the jewelry business
counts of the destructive fires which have the Miramichi fire is estimated at $300,- j
the ocean mail lawT as the first step
of
He went to
been raging in all parts of the country. 000, not including the value of the timber, f toward the restoration of our ocean ship- here during his early life.
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AMERICAN SHIP

Frank Cham
pion of Our Maritime Interests, and Mr

have burned over and

176; donkey engines
fourth, with 65; careless brush
homesteaders clearing land,
by
burning
general raising of the
34; fires caused by incendiaries and those
.me up in the Governors’
set by herders and hunters, 30. For more
White House in May.
than 400 of the fires the cause is not
Knlvr in his speech on
known. This is not strange when it is
of Life and Health by
remembered that a fire may smolder for
Supply” at the Conferif the air is too thick to permit the
days,
uvs which showed that
smoke to be seen at a distance before it
■•vital assets” of the
breaks out when fanned by a wind so as
phoid fever in a single to reveal its presence to the watchful
ADO,(100,000. Typhoid
forest officer.
luted water largely, so
While campers caused more fires than
i. from this disease can
locomotives last year, there are many
: by the purification of
undisseasons when the railroads hold
Dr. Kober quoted
Forest fires
claim to first place.
puted
sat the increased valstarted by both are mostly unnecessary.
the city of Albany,
If campers would exercise care in start!, \
rate was reducare
camp fires and be sure that they
ing
■i'it' to 26
by an efficient extinguished before they are left, and if
the
unts to $475,000 a
the railroad companies would use
1.1 ti to may be considermost modern and efficient spark arrestbefore they die.
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price of THE TRIBUNE FARMER alone is #1.00.
subscriber, and all old subscribers who will pay up arrearages and
year in advance we make this liberal offer

subscription
To
one

new

The Tribune Farmer, One Year, SI.OO
The Republican Jour., One Year, 2.00

$2.25

BOTH FOR

___

Sample copies of both papers will be
application. Send all orders to
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Incorporated

Established 1857.

Lamson & Hubbard

1899.

Livery Co.,

Belfast

HAT

|

Hack and

Livery, Sale,

Transient Stable. * -a

j

%VT'

DR. HUMPHREYS* SPECIFICS.

First-class Teams furnished night and day.
i

Telephone

FALL AND WINTER STYLES
Now

ready. Also

a

complete line of

FRED ATW OOD,

RAW

LUNGS.

the
When the lungs are sore and inflamed,
hnd
of pneumonia and consumption
and
Honey
lodgment and multiply. Foley’s
odTar kills the cough germs, cures the most
and
stinate racking cough, heals the lungs,
is in
The
results.
genuine
prevents serious
the yellow package. R. H. Moody.
germs

ox
Stops earache in two minutes; toothache
hoarsepain of bum or scald in five minutes;
sor
hours;

one hotir; muscleache, two
Eclectr
throat, twelve hours—Dr. Thomas
over pain.
monarch
Oil,

ness,

RlEttHOMEPHMR
fur cMMiwq Mfs, turu. Kuuptatuu

will have to be laid aside.—New Idea
Woman’s Magazine for December.

Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.25
Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Weak Stomach.20
Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.20
Salt Rheum. Eruptions, Erysipelas. .25

Rheumatism, or Bheumatic Pains.20
Fever and Ague, malaria
..; *5
Piles, Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal.20
Eye*.25
Inflamed
Weak’or
Ophthalmia,
Catarrh. Influenza,Cold in Head ..20
Whooping ^ough, Spasmodic Cough.25
Asthma,Oppressed, Difficult Breathing.25
Kidney Disease, Gravel, Calculi.20
1.00
Nervous Debility. Vital Weakness
Sore Mouth, Fever Sores or Canker....25
Wetting
Bed.25
30. Urinary Incontinence,
34. gore Throat. Quinsy and Diphtheria.25
85 Chronic Congestions. Headaches^ ..25
77. Grippe. Hay FcyctaidS«ffi*crColds ...25
A small bottle of Pleasant
on receipt of price.
pocket. Sold by druggists, or sent
Medical Book sent free.
HUMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICINE CO., Come*
*••

William and John Streets. New York.

Insurance and Real Estate

w,SORT'

REPRESENTING OVER FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.;
Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
Hre, Life, Accident, Plate Glass,

partsjot |

9.
10.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
37.
28.
39.

MAINE.

BELFAST,

■

display Empire effects,
ana clinging two-piece skirt being distinctive features of these models. These,
however, are advance styles, and have
not yet been generally adopted. The
American mother is usually sensible
enough to prefer frocks of a simpler type
for her young daughters, and clings with
fond tenacity to the dainty muslin, dotted
Swiss and organdy of which her own
girlhood party frock were made. Even
at eighteen a girl is not too old to wear
frocks of this type. She should, indeed,
be encouraged to retain her grasp on
youth and youthful things as long as she
possibly can, for all too soon the days will
come when she will actually be a “grownand girlish frocks and frivolities
up,

Connection.

V. A. SIMMONS, President.
RALPH D. SOUTHWOR1H, Treasurer.
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Hacks to and from all boats and trains.

!

insurance and

Inspection.
Administrators and Trustees.

Security Bonds for Cashiers. Contractors,
estate bought and sold.
Correspondence solicited. Heal

AND

Charles H. Sargent,

DWIGH T P. PALMER.
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Traders and Mechanics fire
Insurance Co.,

■
■

Teachers Wanted
FOR WINTER VACANCIES.

60 per
40 “
20 “

Apply to

EASTERN TEACHERS’ AGENCY,
Deer lele, Maine.
Ini44
Good poeition now open.

on

cent
“

|

o

Dressmaking.

expiring policies
Dividend on Five Years
*1
“
Three
“
One Year

1848.
vemb er, 1908.—6w45

INCORPORATED

Belfast, N

|

MASS.

LOWELL,
Now paying

I
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Business

for sale. Not particular about location.
Wish to hear from owner only who
Give price,
will sell direct to buyer.
description and state when possession
ean be had. Address.
RecWster. fl. I.
L DARBYS HI RE. Box

■

MASONIC TEMPLE.

or

prepared to do dressmaking
fancy work. Children’s work
MRS. INEZ CHASE.
a specialty.
38 High Street, Spring Street Entrance.
I am
and
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$1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
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months.
Advertising Terms—For

one

one

square,

inch length in column, 50 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
A report is in circulation throughout the
State that at the coming session of the legislature an effort will be made to change the laws
relating to jail sentences in cases of violation
of the prohibitory law', so that there shall be
no option for the judge, but that the sentences
must be one of line and jail both.—Camden

Herald.

Under the
And this is as it should be.
fining system the prohibitory law becomes nothing but a license law with the
cloak of respectability thrown around it.
Now let us strip off the cloak.—Lisbon

Enterprise.

If that is done there will be no need for

Sturgis deputies.
In other columns we give accounts of
the launching at Bath of the new steamer

City of Belfast for the Eastern Steamship Company and of the visit of a Bel-

Shipping City,
delegation to
they were shown every courtesy
the

fast
vi

1

ere

It is now up to Belfast
of colors for the new
craft, and when she arrives here on her
first trip she must be given a royal wel-

am! attention.
to furnish

set

a

reand unlike any- count of her father’s illness, has not yet
turned to her school in Medfield, Mass.Mr.
as happy and
_V
thing
but his progress
moment James Freeman is still gaining,
dirty as a clam, and enjoy every
seems
slow to the many friends who are
very
Not one evening only, for The Life of
of my waking hours in watching the prog- anxious to see him about again.
Thomas Bailey Aldrich by Ferris Greenbe called
ress of my house, which is to
SANbYPoiNT.
slet is not a book to be hurriedly skim‘The Crags.’”
Mrs. Melvin Grant, Mrs. Milford Turner and
med over. It is both a biography and an
their
cast
to
came
sorrows
Two great
Marietta and Mr. Hiram Grant left
autobiography and in the compilation shadows over a life which otherwise daughter
last week for Portland on their way to Newand arrangement of the letters of the
seemed all sunshine—the death in 1899 port News, where they will spend the winter.
dead poet Mr. Greenslet has shown exMr. Frank Perkins and wife of Bucksport
of Aldrich’s close friend for many years,
cellent judgment. It is altogether a fasin 1904, the death visited relatives here last week-Mrs. Oliver
and,
L.
Pierce;
Henry
cinating volume, particularly so to the of one of his twin sons, Charles Aldrich, Merrill spent last Thursday in Bangor-B.
M. Eames and wife have been in Boston for a
writer, who has been a reader of Aldrich
in his thirty-sixth year. “By this death,”
visit lately.... Miss Fostina Griffin, who is atfor more than 50 years, or since his poems
more
involved
‘which
his biographer,
tending school in Hampden, was at home over
first began to appear in print. One oi says
mere
the
pathos
elements of tragedy than
Sunday... .Mrs. Joseph Grant, who has been in
his slim early volumes, “The Ballad oi
of
of mortality, the settled happiness
poor health all summer, is now very sickBabie Bell and Other Poems,” published
life was shattered. His literary Mrs. F. F. Perkins spent Saturday in BucksAldrich’s
in
1859,
by Rudd & Carleton, New York
a touch
was shriveled by it as by
port. .Lewis Shute, who has been away for a
had an honored place in a modest library faculty
in year, arrived home last week for a visit....
evil magic, and though he regained
of
which in the temporary absence of the
and daughter j
the superficial eye, something Mr. and Mrs. Morris Patterson
in time, to
owner became scattered, and although
have been here for a visit with Luther Grant
the old airy joyousness, his intimates
of
part recovered, this particular book is still understood the brooding sorrow that lay and wife .Mr. Wilmot Fayle is confined to
the house with ^rheumatism-Mrs. Ernest
In collecting his poems foi
missing.
Blanchard and childreu left Saturday for
of the underneath.”
later
in
his
many
years
publication
Three years later, March 17, 1907, Brookline, Mass. Mr. Blanchard has employre-written.
or
omitted
ones
were
earlier
Aldrich himself passed away.
ment there and his family will remain there
But, as his biographer says: “If they
The same good judgment shown in the through the winter... .Mr. Millard Grant, who
their
in
the
diamond
exquisite
suggest
text of the book is manifest in the illus- has been a trip in schr. M. B. Reed to Boston,
cutting, their delicate fire and rainbow trations. There are
portraits of Aldrich arrived home last week....Miss S. E. French
lights, their imperishability, it is always at various
of his birth- has closed her house here and gone to Searsages,
pictures
a diamond warm
from the breast oi
the winter with Mr. and Mrs.
homes,
including port to spend
his
later
of
and
place
Loomis Eames.Mrs. Clara Erskine has
beauty.” Yet these earlier poems won one of “The
at
Crags,” his cottage
for Aldrich his increasing number of ademployment in Bucksport. Her sister, Mrs.
Tenant’s Harbor. These with portraits Connie Grant, is keeping house for her
could
he
where
here.
him
and
mirers
placed
and
friends
contemporaries -F. S. Harriman
of a few of his
recently put in a large
exercise his maturer judgment and literfacsimiles of manuscript complete assortment of millinery,
in more per- and
dry and fancy goods,
ary skill in recasting them
The book is published by etc., and has a large trade.Parties from
the list.
verses
these
of
early
fect form. Some
a
and
Belfast were at work in the cemetery here
“Ws Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston,
linger in memory yet, and one,
two days the past week_Mrs. Sarah Willey
is in the Belfast Free Library.
Knew it Would Rain,” has been retain- copy
of Hampden visited here over Sunday
Fine
ed in the later collections.
weather and good traveling for this season of
the year.
County Correspondence.
Of course everymne knows that AldricI

1 ;t,

AN EVENING WITH ALDRICH.

When that time comes it is hoped
that conditions may be such that all our
citizens can join in a fitting demonstra-

I

I know of.

am

....

..

..

born and

•was

spent

his

is not

a

general

news-

local newspaper or a literary
Its editorial columns are filled

a

paper.

journal.

many of them
Most
nu-re Curs at President Roosevelt.
of the space is devoted to Bryan and to
tl, ,-e ■ pposed to him in politics. There

paragraphs,

with short

numerous

are

publications

at 25 and 50

year which contain more original
mattei an I which would interest more
people than The Commoner.
t ts a

Wo had in
visitor

type the comments of

the State Prison at Thomaston

or.

when the

news

Bernes 0.

of the

came

by Governor

ment

a

Norton.

Cobb
The

reappoint-

of

Warden

following

item

from the Rockland Courier-Gazette

ex-

presses. we believe, the general sentiment, and it certainly does that of The

-Journal:
Governor Cobb has renominated Bernes
O. Norton as warden of the State prison.
Warden Norton has given splendid satisfaction during his first term, and there
has never been the slightest doubt as to
his renomination. The Courier-Gazette
extends its congratulations to Warden
Norton, his charges and the State’s taxpayers.
“It

Col

ail

is

but the

over

Henry Watterson

Courier-Journal

on

dential election.

shouting,”

said

of the Louisville

the eve of the

presi-

Then he eased his mind

anti exercised his

gift

of

prophecy in

these

lurid words:
The chink of gold cannot deaden the
sound of the death-rattle in their throat
all the bonfires from Hell to Breakfast
cannot give a rosy flush to the death pallor that shines upon their cheek —like
Belshazzar of old, they read the writing
or; the wall—caught and caged—and they
exclaim, '‘Wee, woe is me, my sin has
found me out :■> last.”
Slow music.
Dim lights. Then the blazing aureole of
—

Democracy.
A a propl.t

his

e.ai

his

language

l

ol. Watterson must take

Mack, and as to
quoted it caused con-

with chairman

si.

-nee

lat

:

v

above

worriment to his friends until

vices assured them of his return-

ing sanity.
E

an

editorial

on

the result of the

election

“The main

tician who has used this method for getting into office, and in many instances it

has been successful, but with disastrous
results to the communities in which such

■demagogues
an

increased tax

•estate

gained a footing. With
rate, depreciation in real

have

and the disturbance of business

through the incitement of discord and
enmity the workingman is the chief sufferer, and sooner or later realizes the
hollowness of the professions and the insincerity of the promises of the man he
has been misled into supporting.
This is probably the last campaign in
which the South can be kept solidly
Democratic by memory and the race
question. To all practical purposes the
negro is eliminated in States of large
negro population, and Georgia returns a
plurality of but 5,000 for Bryan. By 1912
there will be a Republican party again in
the South, and the South, looking at national issues rather than local issues, is
not likely either to be Bryanitic or to be
satisfied with a policy of mere obstruction. —N. Y. Globe.
Mention was made last week of the re-

boyhood

counting
lights of Gotham

BryGeorge P

at that time were

WEST FHA>KruKi.

work the
Manter Murphy,
returned to
past year for Fred Nickerson, has
his home in Swanville.... Mrs. Fred Moore has
returned from Belfast, where she was called to
care for her daughter,’ who had the misfortune
to break her collarbone... .Mrs. Jane Hobbs is
who has been at

ant, Halleck, N. P. Willis and
Morris, with a younger group of Bohe
hemians with whom young Aldrich sooi
He spent three y’ears ii ,
came in touch.
the counting-rccr..; 'o' ledgers and da;
books and bills of lading del not engrosi
with her daughter, Mrs. Charles Holmes, where
all his attention and he wrote many poem:
she will spend the winter-Mrs. Ellen Ward

published in the papers of tha
day. When he told his uncle that Dr.Guern
;1
sey of “Harpers” had just accepted
for it
poem and paid him fifteen dollars
the uncle said: “Why do,: t you send thi
that

Mrs. Ann Marie

of Newport visited her mother,
West, recently_Mr. and Mrs. Fred Thayer
went to Dixmont last Saturday to attend the
wedding reception of her brother. Henry
Sparrow, returning home Sunday ...School in
the Black district closed November 12th, and

were

steamship

to them, and the increasing number of
winter visitors from the north leave millions behind them each season.
Dr. L B. Mower of the Maine Baptist Missionary Association, preached in the Baptist
church, West Pembroke, Monday evening, November 9th. Those who did not hear Dr. Mower lost a treat.—Eaatport Sentinel.

Nellie M. Kneeland of Boston has had
of her cottage at Temple
have
Heights improved in many ways and will
other work done during the spring season.
Mrs.

Herbert Morse and wife of Belmont have
been spending a few weeks at his cottage at
Temple Heights, which he is shingling, and
adding a new veranda, and otherwise improving.

We

are

all familiar

names

to the writer.

Ir

A.

Clough has

spend the winter
consignment of

I
and Winter were associate editors.
Thosr
a brief but brilliant career.

with her

in honor

I

of her birthday.

Bangs of Augusta and Mrs. Bangs
cottage and will remain until
late in the season, having their Thanksgiving
dinner at the cottage, as they did last year.
Col. Bangs is also interested in the new hotel
building there and will remain until the work
Col. A. S.

are

still at their

it is

We also Pay 4 %

with

George.William

publication, and theii
friends, used to frequent a basemen
beer saloon, Pfaff’s, on Breadway, ant
here, too, came Artemus Ward, and or
one occasion William Dean Howells, wh<
did not take kindly to these Bohemians
nor they to him, as Mr. Winter has re
cently told in his published reminiscences,
concerned in its

E*

Sherman

of

From Coughs, Colds. Sore Throats and
Hoarseness, by Using Hyomei.
When you catch cold you want to get rid of
You don t want to
it as quickly as you can.
lie around the house for a week swallowing
when you do
know
You
nauseating drugs.
this that you

are

life miserable, but

not

******

are a

H. J. LOCKE & SON’S WINDOW
-OF-

Their Large Christmas Stock
-OF-

Packard’s Fine Hand Painted
China and Rich Cut Glass.
**********

j

Saturday

Knickerbocker Magazine, which was too
good to die. It was memories of these
days that prompted the writing of this
than a

review

of

Mr.

the

school building.

WINXKKPOItT.
Mrs. C. L. Banhart and little daughter Ruth
returned home last week after a visit of two
weeks.F. C. Young and family have closed
their home and gone to Portland for the winter.Mrs. Marion McNulty is at home from
Boston, visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George Grant.Mrs. Dwyer and sons, John
and Walter, are again in town stopping at the

Commercial House.Mrs. J. H. Thayer has
returned from a trip to Boston.Lester
Nickerson is at home from Waterville on a
visit to his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Nickerson.Capt. H. F. Sproul and wife left last
Wednesday for San Juan, P. R., where they
will spend the winter. They made many imand
provements on their old homestead here,
intend keeping it for their summer home
Their many friends hope to see them occupybuilding
it early next season.... Russell Hall hat
ing
lies jus
Spain, so to speak, since Spain
to Bangor to enter the Shaw Business
gone
in front of my proposed piazza. On th ! College. After completing his course there h<
left stretch the Camden hills, twenty-fiv ! will go to Porto Rico in the employ of Capt
miles away. It is the wildest and lovelies t Sproul.Mrs. J. R. Kilbum left for her hom<
wave-washed place I ever saw. Tenant’ 3 at Milford, Mass., on Monday’s boat, after
weeks in town. ...Capt. A. E
Harbor (my land lies outside the entrance ) viBit of several
Fern aid, who has been very ill for the past tw<
is a diminutive port with a customhouse
is slightly improved. His daughter
which does not prevent it from beini f weeks,
Miss Elizabeth, who was called home on ac
ham

merely

a

little old-fashioned fishing

Change of Pieces Daily
Beginning November 19, 1908.

Having bought the interest of Mr. Wood, I
the business alone and hope by square dealing
patronage of the public. It will be to your inti
us

I

**********

|

flg-POSITIVELY

H. J. LOCKE &

50N.JSS11 Bank

Build^-

1t Good
Things
just receiving
We

f

a

are

which will

help

new

lot of delicacies ;;

to make your

1 Thanksgiving

j

j;

Dinner !!

kinds, «j
Prunes,
Citron, Currants, Dates, Raisins,
ij
Glace Fruits, ;;
•
Peaches,
Apricots,
Evaporated
;; Candied and Maraschino Cherries, Orange
\ \ and Lemon Peel, Preserved Ginger, Cheese, !!

complete,

2

|

some

of which

are

Nuts of all

<>

America, Edam ;
■; Plain, Sage, Roquefort, Young
; I and Pineapple, and a choice line of Confec- ;;
tionery, Fruits, Etc., Etc.

j

i;

HOW CAN WE SERVE YOU ?
47 48 °hurch st-

:! WHITTEN BROS.,
<

WILL CLOSE AT NOON THANKSGIVING DAY.

jj
;;

>_iimtttttliiiinii iMtttttll>

before

placing your

order.

1

A

I have for sale a STE t M /,
and BOILER. Engine i
horizontal, and the boiler 8 h. p. vertical -a g
All in good working order and will be sold cheap
COh
r J K

C A I

C

•.,

\r
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MAINE SOCIETY OF NEW YORK.
Their Annual Dinner at Hotel Astor.

a

strike

was unknown.
one of them,

They

the

Craw ion!
Stoves.

of the Maine Society of New York held
Once a yeai
at Hotel Astor to-night.
they gather to glorify the Pme Trei
State and talk over their earlier experi
! ences in its glorious confines.
“I was born in Athens,” said a bright
| eyed, alert looking man of 70, as he greet
ed another gray beard at one of tht
tables
!
“Where did you hail from?” "0. I firs'
saw the light at Lewiston,” the lattei
replied, “but then I left it in ’54 when
I was present wher
was 12 years old.
Col. Waldron printed the first issue ol
the Journal. That was quite a while ago,
I wasn’t it?”
All over the big banquet hall similai
conversations took place. It made nc
difference from what part of the State
the diners came, all were glad they
could claim Maine as their birthplace.
James McKeen, the president of the society, who acted as toastmaster, made t
brief but heart-warming address in which
he described some of th? scenes and experiences of his boyhood days. He gave
a most picturesque picture of a launching
day at one of the shipyards which made
his hearers feel that those were good old
days indeed. He told of the gathering
of the farmers who came to the y'ard in
ox teams, in carts and hay racks; of the
crowds that surrounded the workmen as
they knocked away the blocks from beneath the ship; of the shouts that arose
as the vessel glided down the ways into
the waiting arms of old Neptune. Mr.
McKeen declared that there had never
been anywhere in the world a better exexistample of industrial democracy than
ed in these shipyards of the early days.
Every workman had an interest in the
vessel he helped to build. Such a thing

patriots, every
willing to fight

i

|

[ /f==_—~
I
Why are

New York, November 12. Gray-headed boys and girls who claim the Pint
Tree State as their birthplace,( togethei
with young men and women who havt
but recently taken up their residence ir
the metropolis, met at the annual dinner,

as

NO TROUBLE TO SHOW GOODS.

WON)'

BRIDGE STRE!

throat, catarrh, bronchitis and asthma.

Exhibition j

&

BELFAST.

about you.
not relieve
Why not avoid all this? Why not
cure it
minutes" Why
your cold in five
You can do it by using Hyomei,
over night?
the sure and guaranteed cure for colds, coughs,

social

Mrs. Isaac Mathews has closed her house for
the winter, and will live with her daughter,
Mrs. George Hall, in Brookline, Mass-Mrs.
Albert M. Carver, nee French, has arrived in
her father,
ficer in the Union army at the outbreak ; town to spend a few weeks with
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
of the war and was killed in a skirmish Mr. Carroll French...
i Richards are receiving congratulations on the
in 1862. Ada Clare, known as the “Queer !
birth of a 10-pound boy... A very delightful
of Bohemia,” a beautiful and talented
whist party was given by Mr. and Mrs. Marlife
Jane
in
real
was
McElhinney.
girl,
cellus Griffin at their home last Friday eventhe
to
She was a contributor
Saturday ing. Coffee, cocoa, fancy crackers and cakes
urny a were served. First prizes were awarded to
rress, ana pUDlisnea a novel,
Woman’s Heart.” Fitz Hugh Ludlow Miss Alice Howe and Mr. Geo. R. Alexander.
made a success with his weird “Confes- | Consolations: Mr. Chas. A. Frohock and Mrs.
Beach
sions of a Hasheesh Eater.” George Ar- Phebe Wade.The pupils of the
entertainment last Thursday
nold’s verse was collected after his death | school gave an
which was largely attended. Nearly
by Mr. Winter. Of the better known evening
in the
every member of the school took part
friends and associates of Aldrich in New
pleasing program, which consisted of singing,
Those
to
York it is not necessary
speak.
recitations and dialogues. Much praise is due
mentioned have long been lost to sight the
pupils, and also their teacher, Mrs. Mary P.
save by the few whose memory takes Ames, under whose direction the entertainthem back to those days, who had read ment was given. Home-made candies were
Press and later the old sold. The proceeds are for improvements to
the

to

^ Monumental Woii

your own
nuisance to everyone

-IN-

IANCOI.NVILLK.

Successor

only making

Palermo to

Lawrence,

A.S.Heal;

pHBAL

RELIEF

ed and

Mass., was a guest in town over Sunday.
Miss Stella Cram is making an extended visit
in Camden.Gus. Rowe of Fairfield was in
town on business a few days this week.... Mrs.
Mary Clements and son James of Waldo are at
! Llewellyn Post’s for a few weeks-The town
the winter term this week with
I schools began
the same teachers as during the fall term.
Prof. M. M. Brown, who taught a successful
Fitz James O’Brien, anative of Ireland
dancing class here last winter, has opened a
after running through a fortune at home, school in the new Norton hall, to meet on Moncame to New York to make a living b\
day evenings. The classes are followed by a
He wrote one poem, “Eastei social dance, when good music is furnished. A
his pen.
Eggs,” which until very recently madt goodly crowd attended the opening class and

Accounts!

friends.

IMMEDIATE

sore

Savings

on

nearly completed.

William Farrar of Lincolnville is occupying 1
his cottage, the Pioneer, at Temple Heights
for the winter season and is having some refitted
pairs clone to the building, which is being
for another year. This season Mr. Farrar entertained a house full of guests from Massachusetts, and next season his rooms have been
engaged by the same parties, who are coming

forenoon found their overturned canoe,
paddles and cushions and Gray’s hat
about a half mile from Great Works landing and two miles from Bradley. Word
was immediately sent back to the village
and a searching party started out. The
body of Miss Dolliff was found just before noon and Gray’s body was recovered
at 2 p. m.

One Week’s

I

together a large amount
bef0
starting an account; connect yourself up at once with
I
strong and growing institution,

spending

Old Town, November 16. Miss Mand
Dolliff, aged 22, of Monroe, a teacher
in one of the public schools of Bradley,
and Edwin M. Gray, aged about 21, of
Bradley, were drowned in Great Works
stream about two miles from Bradley
late yesterday or early to-day.
The young couple left Bradley early
Saturday morning in a canoe for a visit
up stream at the hunting camp occupied
by John Dorrity and family, intending to
return last night, and were last seen alive
late yesterday afternoon by a party
which passed them on the way home. A
hunting party going up the stream this

brothers-A large
was received
put into Lake St.

j1

4,

While here a
guests of friends and relatives.
at
pleasant surprise party was given Mrs. Hills
the home of Mr. and Mrs. William J. Greenlaw

Miss Maud Dolliff Drowned.

young salmon

in town last week and

had

gone to

are

Do not wait to get

been visiting her father, James E. Wight,
the stage road, has returned home accompanied by her father, who will visit her for a
time.
Mr. and Mrs. Cyras Hills of Simsbury, Conn.,
some weeks in town, the
have been
has

on

uKKniv.
Mrs. L.

I
I

opening new accounts daily.
Farmers are opening them; every farmer
have one, a checking account.

The Park Cottage at Temple Heights has
raised and improved the past month and
The cottage is one of
a new veranda added.
the most modem on the grounds in furnishing,
Mrs. Mae Wight Herrick of Penobscot, who
been

...

1858 Clapp started a paper called th<
Saturday Press, of which Aldrich, Obrier

111

WE MEAN.

n

to trave
past, due to the growth of manufacturing. it does not appear. He was able
A recent Associated Press despatch says far and wide, he made a happy marriage,
that three million dollars in loans will be and he had pleasant homes in the city, ir
placed in New Orleans at once by five of the country, and by the sea. The latte:
the largest lif# insurance companies. An- was a cottage at Tenant’s Harbor, buil
other million will follow in the near fu- in 1893, of which he writes in August o:
"
‘I hav. !
ture, and the companies’ plans insure a that year to G. E. Woodbury:
ste &dy stream of money this way. Florida found my ideal strip of sea coast and an
a bit of cottage-a cottage ii ,
northern men and
has been built
up by
The railroads, the
money.
lines and the hotels are due

Get Out of the Old Rm
Have One Yourself I

the lawn in front

Hyomei (pronounced High-o-mel isit medicatinto the
antiseptic air. You breathe
and its
lungs through a small pocket inhaler,inflamed
Switzer Water Co. Burned Out.
d-d fool one every day?” In 1S55, a
the teacher and pupils visited the North
soothing influence as it passes overthe
Friday
firs
his
tract, stops the
the age of nineteen, he pubhshed
Bucksport. November 17. The bottling membrane of the respiratory
and
Searsport school and spent a very pleasant
mucous discharge, allays the inflammation,
the
Switzer
house
of
Water
Co.
at
the
Switzer
volume of verse, (“The Bells”) wrote
for
and
ready
A complete Hyomei outfit
day. All returned home happy
in Prospect on the western shore of the cold is cured.
spring
refund
once a na
will
at
Co.
&
almost
Howes
which
and A. A.
gained
vacation days.
poem
Bucksport narrows was burned to the ground costs $1.00, if it fails to cure.
e-l
Viic nrtct it
this morning. It was a frame building and your money
SMU HTON (Freedom).
contained a gasolene engine, earbonater bothis uncle’s counting-room to follow witl
Some 35 neighbors and friends of Mrs. Flora tling machine, a large supply of extracts,bottles,
Boston and Maine Buying Equipment.
single heart the life of letters. He dii ^ Sylvester met at her home last Thursday night, etc. Thepiincipal owner is Peter Pooler of
at
South Brewer, who estimates his loss
$3800.
Railroads are pretty good barometers
not have to live on poetry alone, bu
bringing with them many substantial tokens of with no insurance. The origin of the tire is a
and it may be
served for a time as junior literary critii their love and good will. Mrs. Sylvester has mystery, as no one was known to be about the of the country’s business,
taken as significant of improving conafterhusband
later
than
5
o’clock
on
her
bi
of the Evening Mirror, then owned
Monday
three small children to care for,
place
ditions in New England that the Boston
noon.
Willis & Morris, and later as sub-edito: having died about two years ago. She deeply
i & Maine finds its freight and passenger
The
I departments much better occupied than
of the Home Journal, with the same pro appreciates the kindness of her friends.
HOW’S THIS?
I a few months ago. There is a marked
seemed to enjoy themselves very
prietors and with N. P. W’illis as editor young people
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
reduction in the number of idle cars and
much and all went home happy for a good deed
that
cannot
be
cured
of
Catarrh
case
This position enlarged his circle ant ^
by
any
the figures are being lowered every week,
well done.Simon Bradstreet had a number Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
witl
of
comradeship
i That the railroad is not waiting until its
placed him on terms
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
of sheep killed by dogs last week-Ed. Ewer
ahead of it before adding
Mr. and
Bayard Taylor, the Stoddards, Stedman has gone to Albion to look for work
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney ; business gets
to its equipment is shown by the fact
the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly
for
William Winter, Edwin Booth, Laun
; Mrs. M. E. Barker attended the Pomona Grange honorable in all business transactions, and finan- that since its fiscal year began on July 1,
Thompson, the sculptor, and a group o: meeting in East Palermo last week.People cially able to carry out any obligations made by contracts have been made for more than
a
Wadding, Kinnan & Marvin,
journalists and magazine writers of grea in this vicinity were saddened to hear of the his firm.
J $3,000,000 worth of new equipment,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O. small
part of which has already been derepute in their own day, but as remote ai : sudden death of Tilton Whitten last week. He
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, actnow
owns,
livered. The Boston & Maine
was very popular with the young people and
Prester John to ours—Henry Clapp, Jr.
ing directly upon the blood and mucous sur- controls or has under construction uphis family have the sympathy of all in their faces of the system. Testimonials sent free,
Ada Clare, Fitz Hugh Ludlow, Georgt
locomo1197
and
cars
i wards of 30,000
Price, 75c. per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
sorrow.
Arnold and Fitz James Obrien. Thest
tives.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
■

article, rather
Greenslet’s delightful book, and it is not
proposed to follow farther, save in a general way, the fortunes of Aldrich as edijuvenation of the south by northern en- tor and author. His lines were cast ir
ergy and northern capital, and of the drift pleasant places. If he had any pecuniarj
away from the free trade fallacies of the trials, such as beset most young authors,

northern

William and Milton Hills are soon to open a
steam saw mill on the Lincolnville road
and will begin sawing lumber as soon as the
mill can be got into running order.
new

on

Harper’s Weekly
thing is the squelching its
appearance in the newspapers all ovei
of the notion that a demagogue can win
the country every Easter, and his storj !
the Presidency of the LTnited States by
of “The Diamond Lens,” published ir
yawping about his devotion to the poor the first volume of the Atlantic
Monthly,
workingman and the downtrodden peepul still ranks
among the best of American
the
is
not
only poli- short stories. Obrien enlisted as an of- |
generally.” Bryan
Presidential

said:

James Mendall, has been at the Waldo County
Hospital in Belfast the past week receiving
attention for an internal trouble.

in Ports

PROSPECT FERRY.
mouth, New Hampshire, and this is the
D. H. Smalley of Fond duLac, Wis., visited
scene of much of his poetry and prose
Mrs. M. A. Littlefield November 14th ...Mr.
1
hi:
one
of
‘The Story of a Bad Boy,
and Mrs. Thomas Heagan are visiting Mr. and
tion.
1
most successful prose works, is salt! t< Mrs. Charles Grant in Frankfort-Eugene
busiBarnes was in Bangor last Saturday on
What will be the effect of Bryan’s third be largely autobiographical, and cleverh
..Miss Faustina Harding has gone to
ness
defeat on his newspaper organ, The Com- depicts the boy life in his native town
moner? In looking over the issue of No- Aldrich began his literary career in Nev Worcester, Mass., to spend the winter-Mrs.
Charles Banks went to Bangor last Saturday
vember 6th one is led to wonder that such York, going there in 1852 to enter the
shopping.
The literal-;
room of an uncle.
should have met with
a
any
It is not attractive

Ralph and Samuel Warren of Vinalhaven
have been the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mark
Mendall in East Northport.
Chester, the young son of Mr. and Mrs.

..

come.

publication
degree of success.
typographically, it

Northport News.

primitive and quaint

and

Ranges
Heaters
Among the very Ik
1st.

They

are

and most up-to-da:
in the world.

]

2nd. The very b>hire builds th-

can

3rd. Only the
used in their const1

Compare quaii;
and nickle work
say with us they

;

in every way.
So confident

n

working qualitie
place one in yout

e

it until

you use

its merit.

c. L. WR

A

Charles R,

were

who were
and die, if need be, for the

flag.
Governor-elect ueri ivi. rernaiu ui
Maine received a hearty greeting as he
arose to speak. He said: “We are proud
of you sons and daughters of the Pine
Tree State who live here in New York.
You lead a strenuous life and have a habit
of knocking in the head many a financial
and social fallacy. When you came here
1 was obliged to stay at home because 1
did not have the price of a ticket. You
sometimes think that we have only one
issue in Maine—the liquor question, but
We are trying to dewe have others.
vise ways and means for the preservation
of our forests which are one of our most
valuable assets. We have made progress
in the past, but I believe that it is as
to what lies ahead of us in the

(I still keep the old firm
& Son over my uoor).
services of

MR. CHAS. E.
my assistant. I can
the business, for which
of my life, to the study
as

I

Everything Modal.
Cask* a

nothing

future.
“You people have done much for our
State. You have endowed our colleges
and the names of many of your old families are written across the front of our
libraries. For all this we are truly
grateful. We need your aid and your
encouragement and your advice.
Mrs. Kate Douglas Wiggin, the author,

-ALSO
>
Heavy Slate Burial
ways in sloe<
Calls answered promptly
Home telephone, 48*3; ottl
for moving
Ambulance

promptly.

made a charming little address, during
which she created some merriment bysaying that while her great grandfather,
her grandfather and her father and
mother were born in Maine, her parents
were so inconsiderate as to move to Philadelphia before she made her first apof the glory of
pearance and thus rob her
claiming Maine as her birthplace.
Other speakers were Ex-Mayor Boody

I also carry

a

t

full line of

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH

s;

And do deloping, printing. ei«
Films for all sizes and make**

72 MAIN STREET, BH

Special prices

in

1

JaPal

ese Vases.
of Brooklyn and Ex-Competroller Roberts
W. H.
of Buffalo.
One of the features of the evening was
WANTED
the singing of “A Song of Maine,”
We want district represents"
written by Mrs. Alice Bacheller, which
factory references, on salary "
was rendered in an excellent manner by basis.
On receipt of reply y
the
of
Miss Dora Lipman, a young girl
personal interview. Merrill S'£
wonderful
a
writers and Office Supplies.
East Side, who possesses
Portland, Maine.
voice.

RICHAP-
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\\S OF BELFAST.

THE

SOT,CK"

,.,-hU’>»KK!#’Journal
■

ttc

■
,.

|;

j

!>

P^poat

office.
\t the post office.
of I. H.
store
tbe

...

We received too late for publication this
week a report of a wedding reception in Bel-

deer have been reported shot in
Waldo county to date, and open time ends with
the month. P. G. Hurd of Northport was one
of the lucky ones and secured a fine one near

The first real snow storm of the season arrived yesterday. Snow began falling in the
morning and continued all day.

Very

sale at

on

are

| he

A Quincy, Mass., subscriber writes: “I canget along without The Journal, although I
have been away from Maine twenty-five years.”

not

W.

few

*

his house.

mont.

Because of the short days the afternoon sessions of the lower grades of the public schools
begin at 12.30 and close at 3 o’clock, instead of
1 and 3.30 as heretofore.

J. W. Manson, Esq., of Pittsfield, trustee for
f n J. Dickens.
<carsport and M. J. Dow, the bankrupt firm of Bryant & Co., Pittsfield,
The Travellers’ Club will meet with Mrs
n’z,,,i agents to receive sub- will sell at public auction at Winnecook on Sat““"V^ vtisements.
at 9 o’clock in the fore- Walter C. Shaw, Court street, Tuesday, NoNovember
21st,
urday,
\s joi unal Publishing Co. noon, the mill privilege and property of the vember 24th, at 2.30 p. m. Program: paper,
firm.
History of Rome B. C., by Mrs. F. W. Brown;
I an ham Monday.
The Tiber, by Mrs. Clement; Horace,
W.
Jones has on exhibition in readings,
John
Capt.
S. t ioort, has filed a petiMiss Annie V. Field.
the window of his hardware store, Main street, by
abilities, $2,280.
Thirteen-year-old George Kimball is estabtwo turnips weighing respectively 14 pounds
:i give a dance in Odd
and 13 pounds 10 ounces. They were raised by lishing a reputation as an expert marksman,
music
by Charles Marden of Swanville from seed plant- having shot a fine large fox last Saturday in
g eve, with
the Belmont woods. George feels quite proud
ed July 8th.
s.t. iety will meet with
over his good shooting and is contemplating
At a directors’ meeting of the Liberty and
a bear and deer hunt in the near future.
trker, Monday, November Belfast Tel. & Tel.
Co., at the central office in taking
The New England Telephone and Telegraph
North Searsmont November 14th Mr. John C.
installed telephones in the
has been an unusually
Carey was elected business manager and Company recently
more rain is needed to fill
James H. Cilley was appointed lineman and following places in Belfast: 256-13, Revere
House, A. L. Knowlton, Prop., Spring street;
collector.
228-12, Staples Piano & Music Co., Main street;
and a party left Monday in
B. H. S.t ’09, gave a very successful supper
117-11, Cyrus Hubbard, residence, High street;
d for a fishing trip down
and dance in Memorial Hall last Friday even213-12, Mrs. Sarah B. Dinsmore, residence,
Vinalhaven.
the
to
be
used
to
defray
the
help
proceeds
ing,
Court street.
shipment by rail began expenses of the class trip to Washington, D.
Many will be glad to know that the California
mid several car loads are C., in the spring, which is to take the place of
The bounti- dried fruits are cheaper than for some time,
railway station.
the usual graduation exercises.
while the quality is of the best. The peaches.
..dyed from the publish- fully laden tables were spread a second time to |
the
their patrons. The tables were apricots and prunes are a valued adjunct to
Boston, The Old Farm- accomodate
! winter menu, and the raisins are always in seapresided over by the young ladies of the class
This is number 117.
....

|
i
jjitf

■'

I

...

|

I;

|
!

|

j

...•

\

j

1’. 1\ will meet tomorrow,

\

Elizabeth Heal,
tendance is desired.

are now put up in handsome
follows: Miss Abbie Doak, Clara Furbish | son. Table raisins
and white seedless raisins are
Cecil Littlefield, Frances Murch, Laphemie ! pound packages
the new goods received.
Robbins, Barbara Crockett, Inez Chaples and among
The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
Bertha Whitten and they had the valuable
assistance of the young men of the class. Circle will be with Mrs. Lewis Gannon, ConAfter supper the tables were removed and ! gress street, Monday afternoon, November
dancing was enjoyed from eight to twelve. 23rd. Roll-call, quotations from Chancellor J.
The
School orchestra furnished the H. Vincent; lesson from magazine, “Holland.
as

Mrs.

s

,i
v

aivorsalist parish will
Memorial Hall
ii;
in
9th, afternoon and

|
(

High

juartet and the Hami.irtet went to Gardiner

i

drum.

the Gem

concert in

j

following young people: Miss Cecil Littlefield,
cornetist; Miss Marian Heal, pianist; George
Hart, violinist, and Otis Ellis, clarinetist.
About $50 were cleared by the class.

Gompany will

l
I

leave
25th on

November
ton

n-

ti

give

to

assisted by Mr. John Parker at the J
The orchestra is composed of the

music,

a con-

nne

inree

Opera House.

specimens

ui

mamc-uuni

Lewis’ wharf the first of the week,
First Parish church coming here from down the bay for supplies.
The big slooop Ethel, built and owned by the
.at the home of Miss
rthport Avenue, this, ; Bridges brothers of Swan’s Island, has been a
:<0 o’clock. Current frequent visitor and is one of the staunchest
; a-e of the quotations and ablest boats ever seen in these waters.
was given auxiliary
About a year ago she
the
at the Waldo County power. The other two sloops, of about
ihe amputation of an same size, were centerboard craft, painted

|

nr

I

Castine
nation of

m

!

sore,

c-r

the

to

came

these

one arm, on

and

it

months

Miss

it h

.-da

West

Edith

{

|
|

!

|
[
:

Duplex Roller Rushweek from a business
,d lioston. He found a de-

|
li

and

••.ness

iging.

|

o.nery in its block
the best equipped

The company

Smith with

is in-

the

-i

Bay

ily power will be runiBelfast from the corn'd'

the

arrangements
church

L?nitarian

a

desire all

earnestly

i

(

nterest

if

an

I

of

themselves |

Mrs. B. H.

Conant

Fred
Welch
of Union and

j

in this

|

the Francis H.

,t

>rner

I

old to

I

city

are

|
j
!

■

1

hay

a new

Capt. Ralph j
to

and has

the j

Knowlton,
n Cedar street, and
om the Wilband house,
he Salmond house,

to Deer

Isle.

Monday

she went

to

shaft put in.

<n

j

Items.

j
j
j

|

|
I

McIntosh,
■•"'•..dike, Charles Woods.
'field,

A.

cated between Garden and Ash Islands
ly in the boat channel. In the course of the
from Huckleberry Cor- ;
steamer J. T. Morse an immense rock, measureek to see E. S. Pitcher j
ing about 30 feet around its base, was found
aid he wanted a good
rising from deep water. This dangerous ledge
to the pitch and would
is covered by only seven feet of water at low
hitchin," and he guessed
tide and it is greatly wondered at that the
Poole, as his neighbor;
Morse did not sometime become wrecked upon
;
years ago and was I it_A fleet of 35 vessels, mostly lumber laden
ii it.
"Amos” is a memschooners from up-river and eastern points,
b Perkins Orchestra”
sailed from Rockland harbor last Thursday
in ert of
Nations.” He 1
morning, bound westward. Many of them had
rehearing every night | been windbound for several days and some of
.id be there with the
them for three weeks ...Sch. Holliswood sailed last Saturday for New York, in ballast.
e ntertained
the young When the barkentine Mabel I. Meyers of
lass at her home on
Searsport clears from Stockton Springs this
box
Rev. and week the last
ray evening.
cargo of orange and lemon
also guests, and the shooks for the season will have been shipped
oM-ihyall. MissGladys to Italy. The T. J. Stewart Co. of Bangor
in the pig-drawing
handles all the box shooks shipped to Italian
pig-bank. Mrs. A. ports from this sections, and according to
!U,Soi the best of the medley
Charles M. Stewart of the firm the past sea’’
'-n a
s
toy organ, and Miss son has been an average one, with between
re< 'ved the
prize in the ani- two million and a half boxes shipped to Italy.
A feature of the evenSix cargoes have been shipped, and the Mabel
;t'“'V pull, which was most sucwill take out the last one for the
I.

5

[

direct-

1

|

!

I
i
;

j

|
\
f,
!
i
K-

i
!

|

Meyers
year.Recent

T. J. French, W. C.
If
W. D. Barron of Camden and
!l
1
^arsmont arrived home
!is:
)u,n a
I
hunting
trip to the Wytopit-“uon tu,.
bbree deer, Mr. French
sho:
1 P'
Barron one... .Joel Woods
vv, "k
from Mattawamkeag with
U 1(
Kame arrivals at
Bangor last
Sataniav
"
deer for L. R. Bailey,
'"r

y

bea-v;-;
toiig tyj
^

._f)
Pa;.

W.

s

potter, Frankfort;
McAllister, Bucksport.
P L. Perry and George
*lur»<lay on a hunting trip,
'>r an<1 from
there by team

/'J°^nson*
af,<

^°et)ec-

the
They
nin>? *rain
bringing three deer,
broke
that orning and came
asnow en°ugh having fal-

lnorn’.
^'i-ver j;a,nPear,y

1
^i°make Buod

sleighing.

returned

on

1

papers
ance

read

were

Legion, by

Loyal Temper-

follows:

were as

Mrs.

Peavey;

Patent

Medi-

\\ ork
cines, by Mrs. Minnie Coombs; Charity
and its relation to W. C. T. U. Work, by Mrs.
Augusta Waterman; White Ribbon Recruits, by
Miss Millie Stevens. President of the TroyUnion. Each paper was followed by discussion.

reading

After the

of

some

notes

on

charters: sch. Wawenock,
Frankfort to New York, cut stone; sch. Annie
Ainslee, Frankfort to New York, paving; sch.
Metinic, Hall Quarry to New York, random
stone; sch. Ira B. Ellens, Stonington to New
York, cut stone.Sch. Florence & Lillian is

laid up at Bridgeport, Ct., for the winter.
Sch. J. Manchester Haynes, reported overdue,
arrived at Trinity Bay, Martinique, November
13th.A Portland schooner is coming here
for extensive repairs and will be hauled out on
Gilchrest’s marine railway.Sch. A. F.
Kindberg arrived in the lower bay last Saturfor the Belfast
day from New York with coal
She was docked Monday
Fuel & Hay Co.
.Sch.
and began discharging Tuesday

night

..

Annie B. Mitchell is loading stone at Long
Cove for Philadelphia, and Capt. E. G. McDonald was at his home in this city the first of the
week.

WOMEN’S

This collection of Women’s Coats
the greater part of our entire
stock—stunning half-fitted and long loose
models so much in vogue this season.
We’ve taken this lot of new Fall Coats
fashioned from fine Broadcloth and Kersey, and offer them for ten days

At

Supper

at

the

of

Young

The

Farm.

Hurd
the

National convention. Rev. Albert E.
Luce spoke briefly. Miss Emily F. Miller, the
Minnie
county president, presided and Mrs.
Appropriate
Coombs acted as secretary.
music was rendered during the afternoon.

,

/:

unlined

j.

stock is included in this special reduction.
In ten days time we don’t expect to have
one left.
Better be fitted
the inducements:

TODAY.

Here

are

S

;
1

$6.00 Coats marked down

$3.98

to

8.00 and 8.50 Coats marked down to

6.98

9.00 Coats marked down to

7.50

10.00

“

“

“

8.45

12.00

“

“

“

9.95

j

Miss M. D. Pilsbury Monday evening, November 23d at 7.30.

j

Strictly

I

Cash Sale.

a

Garments Charged at

Regular

Prices

.~~

i"
*

Fjyy) A.JOHNSON
THE,

Not S limuSa te

D oes

Prices.

every Coat in our

Remember—nearly

good

the

Regular

You’ll find both lined and
Coats in this lot.

was

North Congregational i
Charles Littlefield and sister Gertrude, who
church had a delightful ride and supper Mon- have been the guests of Mrs. M. C. Raynes,
day night, when they enjoyed the hospitality 122 Sewall street, Augusta, returned on Train
of the Hurd farm in Northport as guests of
No. 1 Monday to their home in Thorndike.—
Misses Maude B. and Clara R. Steward. The Kennebec Journal.
Ladies’ Guild

L

f

Reduction

big

a

From

j

and Mrs. Elkins.

extended to Mr.

OOATS

comprises

time,
finally accomplished
and reluctant goodbyes were said to one of the
; hostesses and her mother who had done so
much toward making the trip the complete
1
success it was.
The ever-hospitable home was
rapidly left behind, and the drive home in tre
i still, bracing air was voted all too short, and a
i fitting climax to a most delightful trip. The
next meeting of the Guild will be held with
but the task

Sale of

Special

to the

AbV&itTIS&q

O?’

'“"1
y

FACTS

recent

New Advertisements.

Drop

Conner’s. E>ont street, and
It is

prison sleigh.

see

in

at

E.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla does not stimulate. It does not make
you feel better one day, then as bad as ever the next. It
is not a strong drink. No reaction after you stop using it.
There is not a drop of alcohol in it. You have the steady,
even gain that comes from a strong tonic and alterative.

R.

regular
sleigh and

the

a common sense

best value for the money. He also has some
good trades in western sleighs, robes,
Don't fail to take a
harnesses and whips.

We wish you would ask your doctor about this.
knows. Trust him. Do as he says. J C. Aijer

blankets^

Son’s window.

Beginning to-day, November 19th, their large Christmas stock of Packard’s fine hand-painted china
and cut glass will be on exhibition with a
change of pieces daily. Positively no trouble
Locke &

look at H. J.

show goods.Shirt waists, 98 cents, at The
Fashion, High street.If you are looking for
cheese you w-ill find it at Swift & Paul’s, Masonic Temple. They have 9 kinds. Lots of
good things for Thanksgiving also.Fred A.

What
years.

are

Do

doctors

j

is the regular Prison

How long have they been soli ? Nearly sixty
Ask your own doctor and find out.
recommend them?

one we

is

It

Sleigh.

Co.^Lo(re//jWaJiJ

Ayer’s Pills? Liver Pills.

^DROP IN

AND THIS<^

He

while you

the

ing for

sell the most

what

of and is the most
common sense
on

The

sleigh

for

value

we
new

wait- i

are

snow

and

have

see

got.

sleighs will

please you. We have

the market—and

best

some

the

good trades in

Western sleighs,

money.

to

It pays

account.

per

Thanksgiving buyers.

A Successful Sale

and

Supper.

The

an-

nual sale, supper and entertainment by the
Baptist Society was given in Memorial Hall,
Wednesday afternoon and evening, November
11th.

Although

an

J

just

returned from

The Boston Market
With

£

Flora F.

Rich.

Mrs.

Robert P. Coombs presid-

ed over a table containing pickles, preserves,
This was decorated in green.
and jellies.
The fancy-article booth was very attractive
and well patronized. It was presided over by
Mrs. L. F. Gannon and Miss Idella Knowlton.
Mrs. Sherwood, an elderly member of the society, presented a quilt in red, white and blue
which was much admired and sold early. Mrs.
Allen D. Webber and Mrs. William Holt did a
good business at the apron table, which was
decorated in blue and white. Supper was served at 6 o’clock, and the tables were set three
times. Mrs. J. G. Aborn was chairman of the
supper committee, assisted by Mrs. William
Holt, Miss Isabel Ginn, Mrs. Walter J. Clifford,
Fred W. Bailey, Mrs. Fannie Hopkins*
Davis, Mrs. Gagie C. Frost, Mrs.
B. B. Greenlaw and Mrs. C. S. Webber. At
7.30 an entertainment under the direction of
Mrs. E. P. Frost, with Miss Carrie M. Greenlaw pianist, was given with the following proMrs.

Everything needed for

Ladies’ quartet, It is May time
Mrs. E. P. Frost, Mrs. Maurice E. Curtis, Miss
Edna Hopkins and Miss Edith L. Burgess.
Soprano solo, “Alone in the Twilight,”
Mrs. E. P. Frost

Fancy Biscuits, Etc.

Then

followed

an

interesting entertainment

entitled “A Bachelor’s Reverie.” The story
was read by Charles E. Rhoades and the following characters were represented:
Earl L. Talbot
The Bachelor,
Miss Ethel Flood
The Country Girl,
Miss Sarah Wright
The Golf Girl,
Miss Flora F. Rich
The Coquette,
Miss Isabel Ginn
The Belle of the Ball,
Miss Eva L. Morris
The Hunting Girl,
Miss Myrtle Nash
The College Girl,
Miss Grace Littlefield
The Military Girl,
Miss Myra White.
The Widow,

For Sale
The John Cunningham place, of 5 acres, on
Upper Miller street. All cleared land. Apply
MISS ELIZA J. CUNNINGHAM,
to
on the premises, or at Mrs. Caro B. Stickneys.
43
e
Tlephone 232-13

Souvenir Post Cards 10c.
per dozen at
W. H. RICHARD’S.

—

Neufchatel,

Plain,

SWIFT & PAUL.
~

4%

4%

Noon

•

j

Thanksgiving Day.

{

HOWES & CO.,

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.
1868.

ORGANIZED

WILMER J. DORMAN. T.easurer.

ROBERT f. DUNTON. President,

Groceries, Drugs and Medicines.

J

HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.

Deposits June 1, 1908,

CONCERT
OF NATIONS
BELFAST OPERA HOUSE,

THE AUSHCES

OF

THE

UNIVERSALIST

Chorus

SOCIAL AID.

of Seventy Voices

N. W. LITTLEFIELD

Reserve,

....

Surplus,

....

Dividend No. 1, December 1, 1868,
Dividend No. 80, June 1, 1908, at the rate of
Total Dividends

CONDUCTOR.

Mrs. HERBERT DRINKWATER PIANIST,

paid

to

depositors

Miss Louise Dennett,

Accompanist.

Ladies’ Zobo Band, Eight Pieces.

paid

its 80th semi-annual dividend

the

same as

the

principal

sum.

The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of its Trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the
will be pleased to open new
patronage of its present depositors, and
within
or without the State.
depositors
with
accounts
any prospective

Deposits received and placed

on

interest the first of each

month.
are

exempt from taxation.

ROBERT F. DUXTOX, .TAMES H. HOWES, FRED G. WHITE,
ARTHUR I. BROWX, BET* D. FIELD.

in Character Songs.

The Country Choir of 1840.
The Famous Uncle Josh Perkins’ Orchestra
From Huckleberry Corner.

Price of Seats 35 and 50 Cents.
on

$1,296,077.83

TRUSTEES:

Children’8 Chorus of forty Voices,

All seats reserved and will be

date,

$867.75
$28,253.22

per annum, and we

Deposits in this Bank

Specialties

to

$1,495,372.90
100,000.00
173,248.87

on June 1, at the rate
to
maintain this rate in
confidently
expect
of £ aj0
to the accounts
credited
is
interest
immediately
dividend
the future. All
draw interest
the
time
will
for
at
uncalled
if
and
of the depositors,

This Bank

Thursday and Friday Evenings,
November 19 and 20,
UNDER

<

Cream,
Sage,

•

We Close at

J

Whips

—

j

S

|^A. A.

J

Gorgonzola,
Zuyder Zee Edam,
Zuyder Zee Gonda,
Pineapple,
MacLaren’s Imperial,
Young America,

#

•

Canned Goods,

Harnesses

maine

BELFAST,

Fine

Reading, “Aunty Doleful,”

Miss Eva Belle Greenlaw
Ladies’ Quartet, “Oft in a Stilly Night,”
Nevins
Tenor solo, “The Rosary,”
Frank R. Keene

Blankets

0

Fresh and Dried

$

CONNER,

(?■

'-•

§ THANKSGIVING J
Fruits, Nuts,
J
J Confectionery, Pickles,
Sauces,

Mrs. Annie B.

gram:

Robes,

#

was

The

netted.

We have

%

exceedingly disagreeable

crowded and about $85 were
dolls’ booth, presided over by
Mrs. William A. Coombs and Mrs. William F.
hall

dav the

[ Thanksgiving! j

The Coast &

>

i

rr

f*

Stevens, was prettily decorated in yellow, with
Geodetic ! cream-colored lace curtains at the sides and a
Survey party which has been operating in canopy top. The thirty-five dolls must have
Penobscot bay for six months left Saturday attracted the little ladies as they were nearly
The red and white candy
for New Bedford, Mass., where they will be all disposed of.
employed until the beginning of winter, when booth was presided over by Mrs. Charles E.
they will go to Key West. In the spring they Rhoades, assisted by Misses Cora Brown and
Shipping

recently been repairGurney.
will probably resume the surveying in Maine.
remaining in the Belfast Two fleets of boats were employed in the work,
k
nding November 17th: one stationed at Dark Harbor and the other at
-".Karel
Cunningham, Mrs. Rockland.
Beginning at Owl’s Head the MusLydia Hill, Ellen W. !
channel as far south as White Head
selridge
"e ield, Mrs. Minnie Litj was
carefully surveyed and a record taken of
Sanborn, Mrs. Grace A.
Ali told
the shoals hitherto undiscovered.
Wilbert Barlow, E. J.
about 200 were found either mischarted or
M. V. Greenlaw, Richard |
not charted at all. Thirty of these were loW.
F.
a-;

|

1\T

..

held in the Methodist church last Friday afterand
noon,, was largely attended and the papers
discussions were instructive and helpful. J he

checking

a

Dark Harbor again with coal, hay and fertilizer.Last Saturday afternoon the steamer
Tremont broke her shaft soon after leaving
Bucksport and the steamer Stockton picked
her up at Verona and towed her back to Bucksport, and Sunday noon the Bismarck towed
her to Bangor, where she will be taken out and

early date. Ihe

with Miss Maude E.

I

ll?_

....

purchased very large
ings accounts.Whitten Bros., 47-49 Church
stock. His return to activity in constreet, have just received a new lot of delinection with local coastwise lines will be greetcacies for the Thanksgiving dinner, in addition
ed with great satisfaction by steamboat men, !
to everything in the grocery line. Read the
in
afheld
was
he
ashore
as
both afloat and
1
list of good things in their advt.Ralph H.
ever
fectionate esteem by everyone who was
Howes of A. A. Howes & Co., has just returned
in any way connected with the old Boston and
from Boston with everything needed for
Bangor line_The Castine took an excursion Thanksgiving. The dried fruits were never
5
party to Rockland last Thursday leaving at
better and prices are much below those of last
a. m., and arriving on the return at midnight.
; year. Look for Weshe’s window display, for
for
coal
and
loaded
she
hay
Friday morning
an idea of the many tempting things offered
Dark Harbor and Saturday took another load

lighter

Penobscot

was

management
Steamer Corinna

m,

block of

fort, for the trans-

'ne

steamer line

splendid
upstairs,
banquet
repast was partaken of. The table stretched
the entire length of the large and commodious
Social
room, and was in the shape of a cross.
conversation and witty remarks were the rule
a
its Characteristics;” paper, “Father Cats,
as the happy hosts and guests dis< ussed the
description of “De Ruyter and the Fight With good things so lavishly provided by the ladies
England;” paper, “The Dutch Race;” reading, of the community. At a late hour adjourn“A Dutch Village;” sketch of the Dutch Last ment was taken and
many expressions of kindIndia Company.
ly good-will and wishes for a safe journey

Johnson, Masonic Temple, is having a special
sale of women’s coats this week at a big reliam H. Hill of Brookline, Mass., until 1901
duction from regular prices. The lot includes
&
Boston
of
the
Steamship
Bangor
president
both lined and unlined coats. Better be fitted
Co., has taken advantage of the present mudtoday.The City National Bank invites your
dled conditions of the things in the Eastern
cent on sav4

Thursday from Rocklay the cable across

•.w

new

10th under the

..

depart
shop of

a

A

fishing.

erally understood in steamship circles, although without official confirmation, that Wil-

I

Steamship Co.,

t

used at other times for

summer

arrangement of two trips per week,
leaving Tillson’s wharf, Rockland, at 7.30 a. m.
Tuesdays and Fridays of each week; returning
It is genleaves Matinicus at 2 o’clock p. m

the out-

regards

!

the

her winter

the

,;-,i

for
in

staunch little steamer with a passenger capacity of 100 and Capt. Haskell has been assured
of a good freight business ...Steamer W. G.
Butman. Capt. W. G. Butman, has entered on

in

cheese, Roquefort,

y.

appearance.
fitted

sailing parties
are

Many
taking out

of

of Capt. David L. Haskell.
will leave Rockland every Tuesday and Saturday morning at 9 o’clock for Dark Harbor, Castine, West Brooksville and South Brooksville,
and returning will leave South Brooksville every Monday and Friday morning for
Rockland at 7 o’clock. The Corinna is a

exhibition in one of
kinds of cheese, inMr. Swift became
np abroad a few years
formed a strong liking.
ng, however, and resem-

1

now

Steamer Notes.

Miss

c

or

and

are

pleasant evening started November

Katherine C.
club members and a
.ng was in order. The
with Miss Margaret
evening, November

>i

in

yacht-like

boats

cruising

de-

was

at

white and

accessary,

\s .t

vs

were

will hold a start from town was made shortly after five
The Poor’s Mills Benovelent Club
o’clock in two of the Belfast Livery Company’s
social at their hall this, Thursday, afternoon
comfortable buckboards. The evening bid fair
and evening.
to be a cold one, and the twenty young ladies
the
and
probably
The grocery, provision,
who made the trip were wise enough to realize
the
at
noon
for
day
stores in general will close
that wraps in abundance were necessary. The
to the usual
on Thanksgiving day, according
lucky ones who owned, begged or borrowed
custom.
fur coats were in the majority, and it would
Auburn,
department
of
Mrs. Harriet Burr
have taken a discerning person indeed to have
of
Winslow,
told “who from who” when all were securely
president, and Mrs. Ruth Robinson
Thomas H.
tucked in under the heavy robes. The six mile
department secretary, inspected
A. R., in MeMarshall Circle, Ladies of the G.
drive was a jolly one, and even the sky was
morial hall last Tuesday afternoon. After the brilliantly illuminated as if in sympathy with
to memthe “trippers.” The bright lights of the Hurd
inspection refreshments were served
bers of the Post and Circle.
farm were welcomed, however, and the first of
a series of hearty welcomes the company reThe annual meeting of the stockholders of the
ceived was from the throats of Rebecca and
Waldo Trust company was held at its banking
Carlo, who were a little puzzled to know what
at 10.30 a. m.,
rooms in the Masonic Temple
The bright open fires and
November 17th and a board of 14 trustees el- it was all about.
inside the house soon made the chilly
ected. An executive board of five was then el- warmth
their woes and toes, and interest
ected as follows: James H. Howes, James C. ones forget
Wadlin of shortly centered in the kitchen, where boxes
Durham, Orlando E. Frost, Tileston
were rapidly unwrapped and preparations made
The
Belfast, aud Albert Pierce of Frankfort.
executive board held a meeting and elected for the supper, which was soon ready. And
Baked beans, steaming hot,
James H. Howes president, Albert Pierce such a supper!
vice-president, and Frank R. Wiggin secretary cold meats, hot mashed potato, salads and
rolls, coffee, fancy pies, cakes galore, and
and treasurer.
fruit. After the delicious repast was over the
!
Reception to Mr. and Mrs. Elkins. One
company dissolved into a “committee of the
| of the prettiest events of the season was the whole” and “clearing up” was but a matter of
Mrs.
Frank
E.
and
Mr.
to
tendered
reception
a few minutes.
The bright open fires demonElkins last Monday evening, by their friends
strated their power to charm, and were the
and neighbors, the affair being in the nature of
center of busily talking groups, where topics
a farewell prior to their trip to California.
of the greatest interest were generally disSixty-five people were present in Equity cussed. Plans were
made, too, for the sale,
Grange hall, where the festivities took place.
chafing-dish supper and entertainment that
After a jolly time with dancing, music and an
the Guild is to hold in the church parlors, Noimpromptu program as the distinguishing feavember 27th, and it was a surprise to everyone
tures, the grand march was formed with mas! ter of ceremonies, Professor A. A. Drury and when a glance at a watch warned the company
that it was nearly ten, and going-home time.
his estimable wife in the lead, and all repaired
The donning of wraps was a matter of some
where a
room

sale at the City Drug Store, Tuesday, November
at 9 o’clock A. M.

;i7,

CONCERT BEGINS AT 8.15.

4%_4%
LET

TO

A tenement of 6 rooms,

ground floor,

furnace, hot and cold water, flush closet.
C. B. WILBAND,
Apply to
A. A. Howes,

or

15 Northport Avenue.

Belfast, November 11,1908.—2w46p

WANTED

good capable girl for general housework
small family. Must be a good cook. Best

A
in

of wages if well recommended.
O. Box 1001, Belfast.

See

our New
ment.

Address P.
tf45

Toy Depart-

W. H. RICHARDS.

WARDEN NORTON S DOMAIN.
Staff
E. H. Witham of Charlestown Prison
Gives His Impressions of It.
When Edward H. Witham, yard officer
came
at the Charlestown State Prison,
his
to
spend
a
few
here
ago
days
down
a fravacation he was persuaded to pay
visit to Warden Norton at Thom-

I AM
A MOTHER

ternal

saw at that
aston State Prison. What he
of the
institution made him an enthusiast

first water, and he loses no opportunity
to sound the praises of the Maine prison’s
He saw with the trained

management.

who has devoted the better
to similar work and
part of a lifetime
details which would have escaped
of

eve

a

man

manv

were
the notice of the average sightseer
him.
all carefully noted by
“1 found everything in perfect order,
said Mr Witham to a Courier-Gazette
"The cell floors were kept as
reporter
of a private
immaculate as the floors
all carefully
residence. The beds were
there were evimade and everywhere
as a model
dences of as careful attention

discipline was perhousewife gives.
When I walked through the shops
fect
The

of the convicts looked up.
to pay atEverybody seemed too busy on around.

verv

few

to what was going
the men was in keepThe appearance of
There were no
ing with the premises.
uniforms to be seen and no other

tention

patched

of untidiness were noticeable.
the food was an•■The excellence of
commanded
my atwhi-h
matter
other
as good as I ever
tention The bread was
institution of this kind and I
■VI

V’

ces

at any
since I was
have been in the business
some fish
They were serving
Years old.
that was immense.
hash for the dinner
Warden Norton inauThe system which
tables
of feeding the convicts at
in their ceils works first class.

saw

gurated

instead of
men were waiting
I looked in while the
one could almost
for their rations, and
1 saw all these
hear a pin drop. After
deserving
and many other things equally
1 said to myself Warden Noiton
of

praise
-he
is the right man in the right phice
official it it
State couldn’t find a Detter
used a fine-toothed comb
mey

cuurv

me

For the
hounds and 1 had a great treat.
what the
of demonstrating
nurpose
selected a
hounds could do the warden
hour start
‘trustv’ and gave him a half
The convict did everything
of the dogs.
the bloodhounds,
in his power to bewilder
in other ways
redoubling his course and
off

the scent.

striving to throw them
taken their
Meantime the hounds had
had been worn
scent from a cap which
on the trail like
hv the convict and were
finally sougnt a
wind The ‘trusty’ ahad
but the nogs
hiding place behind fence,
and were m possession
soon overtook him
I have always had a
w hen we arrived.
to see bloodhounds
fancy since boyhood
interestat work, and this demonstration
of the kind 1
me more than anything
ed

haidnethe "course

■ I I M—MMMI
How many American women in
lonely homes to-day long for this
blessing to come into their lives, and
to be able to utter these words, hut
because of some organic derangement this happiness is denied them.
Every woman interested in this
subject should know that preparamaternity is
tion for healthy

accomplished

by

the

use

of

LYDIA LPINKHAM’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUKO
Maggie Gilmer, of West
Union, S. C.,write* to Mrs. Pinkham:
Mrs.

111 was greatly run-down in health
from a weakness peculiar to my sex,
when Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound was recommended to me. It
not only restored me to perfect health,
but to my delight I am a mother.”

Mrs. Josephin*
writes:

Hall, of Bardstown,

Ky.,

his

inspection

THANKSGIVING STORY

BY

EBES

W1NTHROP SARGENT.
[Copyright, 1908, by

M. M.

Cunningham.]

you think it’s a square
demanded
deal’:”
Teddy.
II “There’s Tom Bolan. He
works in his blacksmith shop
all day and gets his face as black as
Then he goes home and
an end man.
What
washes up, and he's all right.
difference does it make if I daub on
t
zinc instead of dirt?”
“It isn’t all that, Ted,” said Sally.
•‘Somehow you seem different.”
“Just because you saw me,” he
“Biff Brattle told
laughed bitterly.
me 1 was the limit, but I didn’t suppose I was bad enough to queer my
«•

I A

o

luck with you.”
“I can't explain,” said Sally impatiently. "But somehow when I saw
you last summer with all the people
laughing at you I—I couldn’t be proud
of you any more. I just felt ashamed
to sit there and remember that I was

engaged

to

you.”

“And you waited all this time to tell
me,” he said scornfully. “Let me live
on in that fool's paradise all this time?
Wliy, I could have gone with the
Fordliams this winter if I had wanted
to, but I told Blakeley that Fd come
on to quarters just so I could be near

*sro

week’s hunting trip.
Foley’s Honey and Tar clears the air pasWe publish this week on another page
sages, stops the irritation in the throat, soothes
the inflamed membranes, and the most ob- an interesting article concerning the late
stinate cough disappears. Sore and inflamed Postmaster Murray written for The ReJournal by a former pupil of Mr.
lungs are healed and strengthened, and the
cold is expelled from the system. Refuse any
lurray.
but the genuine in the yellow package. R. H.
Archie Bachelder, who *has been the
■Moody.
conductor on the S. & M. railroad for
some
time, has finished his duties on the
THE CHILDREN LIRE IT
road and with Mrs. Bachelder left WedKENNEDY’S LAXATIVE nesday for Belfast, where they expect to
locate. Pittsfield Advertiser.
COUGH SYRUP

enjoy

a

Sublican

—

JOHN

castoria

genuine

;

SLOWLY THE PROCESSION LUMBERED INTO
THE YARD.

rather clever with dogs once, and he
got permission to try his hand at two
Of the ponies, just to occupy his mind,
but in the long nights, when the silence was broken only by an occasional cry from the stock barn, he had
plenty of time to think, for sleep came
late to his tired eyes.
The day before Thanksgiving Thom
as Myerly drew' up at the sheds and
climbed down from his seat. Ted saw
him and went out to meet him.
“Sally wants to know if you won’t
brine them ponies over." lie said.
"Dick liked ’em so, and the doctor
says that perhaps they’ll rouse him.”
“I’ll sea the old man,” said Ted. “1
guess it'll be all right, though. They
need a run.”
was
obtained
Permission
easily
when explanation was made, for the
“old man” had youngsters of his own
and a soft spot for children, and presently the gay little team was trotting
down the frozen road.
Dick w’as brought to the Window,
well wrapped up, but he only waved
a languid hand at the clown and turned his head away. Ted unhitched them
and put them through their tricks, but
with no greater success, and after he
had put the team in the barn he went
into the house.
“That’s the first kid I ever saw that
wasn’t stuck on them ponies,’’ he said.
“What’s the matter with him?”
“That’s what we want to know,”
said a grave faced man who had been
talking with Sally. “The little fellow

has brought out much
newspaper notice and many erroneous
statements, one of which was corrected
in your issue of this morning, relative to
John W. having been the founder of
Judson, Asa, John
Hutchinson, Kan.
and Abbie composed the quartet, and
founder
of Hutchinson,
was
the
John
Minn., where he resided for several
years, as did members of his family,
some of whom still have property interests there. John W. was a resident of
this city during the world’s fair, and
made his home with me at the Millard
Avenue Hotel. The singers were guests
of my father in Jackson, Me., sixty
years ago, when present to sing at a
mass meeting of the Free Soil party.
John was 74 years old at the time of the
Chicago world’s fair, and sang there
frequently, his voice then retaining much
of its power and the full measure of its
marvelous sweetness. During his stay
at Millard Avenue Hotel it was his delight to give frequent concerts to the
guests in the parlors, playing his own
piano accompaniments to the touching
old songs of his early days. Patriarchal
in every particular, he was a courtly
gentleman, whose manner was as charming as his voice. His last visit to this
city was about eight years ago, at which
time his Chicago friends gave him a reception at the Grand Pacific Hotel, which
was generally attended by his many ac-

suffrage quartet

quaintances, who were glad of the opportunity to do honor and exhibit their
affection for a grand old man and representative of a most remarkable family.
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Court, to be held at Belm-i
County, on the 8th day of l>.
at ten of the clock betrn
if any they have, win the pi
er should not be granted

truecopy.

9

^Attesm
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ALDO SS
In Conn
fast, on tin* 10th da\
harles II Prentiss, a dm
! of Addison Premiss, i.it
ty. deceased, having pr.
; ol administration ot -a
Ordered, That notic-- :i
weeks successively, in I \
a newspaper published a
ty that all persons int.• •. -;,
Probate Caurt, to be It. i.i
day of December next ami
they have, why the said
GEO. I
i alloweil.
A true copy.
Attest:

In Use For Over 30 Years.
THE CENTAUR COMPANY,

TT

MURRAY STREET,

NEW YORK

CITY.
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Cuu

Probate <ourt lieM at Belfast, within ami
the County of
aliio, on the loth day of
D. 1908).
November,
w
H1TNEY. guardian of Alice L.
O
Whitney, legal heir of Bertha H. ('base, late
said County of Waldo, deceasm
of Winterport,
ed. having presented a petition praying that the
of
prohate
may determine who are enJudge
titled to the balance of the estate of said deceased now in possession of the admini tratrix
thereof for distribution, their respective shaies
therein, and order the same to be distributed
At a
lor

ANNOUNCEMENT.
If any person

vicinity

or

9
9
9
9
9

anything

know

Laura J. Crabtre let them come forward and
publicly announce it. If not, let them forever

hold their peace.
MRS. LAURA

3w45p

J. GRANT CRABTRE.

11, 1908.—46tf

Letitia:
Gold Medal
bread.

Flour

PROBITE

makes

the

whitest

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 10th day of
November, a. D. 1908,
E. BRYvNT, guardian of Gladys
Bryant, having presented a petition praying
for a license to sell at public or private sale and
describconvey certain real estate of said ward,
ed ui said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to he published three weeks successivel\ iu The Republican J -umal, a newspaper
a
published at Belfast, that they may appear at
Probate Court, to lie held at Belfast, within and
for said County, on the 8tli day of December, a
I). 1908, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said petitioner should not be granted.
GiC) E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cmas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

Sis.

GEORGE

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of November, A. 1). 1908.
certain instrument, purporting to be the la*t
A will ami testament of nn illiani Moody, late
of Belfast, in said Countv of \\ aldo, deceased,
having been presented foi probate.
Ordered. That notice be given to all persons in
terested by causing a copy of this oroer to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, publish! <1 at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate < ourt, to be held at
Belfast, within and f< r said County, on the sec
ond Tuesday of December next, at ten of the
cloc k before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEORGE K- Johnson, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Register.

!

that all persons interest! d
bate Court, to be he'd at He
of December next, and sfi.
have, why the said account
ed.
GEO. K.
A true copy. Attest
( HAS, P. 11a

i
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IT7ALDO SS.—In Court of
V?
fast, on the 10th da
Rufus E. Stone, executor
B. Connor, late of Troy, in
having presented his third
n ation of said estate for ai!

j

|

Ordered, that notice tin
weeks successively, in The
a newspaper published ini'1

j

that all persons Interest,-,i
bate Court, to be held at »
of December next, ami s!
have, why ilie said accoui r
GKO. h
ed.
A true copy.
Attes’
CHAS. P. Ha

f

j
\
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1) M 1N 1ST RAT KIN'S
A scriber hereby gives
duly appointed admini-trn
EDWIN O. CHADW I<
t

\
;

in the County of Wa’ !>■
bonds as ihe law directs
mauds against tlie e-t:r
desired to present the -.>i
all indebted thereto arc
ment immediately.
HA” Ti
Palermo, November 1

j
j
j
I

DMIMrTRaTOK’s X'

4

!

■

A er hereby gives not
appointed administratoi

FRANK W. jsYLYKSI

1

<

Freedom, November

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
said County,
;i newspaper published in Belfast, in
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held a! Belfast, on the Nth day
of December next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not bj allowOK). E. JOHNSON, Judge.
ed.
Attest:
A Cue copy.
Chas 1’. Hazkltine. Register.

;•

EXECUTORS’ NOTH I
Jj by give notice that
pointed executors of tin-

of
EDW/RD R. PACK Mi‘!
in the County of Wal«n>,
having demands again-!
: ceased are desired to pi•
i ment, ami all indebted !!
In Court of Probate, held at Belmake paj ment ImmediaiMA 1.
fast on the 10th day of November, 1908.
•I«m!
Annie M■ Lincoln administratrix on the estate of
I leweliyn Lincoln, late of Searsmont, in said
Searsmont, November
her
first
and
County, deceased, having presented
final account of administration of said estate
ECU TOR’S NOTH h.
for allowance
by give notice that liOrdered, That notice thereof be given, three ! ed executor of the last ui
weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a
JACOB H. EAMES.
in said Com ty,
newspaper published in Belfast,
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro- in {the County of Waldo,
on the 8th day
demands against
at
Belfast,
having
heh
be
to
bate Court,
if any they ceased are desired to pre.-<
of December next, and show cause,
not be allow- ment, and all indebted tic
should
account
said
the
have whv
*
make payment immediam >
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
ed
ill
A true copy. Atre>t:
Searsport, November M>.
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.

I

i

WaLDOSS.—

|

I1X

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 10th day of
November, a. D. 1908.

|

nickerson, guardian
Irel 1. Nickerson, having presented
Frederick
peti
license
for
sell at public
tion

of

a

a
to
or
praying
private sale and convey certain real estate of
in said petition.
described
said ward,
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy oi this
order to be published three w-eeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper publish’
ed at Belfast, that they n ay appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 8th day of December, A. D. 1908,

and
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within
of
for the County of Waldo, on the loth day
November, a. D 1908.
«. STUBBS, creditor of the estate of
m
Samuel N. Downes, late of Winterpoit,
said County of Waldo, deceased, having present
cd a petition praying that. Ralph I- Morse may'be
with the
appointed administrator de bonis non,
will annexed, of the estate of said deceased.
to
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
of this
ab persons interested by causing a copy
order to be published three weeks successively
in I lie Republican Journal, anewepaper publish
Probate
ed at Belfast, that they appear at a
for said
Court, to be held at Belfart, within and
A. I).
of
December.
the
8th
day
1908(
Countv. on
show cause
at ten of the clock before noon, ar.t.
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be grained.
v
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest;
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.

A'

dministratrice s
scribers herebyrgiv.
been duly appointed ad in
I will annexed, of the estai

HATTIE

at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

Belfast, within and
the 10th day of

|

Rol- | in the County of Wain
W’ALDO 88.—in Court of Probate, held at1908
iibonus as the law
\\ fast, on tin* HUi day of November,
demands against ttie eslniestate
on
tlie
Margaret L Abbott, administratrix
of William (Hidden, late of Freedom, in said desired to present the
ac- I all indebted thereto are
County, deceased, having presented her first
ment immediately.
count of administration of said estate for allow-

ANNIE

on

\

I

a

j

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waido, on the 10th day of
November, A. I>. 19»>8.
L. BLACK, guardian of Mildred F.
Black, having presented a petition praying
for a license to sell at public or private sale and
convey certain real estate of said ward, described in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order t*> be published three weeks successively in
The Republican .Journal, a newspaper published
eltast, that they may appear at a Probate
at
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 8th day of December, A. D. 1908.
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petition
er should not be granted.
GEO. E. .JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
November, A. D. 1908.

Ordered, That notice tl
successively, m Th*
I
newspaper published in

i

MaRY

SUSAN

m.

■
■

II.

weeks

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of waldot,on the 10th day ol
November, *. I). 1908.
ELLEN D v VIS. formerly Mary Ellen
Patterson, guardian of Alice vtarie Whit
comb, having presented a petition praying for a
license to sell at public or private sale ami condescribed
vey certain real estate of said waid,
in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this 1
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate I
C ourt, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said
a. D i.»oh,
County, on the 8th day of December show
cause,
;«t ten of the clock before noon, and
said peti
of
ie
t
if any they have, why
prayer
Holier should not be granted.
:
uEO. E JOHSON, Judge.
J
A true copy. Attest:
Cm as. t*. Hazeltine. Register.

At a Probate ('ourt held at Belfast, within and
for the County of "a Ido, on the 10th day of
November, A. D. 1908
A. CARR, widow of Amos H Carr, late
<.f Searsport, in said County of Waldo, dI ceased, having presented a petition praying that
she may be appointed administratrix of the es! tate of said deceased.
Ordered. That the ^aid petitioner give notice to
by causing a copy of this
j ail persons interested ihree
wet ks suece.-siveh in
I order 10 he published
The Republican Jotin al, a newspaper published
S at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said
County,on the 8tli day ot Deci-mber, A. D. 19( 8,
at ten of the clock before oon. Mid show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be gi anted
Gh« »RGK K. JOHNSON, Judge,
!
A true copy. Attest:
( has. P. Hazeltine, Register.

j
j

9
9
9
9
9
9
9

accordingly.
Oi tiered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of tins
order to L
published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Proelfast, within and for
bate t oiirt, lo be held at
said County, on the 8th day of December, A D
1
TTTALDO SS.—In Court
101.8, at lei! of tlie clock before noon, and show
V? fast, on ttie 10th
cause, if any they have, w hy the prayer ol said
Albert E. Kilgore, exeetdj
petitioner should not he granted.
Kimball, late of .1
Caleb
GEO E. JOHNSON, Judge.
ty, deceased, having pre-A true copy. Attest :
account of administratmi
Cm as. P. Hazeltine, Register.
j lowance.

WANTED

November

I'

9

II7ALDO SS.—In Court of r
Vi
last, on the 10th <:
Maurice W Lord, acmin
Henrietta Lewis Walker
County, deceased, having ;
and filial account of admu.
for allowance.
Ordered, That notice t|:.
weeks successively, in 'I t
a newspaper i ublished in !
that all pci sons inieres
bate Court, to be held
of December next, ami
have, why the said accot in
(1
»RGE T
ed.
A true copy.
Attest:
Ciias. P. II !.

1

CHARLIE

Belfast and
detrimental to Mrs.

person? ir

Sylvia.

Hutchinson of the celebrated Hutchinson
anti-slavery, temperance and woman’s

9

f. ward, lair
of Searspoit. in said <
I ceased, having presented
Perley O. Andrews nia> b| trator of the estate ot v,
Ordered, That the said
all persons interested 1*;.
i order to be published th'. v
The Republican Journm.
I at Belfast, tliat they n ,i>

UJ

",
you."
Solemnly the bird pranced forward

Chicago, November 11. To the Editor:
The recent accidental death of John W.

,^B

<

A woman and son. Woman to do general
housework, boy to do chores and go to school
To the right parties a good home. Apply at
56 Church Street, Belfast, Maine.

—
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Attest:
Chas. P. h

At a Prob.te Couit he <1
for said Countv oi w,
November, A. I). 1908,
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“here's
your
Thanksgiving turkey. If you don't eat
every mouthful of it I'll make the elephant bite you."
“Elephauts dou't bite.” laughed Dick,
his face aglow with excitement.
“This one does—bad." said Ted darkly. "You wait aud see. Turkey, bow
to the gentleman what's going to eat

“I don't want the
rise to his eyes.
1 ain't got any one
old ring back.
else to give it to. So long.”
He climbed into the tiny road cart,
crocked the whip, and the four ponies
trotted off.
It was only four miles to Carstonville, wltere the Blakeley hippodrome,
menagerie and circus lay in winter
quarters, but every revolution of the
little wheels seemed to put Sally—and
happiness—miles behind.
Ted Stevens was a circus clown—
not a very good one, but good enough
for the one ring wagon show he travLast spring he had come
eled with.
down a few weeks before the opening
to rehearse some bits of comedy, and
be had met Sally Myerly.
She had never seen much of show
*
folk, and she was attracted by his
good.”
fun as well as by the wholesomeness
And the little group crowded about
In the three weeks
of his manner.
( to shake his baud, for they knew that
had
won
her
other
Ted
they saw each
a romance seeking girl had at last realheart. Then the show had gone south
ly found the heart of the clown beto open.
It was midsummer before
neath (he motley.
the slow moving outfit had come back
to ('arstonville to show, and that afterNine Days’ Thanksgiving.
noon Ted had done his best because
In the iitne of Grecian prosperily
Suily was watching from the reserved
and power that nation celebrated a
scats. lie had been rather disappointfeast very much resembling that of
ed at her lukewarm appreciation, but
the Jews and supposedly borrowed
lie did not realize what the matter
It was called the
from the latter.
was until he had come back with the
feast of Demeter or the Eleusinian
show to go into winter quarters.
mysteries. Demeter being the goddess
lie had taken the meager salary ofof the cornfields, by whose especial
fered to help care for the slock instead
favor only good harvests might he
of playing at the vaudeville theaters
expected. The celebration continued
through the winter, and it was with
Curing nine days, and offerings to the
a happy heart that he took the pony
goddess were made, consisting of oblafour-in-hand out for exercise and had
tions of wine, honey and milk.
farm.
driven over to the Myerly
He had received an enthusiastic welNovember.
come from ten-year-old Dick, hut Sally
The melancholy days have come.
had been cold, and at last she conThe flowers fade away.
fessed that the sight of him in the
The crickets upward turn their toes,
And early dies the day.
ring had killed her love. Her ideas
of romance were gleaned from cheap
The moumlns turkeys now are ted
fiction, wherein English lords in disTo death, and, worse perhaps.
The partridges, v-ith muttied drums.
guise were more apt to be heroes than
Are
sadly sounding taps.
in
of
Ted
The sight
circus clowns.
his motley had killed her ideals, and
rhe wanted her freedom.
THE HUTCHINSON FAMILY.
For the next couple of weeks he
C.
C.
Roberts in the Chicago Recordheld to his work, trying in occupation
Herald.
He had been
to find forgetfulness.

Wm

4^9

-,

A true copy.

j

called,

Then It followed
and bent its neck.
Ted around to the back of the house,
and the cavalcade followed, turning
into the road. Down beyond the bend
Ted was waiting with the bird, but
the cambric skin covered with turkey
feathers, the making of which had
kept Ted up half the night, had been
removed, and it was merely an ostrich
that was bundled into the best chariot
of the Blakeley outfit.
Late that night Ted turned up at
There had been a
the quarters.
Thanksgiving dinner in the training
ring, and all. from the “old man" to
the hostlers, were sitting about on the
benches swapping stories.
“Weil,” said the "old man” kindly,
“did it work, Ted?”
“Did it work!" echoed Ted.
"Say,
I’m afraid the kid's more like to die of
indigestion than starvation. He's all
to the good.
Everything's all to the

f|p

9aS

....

Ordered, That the said p.
all persens imerested 1.,
order to be published tin-.
in The Republican .loni
lished at Belfast, that thbate Court, to be held a! r,
said t ounty, on the 8Hi d.n
1908, at ten of the clock
cause.il any tnev ha\e wi,y
petitioner should not he .i .j,

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

a

the window.
"Dick," he

-v7*^9
“^^B

h,

C. AVEK1 LI,, sen
late of Searsport, in
deceased, having pii.
that J. W. Black may lie ap,,
of the estate of said dec..

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cure3 Diarrhoea, and Wind
Colie. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

Slowly the procession lumbered Into
the yard. At the gate the clown dismounted and threw handsprings up to
There he paused exthe very door.
pectantly while the elephant ponderously turned into the yard. Then the
doors at the hack of the chariot swung
open, and out fluttered a turkey six
feet high. The clown sprang forward
and with his whip made the bird face

tion, dizziness or nervous prostration.
Why don’t you try it f
Mrs. Pinkham Invites all sick
women to write her for advice.
She has guided thousands to
health. Address, Lynn, Mass.

557

At a Probate Court, held g
for the County of Waldo
November, A. i). 1908.

mirrors.

periodic pains, backache, that bearing-down feeling, flatulency, indiges-

-™,

_Chas

What is CASTOR!A

a huge elephant drawing
glittering chariot ablaze with gold and

FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
For thirty years Lydia E. Pinkbarn’s Vegetable Compound, made
from roots and herbs, has been the
standard remedy for female ills,
and has positively cured thousands of
women who have been troubled with
displacements, inflammation, ulceration, fibroid tumors, irregularities,

|,,f.

>

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
s,
/■ccccAZwi
Allow no one to deceive yon in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “Just-ar,-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

returned at a
more stately pace, preceding the most
curious
procession that had ever
Just
traversed the Iluutville road.
behind the rider came a fantastic
clown, either foot on the back of a
Behind him lummilk white horse.

]

1

|„:J

ed up the road again.
Presently the herald

bered

feels'

the_Th8

Frederick

rying in.
c
Around the bend there dashed a
mounted
rider all crimson and gold,
on a black horse gaudy in crimson
housings. With a swing be was iu the
yard, and just before the window he
blew another blast on his trumpet
“A turkey for Master Myerly fit for
a king!" he announced iu approved
ringmaster tones. Then the black
horse backed away, bowing to the astonished child, and wheeled and dash-

you.”
"I'm sorry, Ted,” she said dully. "1
like you still when I see you, but
then every little while your face gets
all white with the red marks on it.
and I want to cry.”
"Brattle was right,” he said bitterly
"Let circus folk marry circus folk.
They look deeper'down than makeup.”
"I suppose I ought to.” said Sally.
“But i just can't. Ted.”
“All right.” he said brusquely, trying to keep back the tears that would

,,

him slip away.”
“Yon want to come out and look at
them ponies, doc,” said Ted suddenly.
“Come on out to the barn.”
The physician paused a moment
Then something passed in the glance
of the two men. and they went out to
geiher. For half an;hour they sat on
an old wagon box and talked, and
then the physician went back to the
house and Ted hitched up the ponies
He drove out of the yard with a flour
ish of the whip toward Dick, who had
been brought to the window to see
him off.
The little fellow answered
with a weary wave of the hand, and
Ted gritted his teeth ns he drove off.
The next morning dawned clear and
It was almost Indian sumbright.
mer. and the windows were open in
the Myerly home. Dick sat at the window, listlessly watching the people go
Mrs. Myerly
driving by to church.
divided her time between the kitchen
and the front parlor, to which Dick
had been moved. A trumpet call sounded down the road, and she came hur

I was a very great sufferer from
female troubles, and my physician failed
to help me. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound not only restored me
to perfect health, but I am no w a proud
mother.”

Mr.
ola friend BarWitham came across his
blacksmith
of the
nev Adams in charge
a jolly good time
stop and the two had
Mr
talking over the old days Although
of prison life
Witham Rets a steady diet
UPHAM STOWERS TREAT.
Norton’s
that his visit to Warden
he
vacation.
his
of
best
the
part
domain was
of Prospect Who Was Promihim to A Native
Mrs. Witham, who accompanied
nent in Eastport and a Pioneer in the
talked of
Rockland, avers that he has
that
Canning Business.
little else and makes the suggestion
he set his praises to music.
The Eastport Sentinel is republishing
as
a
debut
his
prison
Mr Witham made
when he from its files for 1887 the Political Histoofficial at South Boston in 1871.
as guard at the
ry of Eastport. Of the events in 1853 it
began two years’ service
he went to
House of Correction. Next
connected with says:
Deer Island.where he was
At this time important changes were
He
the House of Industry for la'yearstaking place in the political organizations
then joined the staff of the Charlestown of the country. The Free-soil party, the
remained ever
State Prison, where he has
He began outgrowth of the anti-slavery sentiment,
since-a period of 14 years.
assumed large proportions, and
is now yard had
and
officer
a
’■here as
day
called Know
and bravery another short lived party
faithfulness
His
officer
Nothings, with native American sentiin
have been given a good accounting
These
have ments, had sprung into existence.
several sensational incidents which
drew largely from both of the old parties,
seroccurred there during his 14 years
and in 1854 the Republican party may be
He says that he has visited many said to have been
vice
born, absorbing the
vacation
his
prisons in the South during
Free-soil party, and in the northern
neatness
more
seen
never
trips but has
A
bulk of the Whig party.
than he iound at States the
or better discipline
of the latter still adhered to
fragment
Courier-Gazette.
Rockland
Thomaston.
as
the old name, and were known
straight Whig. In 1855 this element
united with the Democratic party and
CASTOHSA.
Kind You Have AlwaysBouaW elected Judge Samuel Wells governor of
Bears
the State, and the same combination also
carried Eastport and chose Upham Stowers Treat, Esq., Democrat, the twentyHe
fifth representative of the town.
was the son of Robert and Mary (RidTRAGIC DEATH AT COLBY.
ley) Treat, born at Prospect, Me., March
He was one of the pioneers in
Whitten. Popular Member of 10, 1808.
David I
Fall.
the canning business in this country, and
Junior Class, Dies from a
came first to Eastport and set up an esWatervili.E, November 13th. One of tablishment for canning lobsters at the
the saddest accidents in the history of Billings place.
He afterwards purchasColby College occurred yesterday fore- ed and moved to the island in our harbor
which has since been generally known by
noon about 11 o’clock at the Phi Delta
his name.
Historically, it is Dudley or
Theta house, by which David Tilton Whit- Allan’s
Island, the former in the treaties
ten of the class of 1910 came to his death. and
diplomatic correspondence between
He was returning from a recitation which the United States and Great Britain and
closed at 11 o’clock and entered the fra- the latter in the
legislative acts of the
ternity house on the run and fell at the State of Maine. As it was first owned
the
second
to
foot of the stairs leading
by, and is the burial place of the Revfloor, on which he roomed. As he fell his olutionary patriot John Allan it should
chin struck the edge of one of the lower continue to be called Allan’s Island. Mr.
steps of the stairs, breaking his neck Treat resided on this satellite of our
instantly. The fact that his arms were island when he represented the town.
full of books is supposed to have prevent- A score of
years later when the Japanese
ed him from breaking the fall wdth his
government wushed to have its people
hands.
instructed in the processes of preserving
He was followed from recitation oy nis meats and
vegetables by canning, appliroommate, Frank Carey, and also by cation was made for the friendly services
Harold Kimball. They came at once in- of the United States authorities
by sendto the front entrance of the house and
ing them a competent teacher, and Mr.
comrade.
their
of
the
body
picked up
Treat was selected for that purpose.
Dr. Cragin was called and came at once After
going to Washington for instrucand every possible effort was made to
tions, he left for Japan in July 1877 and
restore the young man to life, but that was
employed there several years. He
was impossible.
died at St. Paul, Minn., November 2,
was
born
in
Whitten
Montville, Me., 1883.
May 30, 1889. His education was received in the schools of that town and in
1902 he entered Fryeburg Academy, from Youth’s Companion Calendar For 1909.
which school he graduated in the class of
“In Grandmother’s Garden” is the
He was a member of the class of
1906.
1910 at Colby and was treasurer of the title of the beautiful picture painted by
Charles C. Curran for the Youth’s Comclass.
During the time he has been in college panion panel Calendar for 1909. It is
he has made himself popular with all printed on the finest finished stock, by
who have had the pleasure of knowing the most recent methods of lithography.
He All the strength and beauty of the origihim, both in the city and in college.
was active in every department of col- nal painting are faithfully shown by emlege life. He was a member of his class ploying thirteen separate colors. This is
baseball team during his first and second the largest Calendar that The Companion
has ever issued, the picture alone measyears in college and had this year been
He uring 8 inches in width and 24 inches in
chosen a member of the Glee Club.
was a member of the Phi Delta Theta
length. Below the picture are arranged
Great care has been
! the twelve months.
fraternity.
His death is a severe shock to the whole taken to make the date figures legible,
a
college and expressions of the deepest and to insure practical and useful, as
sympathy are heard on every side for his : well as an artistic, Calendar. The Calbereaved parents and his fraternity, endar is given to all those who pay their
friends and classmates. His presence on subscriptions to The Companion for 1909.
the campus and in the classroom will be
sadly missed by all. Beside his parents
PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.
he is survived by one brother, Vaughan
Whitten of New York.
Mrs. Sadie Wood Eastman of Clinton
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Whitten, par- visited relatives in this village Saturday.
ents of the deceased, arrived in the city
Mrs. Ellen Fairbrother was called to
at 6.20 last evening and will accompany
the body to the home in Montville at Belfast last Thursday by the serious ill9.50 this morning. At 8.30 this morning ness of her sister.
memorial services will be held in the
Dr. Edwin C. Porter and Ira D. Clark
chapel.
left Tuesday for Shirley, where they will
of
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At a Probate Court, held
tor the County of Waid,,
November, A. 1). luos.
m. nickers,.
Vlunie A. Nickerson,
peti ion praying for a iice|1M.,/
priv.te sale and convey f(.lr,
said ward, described in said
Ordered, That ilie said
\
all persons interested In ;,l|v
cider to be published iin.,
in The Republican .Jumna.
lished at Belfast, that h*n
bate Court, t<i be held at i-,
said County, on Hie 8th d.M
1908. at ten ol the clerk i.
cause, if any they have, win
petitioner should not i» gi i,
GEi »R(v K E. ,|(n
A true copy.
ttest:
p ha/k,

to be sunk Into a sort of coma,
He will
and we cannot rouse him.
not eat, and unless we can give him a
desire for food and interest him in
things we shall just have to watch
seems

TED’S TURKEY.

1

YITTLSON A. COLSON, administrator of the esfV late of Susan W. Colson, late of Searsport.
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
petition praying for a license to sell at At a Probate Court be d at Belfast, within and
Tuesf..r the County of Waldo, on the second
public or private sale an convey certain real es
deceased, described in said petition
said
of
tate
day of November, A. D. 1908.
la>t
the
be
to
instrument,
purporting
Ordered, That the said petitioner give not ce to
certain
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
will and testament of Charles B. Murch. late
order to be published three weeks successively of Unity, in >aid County of Waldo, deceased,
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper publish- having been presented f* r probate, together with
ed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate a petition praying that Ed. K. Murch may be apCourt, to be held at Belfast, within and for said pointed administrator of the estate of said deCounty, or the 8th day of December, A. I) 1908, ceased, with the will annexed.
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
Ordered. That notice be given to all persons
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioninteiested by causing a copy of this order to be
er should not be granted.
in The Republished three weeks successively
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
that they
publican Journal, published at Belfast,
A true copv. Attest:
to be held at
Court,
Probate
a
at
may appear
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Register.
on
the secBelfast, within and for said County,
ond Tuesday of December next, at ten of the
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and clock before noon, and allow cause, if any they
lor the County of W aldo, on the 10th day of have, why the same should not be proved, apNovember, A. D. 11-08.
proved and allowed and prayer of the petitioner
TI7ILSON A. COLSON, guardian of Melvina E. granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
V» Colson of Searsport, in said County of Wal
do. having presented a petition praying for a
A true copy. Attest:
Chas P. Hazkltine, Register.
license to sell at public or private sale and consaid ward, described in
vey certain real estate of
said petition.
TOR’S notice. The subscriber
Ordered, That the s*id petitioner give notice to
herebv gives notice that he has been duly apall persons Interested by causing a copy of this
ot the estate of
administrator
pointed
weeks
tmee
successively
order to be published
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pubANN !tl. PEAVEV, late of Montvilie,
lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Prob»te Couit, to be held at Belfast, within and for In the county of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds
said County, on the 8th day of December, A. D. as the law directs. All persons having demands
1908, at ten of the clock before noon, and show against the estate of said deceased are desired to
causejif any they have, why the prayer of said present the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment Immedlpetitioner should not be granted.
OEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
at9,y‘
JOHN C. FEAVEY.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
Montvilie, October 13,1908.-4w45
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ESTHER C. FRYE
in the County of Wald
bonds as the law direct-.
demands against the estat.
desired to present the > a
all indebted thereto are r<
ment immediately.
8A l;
FA N '<
st< ckton Springs, Nov* n

1

administrators V
I A soriher lit rehy give- t.
duly appointed adimnisti
LIl.LIAS E. HODGKIV
in the County of Wald*
as the law directbonds
j
! demands against the estat
desired to present the san
i all indebted thereto are

|

ment

immediately.

SAMI

I

Belfast, November 10, lb*

j

I)M1 NISI RATOR’S N*
er hereby gives noth
appointed administrator ot
MARION E. DRINKW \ I I
ville,
in the County of Waldo, *!■
bonds as the law directs
demands against the estat*
desired to present the -am
all indebted thereto are red
ment immediately.
j< >11
Lincolnville, November io,
A

iV

NO

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice
ot
er

appointed administrator

GILMAN MORRILL,

#

N

11

I 0
1

n

lam

in the County of Waldo. .1
bonds as the law directs.
mauds against the estate
desired to present the san
all indebted thereto are ie*imlament immediately.
j
Hermon, November lo, 1W>8.
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of the West End take as kindly to baked
beans as do the natives of New England
stock. In fact, baked beans possess a
charm for people of all nationalities who
go to live in Boston, permanently or temporarily. Every time a convention is
held there people from all parts of the
country make a dash for the nearest
restaurant and call for some of the baked
beans of which they have heard so much.
One bakery in the heart of the Italian
quarter turns out one thousand daily, entirely for Italian consumption.
The preparation and baking of beans is
In establishan interesting operation.
ments where beans only are baked it is
done on a huge scale. There are great
kettles that hold two or three bushels of
beans and into these the beans are put to
soak and parboil. Then the pots of earthenware, varying in size from one quart
to two gallons, are ranged around on
tables and filled from the big kettles.
Every quart of beans is carefully picked
over and sorted and cleaned of all dirt
and “dead” beans before being put into
the kettles. The ovens are huge brickaffairs, glowing red with heat. Experts
consider that beans cannot be properly
cooked except in a brick oven. Some of
the ovens hold two thousand quarts each.
Filled with the loaded pots, they present
So hot are the
a sight worth beholding.
ovens that long-handled flat shovels are
used to take the big pots in and out.
The following recipe is considered to
To one
be the best for baked beans:
quart of beans, pea beans or mediums,
yellow eyes, kidney or other variety, use
one pound of pork (bean pork, lean and
fat in streaks, with a solid piece of fat
on top); two tablespoonfuls of molasses.
Salt as needed. Fill the pot of beans
with hot water and bake ail day, adding
hot water as it evaporates from the top,
keeping the top fairly well covered with
The pork should be cut in halves,
water.
one piece being placed in the midst of the
beans, half way down, and the other half
on top.
Some people put an onion in the
Sometimes a little
middle of the beans.
mustard is added, if desired.—New York
Tribune.
If you suffer from constipation and liver trouble Foley’s Orino Laxative will cure you permanently by stimulating the digestive organs
so they will act naturallyFoley’s Orino laxative does not gripe, is pleasant to take and
you do not have to take laxatives continually
after taking Orino. Why continue to be the
slave of pills and tablets. R. H. Moody.
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of the Postal Service.
In order that automobilists and other
tourists may know where they are at,
when they are traveling, PostmasterGeneral George von L. Meyer has issued
an order to the postmasters of the country to the effect that they shall put out
a conspicuous sign on their buildings telling the official name of the postoffice, and
should the postoffice have a different
name from that of the place in which it
is located that fact shall be made plain,
too.
The education of school children to the
intricacies of the United States postal
system is another idea of the PostmasterGeneral, promulgated this month in order
No. 1742, as follows:
“Postmasters are hereby directed to
confer with their local school authorities
with the view of
adopting the most
effective method of instructing school
children as to the organization and operations of the postal service. These instructions should cover such features of
the service as the delivery of the mails,
the classification of mail matter, the
registry and money order systems, and
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Mince pie is one of the staple dishes for
Thanksgiving day. An excellent rule
for the meat, which, of course, must be

made at least two weeks in advance, is
this: Mince fine two cups of boiled beet
and six apples; add a quart and a half of
sweet cider, a cup of currant jelly, the
grated rind and juice of two lemons and
two oranges, two cups of sugar, one
tablespoonful each of salt and cinnamon,
one teaspoonful each of cloves and allspice, one-half teaspoonful of nutmeg
and pepper, two pounds of seeded raisins,
one pound of currants, a quarter of a

man

tain.
The wires at the vessel’s masts run
from the foretopmast to the spanker topmast a distance of 142 feet and are as
long as those on any ship in the world.
I On the end of each wire spiral springs
are attached so as to take care of the
play of the topmasts when the vessel is
The apparatus for the reunder sail.
ceiving and sending of messages is located in the engine room of the vessel forward and at the present time the spark is
furnished by dry cells, but later Captain
i Small intends to install a dynamo, which
J it is expected will give better results.
The spark coil is the kind used by the
!
United States navy and contains seven
| and one-half miles of the finest wire,
i wound in 100 parts.
Mr. Seeley, the engineer, is the operabut this
j tor and is an expert electrician,
is the first time that he has ever installed
wireless telegraphy on a vessel or on
shore. While he is not an expert telegrapher he has had no difficulty in sending messages with good speed, but has
had a little difficulty in receiving messages
from some of the expert telegraphers
who have been in communication with
the vessel.
However, with a little more
practice, he hopes to become more familiar
and be able to take messages with the
same speed that he is able to send them.
The Pendleton Sisters hails from New
York, but is owned by Captain F. C. Pendleton of Islesboro. Captain Small also
makes his home at Islesboro, but is well
known in this city and is one of the jolliest skippers along the coast. The vessel
was built in Belfast three years ago and
is one of the handsomest four-masters
that comes to this port.—Portland Press.
Kodol contains the same digestive juices that
found in an ordinary healthy stomach, and
there is, therefore, no question but what any
form of stomach trouble. Indigestion or Nervous Dyspepsia, will yield readily yet naturally
to a short treatment of Kodol. Try it today on
Take it for a little while, as
our guarantee.
that is all you will need to take. Kodol digests
what you eat and makes the stomach sweet. It
is sold by R. H. Moody.
are

Last

Thanksgiving.

When it is time for me to go—
Time of the rose—or falling snow—
Or when new winds wake vernal strife.
This, to the world I’ve cherished so—
“I have been thankful—for my Life.”

fimhawtHMi

atop* t1** oootfh
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Right Help

When the improvements which Mr. A.
J. Condon has already started in his big
department store are finished, the establishment will be one of the most up-todate in the State. One of the main features will be an electric passenger elevator from the basement to the first and
second stories. Outside of Denver, Colorado Springs or Pueblo this will be the
only department store in Colorado to support a passenger elevator; but nothing is
too good for Greeley and the numerous
patrons of this store. The elevator will
be installed and ready for use before the
In addition tc
fifteenth of December.
this improvement the part of the second
floor formerly occupied by the Greeley
club has been added to the store room
and the finest carpet and cloak and suit
departments in the State will be installed
there. The cloak and suit display room
will be 24x30 feet, nicely carpeted and
fitted with mirrors, etc. Opening from
this room through archways will be four
stock rooms. The front room upstairs
will be a splendid millinery room, 20x35
feet. A place will be provided for alterations, trimming and possibly dressmakng facilities.
The rear room on the first floor, now
used as an alteration room, will be comfortably furnished as a rest room for
for
women and children, particularly
those coming in from the country. Many
a tired mother will appreciate this convenience. The floor space on each of the
first and second floors is 50x120 feet and
the basement is almost as large, making
a store that any town could be proud of.
Mr. Condon says these changes are made
necessary by the increased business and
the demand for modern and convenient

service.
Farm

Crops

3 Percent Over Year

Ago.

Washington, D. C., November 10. The
department of agriculture today issued a
preliminary estimate of the production of
the principal crops of the United States,
showing that com, wheat, oats and eight
other crops, representing approximately
70 percent of the value of all farm crops
this year, aggregated about 3 percent
greater than a year ago and 2.4 percent
greater than the average for the past
five years.
For other crops the following figures
are given for 1906 and 1907 respectively:
Production percentage of apples 43.4
and 32.1, grapes 82.2 and 78.4, pears 73.3
and 44.3., cranberries 55.4 and 78.2; oats,
average weight, measured bushels 29.8
and 29.4.
MAKE

IT

YOURSELF.

good pharmacy

one

H ead

the result.
This simpie recipe is said to strengthen and
cleanse the eliminative tissues of the Kidneys
the blood
so that they can filter and strain from
and system the poisons, acids and waste matbut nuter, which cause not only Rheumatism,
merous other diseases.
Every man or woman
here who feels that their kidneys are not
from any
healthy and active, or who suffers
not hesitate
urinary trouble whatever, should
to do
to make up this mixture, as it is certain
save you from much misand
much

good,

may

and suffering after a while.
Our home druggists say they will either supply the ingredients or mix the prescription
ready to take if our readers ask them.
ery

ac

h

A quick and powerful remedy is needed to break up an attack of croup.
Sloan’s Liniment has cured many cases of croup. It acts instantly
when
applied both inside and outside of the throat it breaks up the phlegm, reduces the inflammation, and relieves the difficulty of breathing.
—

Sloan’s Liniment

gives quick relief in all cases of asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, tonsilids,
and pains in the chest.
Price, 25c.. 50c., and si .00.
Dr. Earl S. Sloan, Boston, Mass.

Maine Central R R.

Sherman, Me., Aug. 13,1906.

They are the only
find to help me when I

1

thing

have

FitOM

I can
attack of headache.”
Respectfully yours,

Mr. George Kneeland.

When sickness comes a dose of “L. F.”
Atwood’s Bitters will work wonders toward making a recovery.
They act
quickly and beneficially on the whole
system, purifying blood, strengthening
stomach, cleansing bowels. 35c. at druggists.
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My Autumn Sale of Fine Furs
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OCTOBER 1, 1908.
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FORECLOSURE NOTICE
Whereas, Emery A. Heal of Lincolnville, in
the County of Waldo and State of Maine, by
his mortgage deed dated the twenty-fifth day
of April, A. 1). 1881, and recorded in Waldo
Registry of Deeds, Rook 187, Page 108, conveyed to Henry Knight of Camden, in the
County of Knox and State of Maine, a certain
lot or parcel of land, with the buildings thereon
situated in said Lincolnville. bounded and
described as follows, to wit: Beginning at the
southerly corner of Patience Heal’s land, on
the westerly side of the highway leading to
Camden; thence one hundred and ten and 1-2
rods on said highway to north corner of Caleb
Gilkey's land and westerly on said Gilkey's
land one hundred and sixty-four rods to Meadow
Stream; thence fifty and 1-2 rods on said stream
northerly course; thence northeast on Patience
Heal’s line sixty-two- rods; thence northerly
twenty-eight rods; thence northeast twenty
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tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest, via all routes, for saie by Lewis Sanborn,
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTH BY, General Passenger Agent.

Brooks.
Waldo

rods to place of beginning, comprising
the homestead of Emery A. Heal, containing
forty acres, more or less;and whereas, after the
decease of said Henry Knight/Johnson Knight,
as administrator of the estate of said Henry
Knight, deceased, thereafterwards, to wit, on
the seventh day of January, A. D. 1884, for a

seven

Steamship
Company.

Eastern

valuable consideration, by his assignment of
that date, recorded in said Waldo Registry of
Deeds, Book 269, Page 319, assigned said mortgage deed and endorsed and delivered the note
secured thereby, to Burton Robinson of said
Lincolnville; and whereas, said Burton Robinson thereafterwards, to wit, on the fifth day of
November, A. D. 1887, for a valuable consideration, by his assignment of that date, recorded
in said V» aldo Registry of Deeds, Book 269,
Page 321, assigned said mortgage deed and endorsed and delivered the note secured thereby
to Patience S. Heal of said Lincolnville; and
whereas, said Patience S. Heal, thereafterwards, to wit, on the sixteenth day of December, A. I). 1903, for a valuable consideration, by
her assignment of that date, recorded in said
Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 270, Page 386,
assigned said mortgage deed and endorsed and
delivered said note secured thereby, to Ellen
H. Moody of said Lincolnville; and whereas,
said Ellen H. Moody thereafterwards, to wit.
on the sixteenth day of October, A. I). 1908, for
a valuable consideration, by her assignment of
that date, recorded in said Waldo Registry of
Deeds, Book 290, Page 423, assigned said mortgage deed and endorsed and delivered said note
to me, Byantha A. Brown of said Lincolnville;
and whereas, the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof, 1, the said
Byantha A. Brown, claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage.
Dated this 31st day of October, A. D. 1908.

BANGOR DIVISION.
First Class Fare Between Belfast and Boston

$2.25
Steamers City of Rockland or City of Bangor
leave Belfast about 2.30 p.m., Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays for Camden,
Rockland and Boston.
For Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport, Hampden (on signal) and Bangor about 7.45 a. m., or
on arrival of steamer from Boston, Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays.
RETURNIN'*

Steamers leave Boston Mondays, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Fridays at 5.00 p. m.
Leave
Rockland, via Camden, Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at about
5.30 a. m., or on arrival of steamer from Boston.
Leave

FREL) W.

POTE. Agent.
Belfast, Maine.

City Farm for Sale
our

coal is—as good
As free

mined.

from slate and dirt as it is posCarefully
sible to get Coal.
full ton.
a
ton
and
every
screened,

Why should it not be a burning
success? Try us with your next
order, and you will certainly get

please
price.

Coal that will

quality

and

you both in

THE

32

WE

REPUBLICAN

We

JOURNAL.

advantage

of ourcom

bination with THE NEW IDEA WOMAN’S
MA6AZINE. We have already announced
that we offer the two

together.for $2.10

Regular Subscription Price $2.50.
Sample copies of New Idea at
office.

this

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO
Belfast, Maine

directions and my

■"■DON'T
BUYXFARM^i
■ IN MAINE—until you get the Biggest List of ■

■ Farm Bargains Issued.—Illustrated. It’s tree. ■
■ Write today. It will save you Money. ■
■■■M HUTCHINS CO., Augusta, M*. ■IMHMH
7w42

OFFICE NO. 2, ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK.
Office hours every afternoon from 1 to 4.
Evening* 1 shall be at my residence, 23
Court Street, to

Gtf

Men or women to represent The American
Magazine, edited by F. 1’. Dunne (“Mr. Dooley”), Ida >i. Tarbell. Lincoln Steffens, etc.
Straight proposition. Good pay. Continuing in

terest from year to year in business created.
Experience and capital not necessary. Good op
portunity Write J N. TR AI NEB, *23 West 20U
street. New York City

ELMER E. BROWN. M. D..
183 HAMMONO ST., BANGOR.
Eye. Ear, Nose and Throat
fitting of Glasses.

Practice limited to

including

the

ay 111 Belfast, Odd Fellows’ Block. R>>;u 2
tf9
Monday.

every

SALE

~~

FOR SALE

One of the best hay farms in the county, containing about 100 acres of the best land; no
rocks, plenty of wood, also some timber, good
pasture, well watered. Abundance of fruit trees.
Good house, ell, shed and carriage house, also
large barn. Cats 40 tons hay, which will be sold
with farm if wanted. Also all farming tools.
Located 1} miles from

The Batchelder homestead at Brown’s Corner, i mile from Northport Campground, wil
be sold at a bargain. Apply to
JOHN R. DUNTON,
38tf
"Savings Ban's Building, Belfast, Maine

^UKjulreof

Congress St., Belfast, Me.

calls.

liolp Wauled.

Secon d-lunil

Lower

answer

telephone call, 23G, ring 11.
House telpenecall, 32, ring 22.
Office

goods of every description. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything to
sell drop me a
a prompt call.
will
receive
card
and
you
postal
WALTER H. COOMBS,
Corner Cross and Federal Streets, Belfast,

35tf

weekly market letter, free.

Of. Johnson. M.D.

Closets

Farms wanted.
buy and sell.
0RRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast, Maine.

FOR

MASS.

Weekly shipments of live stock to Brighton
Cars leave Belfast every Monday morning and Burnham Monday noon. Dover and FoxI solicit your
croft every Saturday morning.
consignment, promising you prompt and satisfactory returns with the party’s name and address I sell your stock to. Write for shipping

Belfast, October 22, 1908.—tf43

•

HOUSE, BOSTON,

Market.

IN WALDO COUNTY.

SUBSCRIPTION
want you to take

AMERICAN

WHITEHEAD & GRAY.

We

Burnham, Maine,

-AND-

CLEANED OUT BY

YOUR

THE

F. L. LIBBY,

Real Estate

WANT

To

emission iorctat.

city

Swan & Sibley Go.,
BELFAST, MAINE.

LIVE STOCK

of the house), churches, library, mail delivery
twice daily, telephone, etc. Saw mills, leatherboard mills, axe factory, electric plant nearby.
Present owner is getting old and has no further
Place
use for it, and will sell reasonably.
should be seen to be appreciated. For full particulars call on
N. S. PIPER,
Swan Lake Avenue, Belfast.
46tf
R. F. D. Box No. 24.

-

BYANTHA A. BROWN.
3w45

D. & M.

Situated on Swan Lake Avenue, Ih miles
from Belfast postotfice;30 acres of fine hay and
new
crop land; house and barn comparatively
and in good condition; house contains six good
of
20
tons
cuts
in
cellar;
large rooms, cistern
hay; has wood enough for home use and timber enough for repairs and additions. Two
good saw mills near by, one about 100 rods from
the place. Land lays to the southwest, is new,
and raises large quantities of excellent potatoes. Land borders river and nature has provided a point of land which gives a fine opportunity for cutting and harvesting the best of
This farm is well adapted to the poultry
ice.
business, with excellent markets for all products
Two never-failing springs of water
near by.
This place has all the advantages of
on place.
a
home; good schools (one within 100 rods

Cess Pools

MILLER, Furrier,

I. V.

P.M.

Waterville.
Bangor.

inquiry promptly answered.

109 Main Street. Belfast. Maine.

7 00

against fire and marine risk.

as was ever

approval.

All letters of

9 30
5 30
8 25

Bangor Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at about 11.00 a. m., via
intermediate landings.
All freight, except live stock, is insured

That’s what

with us.
Goods sent to all parts of the country

FAST
P.M.

D
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2 12
P,M.
4 50
7 55
9 05

A.M.

Portland. 11 50
) E. D. 330
Boston,
3 20

here.

ness
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Waterville.

ever seen

This will be a favorable opportunity to
what you want for this season.
Seeing the goods with the prices will
settle every point necessary to do busi-

see

A.M.

for years.

an

FASHIONABLE

On and after October 5, 1908, trains connecting at Burnham and Waterville with through
trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston will run as follows:

e

"I have used the *L. F.’ Bitters with
success

ounce

Fluid Extract Dandelion, one ounce Compound
Kargon, three ounces of Compound Syrup
Sarsaparilla. Shake these well in a bottle and
take in teaspoonful doses after each meal and
at bedtime; also drink plenty of good water.
It is claimed that there are few victims of
this dread and torturous disease who will fail
to find ready relief in this simple home-made
mixture, and in most cases a permanent cure is

Asthma

For

Coal

Get from any

A

—

Pleasant, sure, easy, safe little liver Pills
Sold by R.
are DeWitt’s Little Early Risers.
H. Moody.

Boy’s Success in the West.
[Daily Pioneer, Greeley, Colo.]

A Belfast

Can Be Made
DeWitt’s Kidney and Bladder Pills are un- Says Many Persons Here
back ache, inequalled in cases of weak back,
Using It.
By
Again
Happy
rheumatic
pains,
flammation of the bladder,
There is so much Rheumatism here in our
and all urinary disorders. They are antiseptic and act promptly. Don’t delay, for delays neighborhood now that the following advice
DeWitt’s
Get
and
Kidney
are
dangerous.
will be highly appreciated by those who suffer:
Bladder Pills. Sold by R. H. Moody.
half

When light and shade together flow—
When dawns some scene 1 not yet know,
pound of shredded citron, a pound of
Let me draw back one fluttering breath,
cup of shredded
chopped suet, and a Flavor
in Harper’s Weekly.
To say, to all I’ve loved below;
with the
candied orange peel.
“I have been thankful—in my death!"
to
or
peaches
of
rich
pickled
spiced
juice
'rom nasal catarrh say they
—Edith M. Thomas, in Harper's Bazar.
or add vinegar boiled down to a
by using an atomizer. For taste,
rule makes
e. Prepare Ely’s Liquid Cream syrup with sugar. This
Bruises, scratches, sores and burns that other
more spicy pies than
fbat it is
cure will heal quickly and
liquid it is in all re- much richer ana
things have failed to
helpful, pain-allaying any other, and will be found delicious.
eling,
completely when you use DeWitt's Carbolized
the public has been familiar
Bazar.
Harper’s
Witch Hazel Salve. It is especially good for
No cocaine nor other
dangerpiles. Sold by R. H. Moody.
soothing spray is a remedy
Thin.
Bead
If You are Over Fifty
"Pee, All
in75c.,
druggists,
Most people past middle-age suffer from kidl|o>e, or mailed by Ely Bros.,
Most disfiguring skin eruptions, scrofula.
Kid- Dimples, rashes, etc., are due to impure blood.
New York.
ney and bladder disorders which Foley’s
Stop the drain on Burdock Blood Bitters is a cleansing blood
ney Remedy would cure.
Makes you clear-eyed, clear-brained,
the vitality and restore needed strength and tonic.
®orn out by the peevish,
Commence taking Foley’s Kidney Rem- clear-skinned.
found Cascasweet a boon vigor.
edy today. R. H. Moody.
“scasweet is for babies and
good for the ills so
Look for the inbottle. Contains no
R.
H. Moody.
by

Eatience,

rought to him for decision he grew wise.
Life made him. From birth there were
the necessary materials, but of those
materials life made him. That process
of production, so plain, so homely, has to
do, no doubt, with making him now
brother to every man of every country
whose heart can understand his heart,
and whose mind appreciates his mind.
There is no education so fit to make great
men out of great materials as that that
comes out of the common discipline of
life accepted and improved. Put a million dollars between a young man of
whatever promise and that producing
discipline, and though he may be good,
and may be useful, and lovely, how can
he be great? How can the strains that
make for greatness—that instruct the
sympathies, that harden the judgment
and the wiil—get at him!—Harper’s

—

everything, from a
lawyer,” remarked the cap-

and

by weighing great questions

■

must be

Tonsilitis

various kinds of great men first and last,
and whether or not Lincoln was greater
than this or that other one is, of course,
He was great enough,
a futile query.
and his greatness was not local, but very
broadly human. Moreover, the world
(or the country) may justly boast of
having “produced” him. He did not
He was procome into it ready made.
duced step by step by the discipline of
life. By carrying burdens he grew strong,
by enduring trials he perfected a great

|

Winter blasts, causing pneumonia, pleurisy
and consumption, will soon be here. Cure your
cough now, and strengthen your lungs with
ways.
Foley’s Honey and Tar. Do not risk starting
the winter with weak lungs, when Foley’s Sun, bloom, and blossom, 0 Lord, I remember.
Honey and Tar will cure the most obstinate
The dream of the spring and its joy I recall;
coughs and colds, and prevent serious results. But now in the silence and pain of November,
R. H. Moody.
Lord, I give thanks to Thee, Giver of all!
—Charles Hanson Towne, in Harper’s Bazar.

1

—

j

Lord I am glad for the young April’s wonder,
Glad for the fulness of long summer days;
And now when the spring and my heart are
asunder,
Lord, I give thanks for the dark autumn

tion.

1 ■"

the greatest
Amendment by a Britisher
P. D. Ross.
the world has produced.
Mr. Ross is the managing director of
the Ottawa (Canada) Journal. We accept his amendment. There have been

j

a

Croup

Weekly.

he seen such prosperous looking farmers.
Chief Forester Gifford Pinchot’s address was the feature of to-day’s proPendleton Sisters Said to Be the Only ceedings of the convention. The key- | Weekly.
note of the speech was the farmer's duty
One So Equipped.
Itching piles provoke profanity, but proDoan's Ointment
in co-operating with the government in | fanity won’t cure them.
There are a great many steamships
!
national
cures itching, bleeding or protruding piles affurthering the objects of the
equipped with wireless telegraphy but it convention commission, which seeks to ter years of suffering. At any drug store.
remained for the four-masted schooner aid the individual citizens of the country
Pendleton Sisters, now in this port, to be in
The Popular vote.
controlling water power rather than
the first sailing vessel to be fitted with to
permit that power to be monopolized
the great invention.
Taft’s popular plurality over Bryan will
by a few.
While the Pendleton Sisters is, at the
anu
uie guvciuiireiik,
unless you
approximate 1,200,444 votes, which is 50
present time, the only sailing vessel with he said to the farmers, “take vigorous per cent greater than McKinley’s over
wireless, it is only a question of time action, the water power of the country, Bryan in 1900, making this the severest
Roosevelt’s
when every sailing craft in the world will which can
only be used properly through of Bryan’s three defeats.
be so equipped, for as Captain W. J. Small the medium of
will be monop- plurality over Parker, however, reached
electricity
:
of the Pendleton said recently, it is a olized by a few men for their own gain. two and a half millions, or slightly double
necessity on any craft as it allows the The coal will rot last forever and water the popular plurality this time. The difvessel to keep in communication with the
in the West. Only three
power used to generate electricity will be ference come
than
land and in stormy weather would be the j
the only power available. States gave Taft a greater plurality
practically
four years ago, and
means of saving many lives should the ! The
government is trying to prevent the they did Roosevelt
Massachusetts
vessel go ashore or be disabled at sea.
passing of water power into the hands of these were Connecticut,
the West
The apparatus aboard the Pendleton
corporate interests, for the time has come and New York. Throughout
Sisters was installed by Captain Small when you must have power that is sup- a considerable return to normal party
and his chief engineer, Ralph N. Seeley, erior to muscle and horsepower, the divisions was manifest. Kansas, for exand is a masterpice in construction, and power that can be turned to advantage ample, gives Taft 35,000 plurality, where
while it has taken nearly three months on any job, and that power is electricity.” it gave Roosevelt 126,000. Iowa gives him
Roosefor the two men to install the apparatus
Washington, November 13. The Nat- a 50,000 plurality, while it gave
it is now in perfect working order and ional Grange, Patrons of Husbandry, at velt one three times as great. Nevertheduring the vessel’s trip to this port she today’s session devoted most of its time less, Taft’s lead, both in popular vote
as
was in communication with- Boston when
to degree work.
Among the features of and the electoral college, will stand
58 miles to the eastward of Cape Cod.
the day was a reception given to O. M. among the largest ever attained in AmeriAlthough the reporter did not have a Kelley of Washington, D. C., the only ! can presidential elections. Boston Tranvery good knowledge he ventured to re- surviving member of a small group of 1 script.
mark that the captain had done a good men who organized the Grange about half
Prompt treatment of a slight attack of Diarjob, and that the apparatus was as good a century ago. Reports from masters
often prevent a serious sickness.
as seen on many of the large steamers
of State Granges showing numerical and i rhoea will
best known Remedy is Dr. Seth Arnold’s
The
which come to this port. “I will tell you financial progress, created great interest.
Balsam. Your apothecaries, W. O. Poor & Son
there is no doubt about our apparatus Several hundred grangers arrived here ;
and A. A. Howes & Co., warrant it to give satw jrking, for we have given itja thorough today from New England.
isfaction.
satisfactest and everything has proved
said
the
and
Capchief,”
tory to myself
CONDON’S FINE STORE.
who follows the sea
tain Small. “A

nowadays
pugilist to

For

man

WIRELESS ON SCHOONER.

placing
his shortcomings, letters and the importance
Postmasters
pretentiousness of turn cards on envelopes.
if
should
possible, to deliver
arrange,
A Thanksgiving.
nnong them. A snapon these subut that moment would personal talks to the pupils
it able study of democjects and should give teachers access to Lord, I am glad for the great gift of living—
and the Postal Laws and
Glad for Thy days of sun and of rain;
My third and fourth the Postal Guild
as- Grateful for joy, with an endless thanksgiving,
them the third and Regulations and render them every
Grateful for laughter—and grateful for pain.
sistance in securing necessary informa> came simultaneously
tie

■

■

“The 12th of February next will be the
hundredth anniversary of Lincoln’s birth, and
will be commemorated all over the country.
We shall hear a great deal of Lincoln in the
next four months. He is the most interesting
man our country has
produced.”—Harper’s

Washington, November 11. Immediate
A Record of 32,000,000 Quarts a Year,
revision of the tariff schedules affecting
1904.
at a Cost of Over $8,000,000,4n
articles that are alleged to he sold by
Boston baked beans are known around
American manufacturers in foreign marthe
of
that
a
Father
As
story
guarantee
the globe. In the city of Boston alone
kets at lower prices than in this country
the
is
sum
Medicine
of
true,
John's
absolutely
about thirty-two million quarts of baked
was urged in behalf of the American
beans are devoured annually to say nothfarmers by Ex-Gov. N. J. Bachelder of
New Hampshire, national master, in his
ing of the pork that goes with them and
the brown bread that is also served.
annual address to-day before the national grange, Patrons of Husbandry.
There are factories or bakeries which
handle nothing but baked beans from one
Mr. Bacholder also made a strong plea
for postal savings bank, parcels posts
year’s end to the other. One of the largand highway appropriations at the next
est of these, which supplies restaurants
session of congress.
wholly, bakes fourteen thousand quarts
also
bakeries
of beans a week. Other
Commenting upon President Roosevelt’s country life commission, Mr. Bachfurnish brown bread, while nearly every
elder stated that the commission already
bakeshop that makes bread, pastry and
had ascertained from letters sent by farpies also bakes beans several times a
mers in every part of the United States
There are bakeries with ovens
week.
that the reform which would mean most
that will hold two thousand quarts each.
to the farmer in dollars and cents was for
In 1904 Boston spent about $8,247,842
for beans before they were baked.
adequate appropriations for the improvement of highways.
There were 68,000 barrels received in the
Reports showed that the grange incity, which, on the weight basis, was 15,creased its revenue in the year about $10,000 pounds more than were used in 1903.
000 and now has a surplus of $111,277.47.
Each year consumption has been steadily
The organization has been strengthenincreasing, until 1908 will find the bean
ed by a 10 percent increase in memberbill of the Hub close to the ten million
On the basis of about 600,000
mark.
ship, while 302 new granges have been
established.
population, this is an average of about
Tonight’s session was devoted to rethirty-seven quarts to an individual.
a
Bostoof
the
ports from the State granges.
Taking
average height
nian as five feet six inches and the height $25,000 will be given to any charitable instituWashington, D. C., November 12.
President Roosevelt, to-day, received at
of a beanpot as ten inches, one can easily tion if it can be shown otherwise.
Half a century ago, when the late Father the White House about 500 farmers and
figure that a Bostonian in a year eats
more than two and five-sevenths times John O’Brien of Lowell, Mass., recommended their wives, who are here attending the
convention of the national grange, Pahis own height in baked beans, and more to his parishioners and friends the
prescription rons of
than his own weight. There are twelve that had restored him to health and
Husbandry. The President restrength, frained from making a speech, but as the
plates of beans served in restaurants the people named it Father John’s Medicine.
from each pot of two quarts. Boston
sturdy tillers of the soil were introduced
Its power to make strength and build up the he
gave each his heartiest handclasp and
pays for baked beans in a year the price
After the reception
of two of Uncle Sam’s modern battle- body explains why it cures Colds and all Throat a cheery greeting.
and Lung Troubles.
the President remarked that seldom has
ships.
I

Character Sketches.

HOW GREAT WAS LINCOLN?

THE NATIONAL GRANGE.

BOSTON BAKED BEANS.

j

p

SEARSPORT.
James Elder and family moved Tuesday to
Patten.
Elmer Engstrom of Islesboro
last week on business.

in town

was

Ethel E. Rice arrived last Saturday
from Lancaster, N. H.
Miss

working with the threshing machine for
time with Millard Lane.

NoFirst Congregationalist church Sunday,
were
vember 1st, when the following children
christened:
son of Rev.
Reginald Powers McElhiney,
and Mrs. McElhiney.
Dennison
Thomas
Martha Zilpha Grinnell,
BoardGrinnell, Prudence Grinnell and Fred
Wm. E.
Mrs.
and
man Grinnell, children of Mr.
as
acting
Adams
E.
Grinnell, Mrs. Charles

...Mrs. Almira Voae has been very iilat
home at C. E. Howard’s. Her sister, Mrs.
Crosby Fowler of Unity, who has been with
ler for a time, returned home Friday.... Any,er

some

ler

Miss Amy Lane was taken very ill last Monday with peritonitis and has been in a serious
condition, but is thought to be a little better.

Col- Heagen place.
Herbert Colcord, Amos Kke
Colcord,
Mrs. Nellie Lane came from Orono last Satcord, sons of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Charles Bailey left Tuesday for a hunting Miss Louise Pike acting as sponsor.
to remain over Sunday with Miss Amy
urday
Lucy
Marjorie May Towers and
trip in Northern Maine.
F^jne
Mrs. Walter Lane. Mrs. Lane is matron of the Mt. Vernon
and
Mr.
of
Towers, daughters
Hon. D. N. Mortland of Rockland was ri Towers.
House at the University of Maine.
week

town last

on

Eugene N. Shute left Saturday to visit relatives in Burnham and Albion.
Edward Hall has returned from Caribou,
where he had been employed the past season.
Louis Bailey returned Monday from a hunting trip at Northeast Carry, bringing home
one deer.
Sch. Lizzie Lane, Capt. A. G. Closson, arrived
Thursday from Bucksport and is hauled up for
the winter.
Harold M. Elder returned from a hunting
in Northern Maine last Friday bringing
home two deer.

trip

C. H. McElhiney and family
left Thursday for a visit with relatives in Boston and vicinity.
Rev. and

Mrs.

Nickerson returned last week from
in Northern Maine bringing
home two deer.
Norman

a

hunting trip

Mrs. Rosanna

ing

Emerson, who has been visitfor some time, returned

relatives in Boston

home Saturday.
The dances by the Rebekahs Saturday nights
in G. A R. hall over Gilkey & Havener’s store
are well patronized.
There will be a social dance Saturday evening, November 21st, in G. A. R. hall, with music
by the Band Orchestra.
Loomis Fames arrived home Saturday from
Bangor, where he has been for a month for
treatment for his eyes.

Schools in town closed Friday for
weeks’ vacation.

gaged for the

The

same

teachers

a

three

are en_

next term.

T. Pendleton and Miss Lunt
left last week for Redlands, California, where
they will spend the winter.
Mrs.

Hannah

H. N. Edwards of Jackson arrived Satand is the guest of Miss Lucia W.
Edwards on Water street.
Mrs.

urday

Capt. Israel Closson arrived home last week
from Bangor, where his schooner, the W’illiam
Jones, is hauled up for the winter.

('apt. J. F. Peterson left Monday for Needham, Mass., where he will spend the winter
with his son. Ferdinand H. Peterson.
There will be

no

services at

the Congrega-

tional Church the next tvro Sundays,
absence of Rev. C. H. McElhiney.

during

the

Webber, who has been visiting relatives in Providence. K. I., and Boston
the past two months, returned home Saturday.
Sch. Cora F. Cressey, Capt. Haskell, finished
Miss Harriet K.

discharging Friday
and sailed Tuesday

at the Penobscot coal dock
for

Newport News

for

or-

ders.
arrived Tuesday from Boston for sch. Cora F. Cressey,
Capt. Haskell, bound to Newport News for
orders.
A

crew

of

eight colored

sailors

Lord has exchanged bis house lot
on Main street and cellar built the past season
for the farm of Thomas Wagner in North
Stockton.
Amos P.

Gilkey &
Havener, left Monday for Bucksport on an
important mission. The cigars were put up
Monday afternoon.
Miss Alice H. Wentworth, who has been
visiting her aunt, Mrs. N. C. Shute, on Water
street, the past three weeks, returned Saturday
H. Havener# of the firm of

Isaac

to her home in Albion.

Mr. Wr. E. Coleman, one of the officials of the
C. Co. at Mack’s Point, who has been in
town the past week on business, returned to

A. A.

his home in Boston last

Saturday.

party recently given by Capt. and
Mrs. N. F. Gilkey, Mrs. Cora E. Dow and Landlord Grinnell sat at the King’s table for 24
hands, making a score of about 2500.
At

a

500

The Rockland & Rockport Lime Company’s
barge No. 6 finished discharging fertilizer at
the A. A. C. Company’s dock and was towed to
Rockland by the tug John T. Morrison.
Blackwell of Bath, treasurer of the
Penobscot Bay Electric Co. and A. C. Hopkins
of Bucksport, superintendent of construction
of the Penobscot Bay Electric Co., were in
town Friday on business.
A.

SPEdward

business.

W. S. Chisholm has moved into the Trundy
house in Mechanics’ Hollow.

H.

home in Winterport.
returned
Eli Colson and Charles Dorr have
Point.
from the coal pockets at Mack’s
known as
Walter Clark has bought the farm
and has moved
the old M. E. parsonage farm
there.
been improving the
Horace Maddocks has
it a new coat of
looks of his house by giving

shingles.

front of the store of E.
A telegraph pole
A. Buker on Main street, belonging to the
in

Telegraph Co., is
The base of the pole

The White school under the auspices of Miss
Florence Cross of Morrill closed November 6th
for a vacation of one week. There were only
eight pupils, but two of that number were not
absent or tardy for the nine week*-—Mildred
Knight and Harold White. Edith Bryant was

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

girls; illustrated poem, “Sam Jones;” “Why
last Scotchman Love the Thistle,” Glendon Libby;
Miss Sadie Merrithew went to Bangor
Feme Shaw;
j “Where Teacher Gets Cross,”
Saturday, returning at night.
in town reading, Leon Allen; song, Viola Dailey; readMr. R. L. Fletcher of Houlton was
ing, “Christmas at Skeeter Corner,” Blanche
Friday, leaving for home Saturday.
Foster; song, Mrs. McKechnie.Mrs. Sarah
have gone
Messrs. James and Chester Howes
Wood of Clinton is visiting relatives in town.
to Rumford Falls for an indefinite stay.
_Mrs. Fred R. Mudgett and daughter Cathentertained erine went to East Boston
The Current Events Club was
Saturday to visit
Miss
relatives and friends.. .There are several cases
Wednesday afternoon, November 8th, by
Partridge, Church

street.
at

Sch. Young Brothers is loading potatoes
I. Meyers
Cape Jellison dock, and bark Mabel
is loading shooks for Palermo, Sicily.
was the
Mr. L. P. Brockway of Searsport
husband, Mr. and Mrs.
guest of his sister and
Frank L. Marston, Monday and Tuesday.
this,
The Ladies’ Aid Society will meet
BlanThursday, afternoon with Mrs. Frank
road. All are invited
chard on the

Sandypoint

to

attend.

time in the running of
us our early train
and our
one for Boston, leaving at 6 o’clock,
next at 2.05 p. m.
Mrs. Ralph Morse, who has been suffering
with an ulcerated tooth for two
The recent

our

change

of

railroad trains gives

of scarlet fever at Reynold’s Corner and the
of health has closed the school.Mr.
and Mrs. Luther Sandford have returned to
their home in Lowell, Mass., after visiting
relatives and friends here.
board

TKOY.

S. Bagley of New York city visited
and Mrs. T. W. Hawes last week. The
many friends of his father, E. E. Bagley, will
be glad to know that his condition seems to be
improving.Mr. and Mrs. Harry Norton of
Franz

Mr.

Carmel were guests at W. A. Bennett’s last
week.On account of the rain the celebration of the w'edding anniversary of Mr. and
Mrs. W. A. Bennett was postponed until

Wednesday,

November 18th.

..

An

enjoyable

held with
severely
Mrs. Georgia Woods last week. Several of the
weeks, is improved at this writing, Monday children
gave recitations.The Ladies’ Aid
evening. We trust the gain may prove per- will meet with Mrs. Joseph Sturgis this week,
manent.
where a picnic dinner instead of a supper will
were
The services at the Universalist church
be served.Truman Cook shipped a carload
postponed Sunday because of the inclemency' of apples to Boston last week.W. L. Gray
however
of the weather—a rainstorm, which
has harvested 3,000 bushels of potatoes this
and beautiful sunshine
gave way to fair skies
year from thirteen acres, and Chester Hillman
after midday.
400 bushels from one acre.Arnold Dodge
The many friends of Miss Susie A. Cousens and Harold Gowen, students at the M. C. I.,
will hear with pleasure of her recent promo- spent Saturday at home.... Mrs. Milton Carletion in being called from Attleboro to Brock- ton is visiting her daughter in Wilton.Mr.
ton, Mass., to a school which she finds very and Mrs. Nathan Whitten of Pittsfield are passing two weeks with Mrs. Whitten’s parents,
agreeable and which brings a larger salary.
Miss Wherrett, who for a year past has been Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Wright_Miss Estelle
ministering to the Congregationalist parish in Harding begins school at North Dixmont this
this village, left November 11th for her home week.Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Rhoades wrere
Rev. W. S. Mann has again in Waterville three days last week attending
in Newark, N. J.
taken charge of the society interests, which he the meeting of the Pomological Society. They
report a fine display of fruit and flowers.
acceptably served two years ago.
Miss Lena Wescott of Bucksport arrived in
with
town November 10th to spend a few' days
her uncle, Capt. L. M. Partridge, and family.
She left Friday for home. Miss W. is a native
of Stockton, the eldest daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. William Wescott, long residents
of

our

tow'n.

Herbert W. Rowe of Bangor, the editor and
was in
proprietor of The Maine Sportsman,
an
town Friday securing data and pictures for
article for The.Boston Herald upon this town
All will be interested to see
and
his contribution to the host of articles publish-

Searsport*

a

arrived here with fertilizer in a leaking condition, returned to his home in East Boston by
train from Belfast last Saturday.

BELMONT.

W. Ames arrived here last
Capt.
week from Seattle, Washington, where he has
been for five years in command of a passenger
steamer running to Cape Nome and intermediate ports. Old friends welcome him to his
Charles

unsafe

W.

C. T. U. Mother’s

meeting

was

HAf.LDALI.

The funeral services of Tilton Whitten,
whose death resulted from accidentally falling
on the stairs in Waterville, November 12th,
where he was attending college, were held at
the home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Whitten, Sunday afternoon, November 15th.
Rev. J. C. Lamb of Troy spoke words of comfort to the sorrowing ones. Prof. White of
Colby College was present and made a few
w'ell chosen remarks. The casket was covered
with" many costly pieces of very beautiful
flowers. The bearers were classmates of Mr.
Whitten in the college. The Freedom male
quartette sung two very pretty and appropriate
pieces. J. E. Hall managed the services. The
relatives present from out of town were
Vaughn T. Whitten, (a brother,) from New
York city, Mr. and Mrs. B. T. Lamb, Mrs.
Berry and Mrs. Stevenson from Portland, Mrs.
G. S. Small from Augusta, Geo. Stevenson and
sister and Ralph Young from Waterville, and
S. N. Tilton, wife, son and daughter from
Albion-Miss Ethel Poland returned home
from Hartford, Conn. November 13th... Ira L.
Howard of Pittsfield visited at J. E. Hall’s last

Saturday night
was

and

Sunday...

in Rockland last week

tENTEK

on

Leon

Wiggin

business.

MOMVILLE.

Secretary,

J. W. Nickerson, Mrs. E. L. Cunningham:
Literary Committee, Miss Lillian Phillips, Miss
Augusta Nickerson and Mrs. C. E. Small. It was

with their aunt, Mrs. S. D. Greely, in Hampden.
Miss Augusta Nickerson, teacher in Dist.
No. 3. gave her pupils a treat of pop-corn, pea...

and home-made candy at the close of the
Friday, November Cth. All the schools
in town closed on that day. The following
teachers have been elected for the winter
term. 1 and 2, Miss Nellie F. J. Marr; 3,
; Miss Nellie Rose; 7, Miss Jessie Cunningham of
i Monroe; 8, Miss Augusta Nickerson-miss
Hattie Lang of Brooks is the guest of Mrs.
Walter J. Nickerson... Miss Dolly Sheehan,
who has been the guest of Mrs. C. E. Small,
nuts

term

returned to her home in Worcester, Mass.
Albert T. Nickerson, one of our most
popular young men and a member of the Legislature, was recently married to Miss Alberta

has

_Mr.

|

Nickerson of Prospect, a young lady who is
held in the highest esteem of all who know her.
The newly wedded couple have the best wishes
of a very large circle of friends. They will

spend

the winter in

Augusta-News

has been

received here of the serious illness in Malden,
Mass., of Herbert Cunningham, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Emery Cunningham of this place. Much
Mr. and
sympathy is extended to the family
..

E. H. Littlefield are receiving congratulaIt is another boy... Mrs. Lauriston
Nichols of Belfast spent a few days last week
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Cunningham_Mrs. H. F. M. Phillips, who has been
in Monroe caring for Mrs. Jennys, is at home.
_Hon. A. E. Nickerson and wife attended
Mrs.

tions.

the Veteran meeting in Jackson last Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Eugene Nickerson and
baby, who have been spending a few weeks
with his father, Hon. A. E. Nickerson, have returned to their home in Portland.... Last
Friday as Mr. Sidney Webber of Searsport was
on his way to Monroe he was taken violently
Small’s. Medical aid
ill near Mr. Charles
was called and after a few hours he was able
...

to return to

Searsport.

FREEDOM.
William Murry has moved into the Benson
Weed house in Knox.Dana Banton is making some needed repairs on his mill...Miss
Ladd from Thorndike is helping Mrs. Nellie
Banton... Hon. D. W. Dodge was in Belfast on
business November 12th... .Mrs. Eliza Penney
from Montville is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Hattie Sleeper.Roscoe Perley and Walter
Flye were in town on business November 12th.
.J. H. Brown from Unity was in town on
business November 14th... .Mrs. Inez Bellows
and son Charles are visiting Mrs. Bellows’
mother, Mrs. Carrie Boulter, in Waterville.
The Academy will close November 20th fora
vacation of two weeks... John Foster was the
guest of Fred Flye November 15th. B. F.
Foster, Esq., was in town November 12th on
business.... Miss Georgie Erskins is working
for Mrs. Inez Bellows
Quite a number from
this place attended the burial services of Mr
Tilton Whitten Sunday afternoon, November
15th. He was the oldest son of Martin Whitten of Montville and a graduate of Freedom
Academy, class of 1906.j. H. Brown of
Unity village was in town on business November 14th....Fred Rich and his housekeeper,
Miss Flora Farnum, visited Miss Farnum’s
sister, Mrs. Willard Sparrow, November 15th.
.Mrs. Geo. Worth is quite sick with a bad cold.
_The church fair held in the grange hall, November 11th and 12th, was a great success in
every way. Although the weather proved unfavorable there was a large crowd in attendance, both in the afternoon and evening. The
display of vegetables and fancy articles were
fine and the candy counter was made very attractive with many kinds of home-made candies, cornballs and apples, etc. The supper
was all that could be required, baked beans,
...

..

in

an

_

trees

Methodist church.

A very impressive service took

place

in the

to the station.

Wilbur Staples has

returned

home after

E. E. Tasker and two children
town, Conn., are at S. J. Tasker’s for the win-

of Consumption.
Send this advertisement, together with
name of paper in which it appears,
your address and four cents to cover
will send you a
postage, and weAtlas
of the World.”
“Complete Handy
,

W. H. RICHARDS.

'»
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K
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SHIP NEWS.

and

Geese,
Guinea Chickens for Broiling
Venison and Meats of all Kinds

L

PORTS.

Sore 5 lb. < liM,*.

FOGG & COOMBS

York, Nov. 11. Ar, schs. Pendleton Sisters, Portland; Grace Davis, Bangor; Omaha,
do, via Oyster Bay, L. I.; Mamie Saunders,
Frankfort; Addie P. McFadden, South Gardiner; William D. Marvel, Monhegan, Me.; Sarah
L. Davis, Rockland; 12, ar, schs. Kit Carson,
Bowden. In Orland, November 10, to Mr. anc
Bangor; Mollie Rhodes, Jonesboro; Abide S. Mrs. George B. Bowden, a daughter.
Walker, Vinalhaven; Stephen G. Loud, Swans
Hawes. In Union, November 1, to Mr. anc
Island; Rebecca G. Whilldin, Stonington, Me.; Mrs. George Hawes, a daughter.
Lizzie V. Hall, do; Thos. B. Garland, do; Flora
Harrington. In Stonington, October 26, tc
Condon, Gloucester; Harriet C. Whitehead, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Harrington, formerly o:
Boston; Rodney Parker, Coosaw, S. C.; Char- Thomaston, a daughter.
lotte T. Sibley, Swans Island; sailed, sch. Annie
Mathews. In Somerville, Mass., October 2c
Lord, Philadelphia; 15, sld, bark Mannie Swan, to Mr. and Mrs. Walter L. Mathews, a son.
San Juan; passed City Island, schs. Charlie &
Nash. In Montville, November 9, to Mr
Willie, Weehawken for Bucks Harbor; Omaha, and Mrs. Leslie Nash, a daughter, Hazel Mil
for
sch.
Frances
South Amboy
Waldoboro; 16, ar,
dred.
Hyde, Stonington.
Paul. In Rockland, October 23, to Mr. anc
Boston, Nov. 11. Ar, sch. Mary A. Hall, Jack- Mrs. Harris J. Paul, a daughter.
Mertie
B.
Mr
sch.
sonville; cld,
Crowley, Baltimore;
Sawyer. In Stonington, October 24, to
15, ar, sch. Georgia Gilkey, Jacksonville.
and Mrs. J. Tilden Sawyer, a daughter, Evange
Philadelphia, Nov. 10. Cld, schs. George D. line Helen.
Mr .1
Edmunds, Bangor; M. V. B. Chase, do; 14, ar
Upham. In Rockport, November 11, to
schs. Chas. A. Campbell, Bangor; Fannie Palm- I and Mrs. Walter Upham, a son.
Bessie
er, Boston; George W. Wells, Portland;
C. Beach. Stoi ingtor; Gov. Powers, Portland.
|
married_
Baltimore, Md., Nov. 14. Ar, sch. Frontenac
Port Tampa; sailed, bark Penobscot, Boston; 16
Barnard-Fuller. In Rockland, Novembe
ar, sch. Mertie B. Crowley, Boston.
Belle 1 ullei
Brunswick, Ga., Nov. 10. Sld, schs. Frederick 10, Clarence E. Barnard and Jennie
both of Rockland.
A. Duggan, Norfolk; Henry B. Fiske, Boston
Conner-Marks. In Castine, November 4
12, ar, schs. Fairfield, Ponce, P. R.; Sedgwick
Roschelle E. Connor and Miss Clara M. Marks ;
Demerara; 16, ar, sch. Theoline, Boston.
Port Tampa, Fla., Nov. 11.
Sld, sch. Edwari both of Penobscot.
5‘„
Dunbar-Snow. In Castine, November 11
sch. Harry T. Hay
, H. Cole, Baltimore; 12, sld,
! ward, Baltimore; 13, ar, sch. Henry F. Kreger David Dunbar and Florence E. Snow, both o
Castine.
P. R.; 15, ar, sch. Augustus H. Babcock, Jobos
oc
Gray- Haskell. In Brooksville, October 2S
I P. R.
M
Decatur M. Gray and Mrs. Viola S. Haskell
Saunderstown, R. I., Nov. 12. Ar, schs. S.
both of Brooksville.
Bird, Savannah-la-Mar, Ja., for Chester, Pa.
Gray-Stewart. In Gouldsboro, Novembe
j (leaking).
and Mis
E
4, Everett Lewis Gray of Brooksville
| Newport News, Nov. 13. Ar, sch. George
1
Sylvia D. Stewart of Gouldsboro.
Walcott, Bangor.
Aaburndale
In
Hazeltine-Chamberlain.
Savannah, Nov. 16. Ar, sch. Maggie S. Hart
o
Mass., November 14th, Reginald Hazeltine
Newport News.
o
Belfast and Miss Maude Anna Chamberlain
Portsmouth, N. H., Nov. 13. Sld,schs. Maud<
Autumdale.
Palmer, Norfolk; Stella B. Kaplan, Philadel
Johnson-Looke. In Boston, November
phia; Mary E. H. G. Dow, Newport News; ir
Neu I Oscar Johnson of Boston and Mollie E. Look<
and
for
sch.
Medford,
Philadelphia
port,
of South Warren.
| Orleans.
Joiner-Cook. In Winterport, November u
!
Bangor, Nov. 11. Ar, sch. Young Brothers
! South Amboy; sailed, schs. Charles Davenport by Rev. Fr. O’Connor, Philo Joiner and Mis
! coal port; Winchester, NewT Haven; Reuber
May Cook.;
Lawton-Billings. In Camden, Novembe.
I Eastman, Boston; M. H. Read, Beverly; 13, ar
botl
sch
E.
D.
10, Frank Lawton and Miss Grace Billings,
Belfast;
Stella),
Haley
(formerly
tug
|
i N. E. Ayer, Par Harbor; sld, schs. Fannie F
of Camden.
Seekins-Billings. In Stonington, Novem
j Hall, Boston; Charles Davenport, Portland; 13
ber 2, Ralph E. Seekins of Mattawamkeag am
j ar, schs. Wm. H. Davenport, Weymouth; Chas
Miss Ethel M. Billings of Stonington.
! E. Wyman, Portland; sld, sch. Eagle, New York
Staples-Lancaster. In Searsport, Novem
14, sld, schs. Lizzie D. Small, New York; WinEdmund G
Chester, New Haven; Robert A. Snyder, Provi- ber 11, by Rev. R. G. Harbutt.
and Miss Lizzie G
dence; 16, ar, barges Paxtang and Saucon, Phila- Staples of W’inthrop, Mass.,
delphia; schs. Irene F. Meservey, Boston; Puri- Lancaster of Searsport.
tan, Hingham; 17, ar, sch. J. M. Harlow, Boston; sld, schs. John Twohy, Hampton Roads
DIED
Florence A., New Bedford; Antelope, Boston
Nat Ayer, Salem; Young Brothers, Stocktor
Abbott. In Verona, November <, Reubei
j Springs and Norfolk.
am
Augustus Abbott, aged 66 years, 2 months
Cann, Castine.
11 days.
17.
sch.
Cora
F.
Nov.
Sld,
Cressy
Searsport,
Bates. In South Brooksville, November
; I
1
for a coal port.
Lena Hazel, daughter of Luther Bates, aged
Camden. NTov. 12. Sld, sch. Metinic, Halls
10 days.
and
months
11
years,
November 1
j Quarry; 17, ar, sch. Lucy E. Friend, Norfolk.
In Stonington,
Barbour.
Wiscasset, Me., Nov. 12. In port, sch. Emms
Barbour, aged 84 years,
Babbidge
Stephen
S. Briggs, laid up.
months and 26 days.
Stonington, Me., Nov. 10. Ar. sch. Annie R
In Warren, November 10
Calderwood.
Lewis, Rockland; 12. ar, sch. Ira B. Ellems
E. Calderwood, aged 77 years, 3 months
Mary
schs.
Thomas
H.
New
Mrs
Lawrence,
Boothbay; sld.
Colson. In Harrington, November 2,
York; Susan N. Pickering, do; Mabel E. Goss Gertrude Colson, aged 42 years.
Boston; 14, ar, schs. Samuel B. Hubbard, Bos
In Bradley, November 15, Mist
Dolliff.
ton; Mary E. Lynch, do; Annie & Reuben
Maud Dolliff of Monroe, aged 22 years.
Provincetown; sailed, tug Betsy Ross, towing
French. In Camden, November 11, John
waterlogged sch. Inez for Rockland, where sht ! son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas French, aged
New

CHICKENS

[the Ferguson Poultry Farm

:i Native; Ducks

■

i

!
t

that in all the financial
s. but G% is done with <■
% being done by meai.drafts? It you do not .1
ing account start one now
from its convenience a: •:
true. If you are not u
tem come to us and \\<

1

will give your busintn
small, careful attention.

j

DEPOSITORS IN THIS BANK ARE
ABSOLUTELY SAFE FROM.
CAPITAL $50,000.00.
SURPLUS AND PROFITS SAOOHI

‘I

■

i will be

repaired.

FOREIGN

!

Guantanamo,

Nov.

12.

PORTS.

Ar, sch. Jacob M

j

j

Swift & Paul
They have Everythin
Good

All

j

kinds of

Confectionery

|

FOR SALE
1

Elmbrook
Formerly

known

an

as

j
j

Land and buildings :•
this year about sixty
(15) acres pasturage.
good bearing young wr
Write or inquire of

I

!

\

HORACI tf

y€Hix.

BEI.I

M

■>

1 smRT
WAISTS
*

Ninety-Eight

MARINE MISCELLANY.

11.
Sch. Inez, lumbei
ashore on Channel rock, near Black
laden,
Island, last night. She was pulled off today by
tug Betsy Ross and towed here full of water,
Will hold survey.
Boston, Nov. 16. The schooner Georgia Gil-

for

Thanksg vinj

In Rockland, November 9, Thomas
and l:
Woodbury Hix, aged 72 years, 6 months

1
Haskell, Newport News.
Rhoades. In Northport, November 13,Sam
St. John, N. B., Nov. 13.
Ar, schs. R. Bow- ! uel Rhoades, formerly of Worcester. Mass,
ers, Calais; Abbie C. Stubbs, Camden.
i aged 58 years.
Hilo, Nov. 12. Sld, stmr. Mexican, Tapley ! Whitten. In W'aterville, November 13, Davit
San Francisco.
j Tilton Whitten of Montville, aged 19 years.
Havana, Nov. 7. Sld, sch. Clifford N. Carver, Jacksonville.
Trinity Bay, Martinique, Nov. 13. Ar, sch. J
Manchester Haynes, Portland.

Stonington, Me., Nov.

lit

ran

key, Capt. Williams, arrived yesterday. She
came from Jacksonville, laden with 450,000 feet
of lumber. While the passage was completed
ice cream
and
Thursday
evening
etc.,
pastry,
in fairly good time the Gilkey was battered by
and cake were served, after a grand entertain- several hard gales.
New York, Nov. 14. Ar, bark Arlington,
ment consisting of “A. Ward’s Wax Figger
Conetable Island, Oct. 17, via Fernandina, 30th,
Show,” songs by Mr. Carl Hogan, Mr. Redford, with phosphate rock (was towed into Fernanthe Misses Avery and Hogan, and piano solos dina Oct. 25 in distress, having run into a gale
off Hatteras and lost foretopmast and sustainby Misses Dodge, Worth, Hogan, Avery and ed other damage).
Small. The proceeds from the fair, entertainThe barge
Newport, R. I., November 16.
ment and supper were $68.10. Following are Powel, New York for Salem, in tow of the tug
here Monday and reported the
arrived
Boxer,
were
as
for
the
they
given
of
the
some
prizes
loss of her engineer, Lawrence Hopkins of
best vegetables, preserves, pickles, etc.:
Vinalhaven, Me., who was lost overboard SunElApples, Edward Downer, Nodheads, 1st;
day when the barge was off Block Island.
The following
den Vose, Falley Water, 1st; Rufus Ayer, TolRockland, Me., Nov. 13.
man Sweets, 1st; James Libby, Kings, 1st.
schooners which sailed yesterday returned,
Drum
Head, 1st; most of them reporting loss of some sails:
Cabbage, George Bridges,
Elden Knowlton, Sure Head, 1st; George Bry- Henry R. Tilton, Scotia, Izetta, Susie P. Oliant, Curley Head, 1st; D. R. McGray, Sugar ver, Stanley H. Miner, J. V. Wellington, EdLoaf, 1st; Ervin Thompson, Sure Head, 2nd; B. ward Stuart, John Bracewell, L. T. Whitmore,
F. Foster, Drum Head, 2nd; Frank Clement, 2nd. Jeremiah Smith, James Boyce, Ida B. Gibson,
Parsnips, Chester Whitten, 1st.
Hannah F. Carlton and Lavinia M. Snow.
Potatoes, J. W. Libby and E. W. Downer, 1st;
Provincetown, Nov. 15. The largest fleet of
G. E. Bryant and Flora Ward, 2nd; Bert Bryant, coasting vessels that had put into this harbor
2nd.
1st; D. R. McGray,
for years sought shelter today from a fierce
Turnips, Frank Johnson and Frank Clement, northwest gale that prevailed all day and well
1st; George Bryant and B. F. Foster, 2nd.
into the evening. Nearly all the fleet had susSquash,Chesley Ingraham,D. R. McGray,Hen- tained considerable damage to their sails.
Charles
John
and
10 or 12 three-masters
1st;
Waining,
McCorrison
ry
Among the vessels were
Sylvester, 2nd; Ida Vose, 1st; Chester Whitten, and seven or eight two-masters. One tug,
2nd.
Standard Oil, No. 2, put in to ride out the
Pumpkins, Chester Whitten, Henry McCor- storm.

Japanese

jl One

■

Ohenery Farm

From the celebrated

SCOT^^BOWNE^^PearlSt^^^g
AMERICAN

TURKEYsl

BETTER.

10 POUND CAPON

j[l

health and rosy cheeks to so
many pale, anaemic girls and
restored to health so many ■
thousands in the first stages I

Mrs.

birthplace. He is the youngest son and last
Ralph Thompson bought a horse of Will
is almost encondition
surviving member of the family of the late
son
tirely rotted off from the inside, leaving only Capt. and Mrs. David G. Ames. He is a guest Nash last week.Mrs. Ella Brown and
the thin outside shell, which has four holes in it. at The Stockton and may remain until May, spent last Saturday and Sunday with Mrs.
The post is so weak it is liable to topple over the season for the opening of business on his Volney Thompson.Miss Emma Blake
of Belfast has been visiting the Misses Frye
at any time.
steamer route.
and Miss Pratt.... Samuel Webb and daughanreceived
Park
C.
Charles
Mrs. Mary S. Clark, director of music at the
Mrs.
and
Capt.
ter, Mrs. Varney of Unity, are visiting at Mr.
University of Wyoming, gave a luncheon No- nouncements last week of the marriage of the Frank
Gray’s.Herbert Jackson is taking
vember 4th to announce the engagement of only daughter of Capt. P.’s brother, Capt.
to Banton’s mill to make lumber for a
logs
Leander
of
of
Helen
to.
Sargent
her daughter
Shanghai,
Samuel Park, long a resident
large henhouse he will soon build. He intends
Merna, Wyoming, formerly of Searsport. Miss China, which were quite novel to American
keeping 300 hens.... Rufus Lowell raised some
Helen has been a student at the University, eyes. Wedding cake, sealed in a zinc box, was
very large turnips, some of them weighing 13
but for the past year has been teaching in accompanied by a dainty card bearing the
and 14 pounds. He also raised a sunflower,
Merna.
names: Jennie Catherine Park (the latter name
which for size would be hard to beat. The
W.
E.
Heinrich
and
the
an
social
with
a
arrow)
be
by
Thanksgiving
pierced
There will
stalk was 9 feet high and the flower measured
Calendar Club in the upper vestry room this, Bierwirth, followed by "Compliments of Mr.
inches in diameter.... The funeral of David
16£
33
W.
E.
Bierwirth,
TongThursday, evening, November 19th, with a and Mrs. Heinrich
Tilton Whitten, whose young life was put out
sale of home-made candies and home produce. sham Road."
by an accident in Waterville, November 12th,
The Grand Matron of the Order of the East- was from his late home in this town at 1.30
You can buy all kinds of vegetables for your
p.
10 cents. Cake
of
Admission
dinner.
Crawshaw
Auburn,
Mrs.
ern Star of Maine,
Thanksgiving
Rev. J. C. Lamb of Troy
m., last Sunday.
the
free.
to
served
be
will
last
inspect
Saturday
and coffee
arrived by train
spoke words of comfort, and the Freedom
work of Bethany Chapter, O. E. S„ with which
several sweet selections.
Capt. and Mrs. C. N. Meyers entertained a she was much pleased, complimenting the Quartette rendered
tea on board the
The interment was in the cemetery near the
party of friends at afternoon
ladies on their proficiency in all lines. Mrs. C. Whitten homestead.Mrs. Wm. H. Nash of
risson, 1st; Ida Vose, 2nd.
barkentine Mabel I. Meyers at Cape Jellison,
Mrs. Mariwas entertained Saturday night by
Beans, John Sylvester, Frank Clement,
Morrill is at L. F. Nash’s..... .Mr. and Mrs. S.
Monday afternoon, November 17th. Among
Matron of the
Nathan Libby, J. W. Libby, 1st.
Miss etta D. Fletcher, the Grand
E. Bowler of Palermo were at O. C. Cushman’s
those present were Mrs. John Frame,
Popcorn, Frank Clement, 1st.
local Chapter; and Sunday afternoon and night last week, returning home Wednesday.The
Carrots, C. E. Whitten, 1st; Frank Clement,
Mabel Griffin, Mrs. Cora Dow, Mrs. Louise
the
District
Hichbom,
Miss Sargent, by Mrs. Alice May
Larkin Soap Club met with Mrs. Walter J. 2nd.
Bailey, Mrs. Leander Sargent,
Beets, George Bryant, 1st; James Libby, 2nd.
The next meeting will
William Grinnell, Deputy G. M. She left by steamer Monday Bean November 12th.
Mrs. William Parse, Mrs.
her
with
Catsup, Mrs. C. E. Whitten, 1st; Mrs. A. L.
for Castine, well pleased
afternoon
December.
in
Miss
Lillian
Smith
Carter
Mrs.
Kate
be
with
Dow,
George
Misses Sally and
Fuller, 2nd.
Stockton visit.
Horse radish, Mrs. Ella Libby, 1st.
Veterinary John B. Darling of Belfast made a
and Master Amasa Bailey.
1st.
Jelly, Mrs. Mary Lawrence,
last
Thursday.Alnumber of calls in town
STOCKTON.
were
NORTH
preachMustard pickles, Mrs. Alice Whitten, 1st;
Special anniversary sermons
len Goodwin visited his old home and friends
2nd.
Clement,
Frank
Mrs.
last
church
C. N. Staples was in Bangor on business last
ed in the Methodist Episcopal
in Palermo last Saturday and Sunday.The
Sweet cucumber pickles, Mrs. Ida Vose, 1st.
Rev. William week.
Sunday morning and evening by
Mixed pickles, Mrs. Martha Vose, 1st.
of Union Harvest Grange Sewing Circle
ladies
Forbes Emery of Ellsworth. The services
Chopped pickles, Mrs. Annie Clement, 1st.
Mrs. Maud Robbins went to Frankfort on will give an antiquarian supper at the Grange
for
Raspberries, preserved, Mrs. Mary Hall, 1st.
were very successful and special offerings
of Nov. 19th. After supper
business, recently.
hall
the
evening
Plums, Mrs. Frank Tylor, 1st_
to
received
amounting
were
the debt fund
a
Mr. F. Percy Partridge has builtanew wood- there will be a social hour, and possibly
be
will
amount
probably
This
nearly $250.
short time given to dancing.Charles Boyn- Ten cent assortment of
house and painted hie buildings.
increased by further contributions. The liberton and wife have moved to Searsport to
his
refrom
has
recovered
is
Manter
church
Moody
very
ality of the friends of the
China at
house this winter..Mrs.
of the cent illness and is at work hauling Christmas keep a lodging
gratifying to the pastor and people
of MiddleWestern Union

Wfty-Because it has made
many sickly children
strong and well—given

Mrs.

roted that this committee solicit the cooperation of three gentlemen in furnishing entertainment. The following new members joined
the Society; Mrs. W. E. Damm, Mrs. A. T.
Nickerson, Mrs. A. S. Nickerson, Mrs. E. L.
*
Cunningham, Mrs. W. S. Nickerson, Mrs. J. W.
Nickerson, Mrs. C. E. Small, Mrs. A. E. Nicker- j
son, Mrs. Walter J. Nickerson, Miss Lillian
Phillips, Miss Augusta Nickerson. The next
meeting will be with Mrs. H. M. Chase Dec. 10.
.Miss Doris Nickerson and Master McKinley Damm are spending their vacation

-NONE

so

H. M. Chase, Treasurer;
Nickerson. The following
Miss Harriet M.
iommittees were appointed by the President:
Executive committee, Mrs. A. T. Nickerson,
son;

jfl

We shall have

us.
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and is on every bottle of it sold
in the world—which amounts
to several millions yearly.

L. A. S. met with Mrs. Mary F. Nicker>on Thursday, November 5th, and the meeting
vas
enjoyed by all. The following officers
were chosen: President, Mrs. Mary F. NickerThe

County Correspondence.

Order of

Scott’s Emulsion

SWAKVItlK.

_

Leora

This is the trade-mark of

Horton.

—

I
dinner!

THANKSGIVING

sewing

them_Mrs. G. S. Lowell of McFarland’s
Corner, who is in a Boston hospital, is reportid as making a good recovery from a surgical
>peration performed there November 10th*...
Miss Phebe Cross of Morrill, who has been visting Mrs. Perley W. Jaquith, went home Suniay_Probably the last strawberry blossom
>f the season was found Saturday by Frank

Gaorge.

has moved to the
John Bowden of Newburg
Seekins, of
of his daughter, Mrs. Charles
absent only one-half day. The last Friday sevthis place.
has been on ; eral of the parents and friends visited the
who
Nickerson,
M.
Mrs. James
is gaming school to listen to the program the children
the sick list for the past month,
had prepared. The program was followed by
quite fast.
trees have a treat and games.
Christmas
of
number
A large
the
been cut in the vicinity of Mt. Ephraim
BURNHAM.
The School Improvement League of the vil- j
past two weeks.
in Swan- lage school No. 10, gave an entertainment at I
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Clements were
Clements the Town hall last Saturday evening, and the j
ville Center recently visiting Mrs.
following program was given: Music; opensister, Mrs. H. P. White.
Stockton ing speech, Charles Hubbard; welcome speech;
Miss Mattie Littlefield of North
Ames while Ralph Dyer; reading, Blanche Foster; song,
Springs kept house for Wm.
Helen Fletcher; “Landing of the Pilgrims,” j
in
Boston.
Mrs. Ames was visiting
Hattie Cole; “The First Thanksgiving,” Nellie j
The young folks from here who attended
Varney; “November,” Harold Hubbard; “My ;
the entertainment in the Clarke schoolhouse,
Wedding Day,” Ruth Ann Robbins; “The
North Prospect, last Friday night, had a very
Smack Out of School,” Melvin Hubbard; “The j
time.
pleasant
Children’s Hour,” Ruth Hustus; song, Karl
McKechnie; reading, Lema Dailey; “My Country’s Flag,” Bernard Jacobs; singing, three
home

hearing held at the selectmen’s office ed upon Stockton and the adjoining town
last Friday afternoon on the petition of the since the advent of the N. M. S. R. R.
Penobscot Bay Electric Co., the meeting was
Mr. Maitland R. LaFuriey is having rooms
indefinitely postponed as the petition was dein the third story of his new building,
finished
where
the
poles
fective, the name of the town
north side of Main street, for the use of Wasswere to be placed not appearing in the petition*
aumkeag Club (our gentlemen's association)
Capt. Oscar G. Eaton, surveyor for the Bos- which will occupy the new quarters as soon as
ton and North American Insurance Companies, they are ready. The 1 ;ght is almost entirely
who has been in town the past week looking shut out from some of the windows in their
after the interest of the companies on Rock- present rooms in Sprague Block by the erecland & Rockport Lime Co.’s barge No. 6, which tion of the La Furley store.
At

j

I

EXTRA NICE FOR YOUR

m

The young people from the Center called on
Miss Bertha Partridge last Saturday evening.
The party consisted of Miss Clara Ridley,
Misses Helen and Dora Calderwood, Miss Essie
Moody, Charles Lindsey, Willie Calderwood,
Maurice Ames, Arthur Haley and Everett

SKARSPOKT.
have moved to
George Benson and family
Belfast.
to her
Mrs. Ellen Carleton has returned
NOltTB

pflilEtSielij

wishing to fill up on beans, brownbread,
nolasses gingerbread, twisted doughnuts, like
nother used to make, and other constituents
>f an old fashioned supper, would do well to
ake a dime and come to the grange hall this,
rhursday, evening and the ladies of Union
circle will be prepared to wait
Harvest
me

Howard Littlefield is planning to build a
blacksmith shop as well as a house and bam on
his farm here, formerly the Capt. Samuel

10.
ine nrmsn
St Michael s. Azores, aov.
from Philadelphia, Nosteamer, Snowdonian,
for Messina put in here today with

vember 1,
the crew of the American schooner Henry
Clausen, Jr., on board. The Clausen, Captain
for St.
Hulson, from Gulfport, October 1,
was abandonMichael’s, caught fire at sea and
the
Snowboard
on
taken
were
crew
ed. The
donian. [The Clausen was built at Bath, Me.,
and
was
tons
register
in 1890. She was of 476
owned by J. B. Drake.]
with
the
Boston, Nov. 16. In connection
Frank Barnet,
burning at sea of the schooner French
steamthe action of the officers of the
The Massilia fell in
er Massilia is interesting.
she
after
schooner
shortly
with the burning
the Barnet s
was abandoned and picked up
intact.
be
to
small boat, which was found
and comThey carried the boak to New York
municated with the owners qf the vessel in this
and that
boat
the
city that they had recovered
the
they would return it to the owners upon
the
payment of $60. In view of the fact that
of
the
the
owners
new
when
boat cost only $60
Barnet will allow the Massilia to keep the boat.

Belfast People Must Recognize and Heed It
Kidney ills

come

quietly--mysteriously.

always warns you.
Notice the kidney secretions,
w
See if the color is unhealthy—
If there are settlings and sediment,
Passages frequent, scanty, painful,
It's time then to use Doan’s Kidney Pills,
To ward off Bright’s disease or diabetes.
But nature

Doan’s have done great work in Belfast.
Me.
Haney, 62 Union Street, Belfast,
on for a number of years mi
says: “Off and
kidneys caused me a great deal of trouble,
did not have much backache but was annoyei
the kidney secre
by a frequent desire to void
attendee
tions. At times the passages were
sensation. Wher
a scalding and burning
James

*S
avebs
i.i I 1

WE WANT MEN
Every description of
new form of Accident at
the Doctor’s bills with
General Insurance AgrPortland* Maine.

my

always followed.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents. Fos
sole agent:
ter Milbum Co., Buffalo, New York,
for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan's—and take ni
other.
___

Fresh Candies at

prices

to sell.
W. H.

nahs at

PRICE

BELFAST

Corrected Weekly
PRODUCE MARKET.
50a7r>
per bu,

Apples,

NOTICE TO POULTRY RAISERS

We pay top prices for all kinds of fine poul6 lgiles nearei
try. Ship to Melrose—we are
1.
than Boston and express the same. We pay
14 cents foi
to
11
cents for good fowls and
chickens.
MELROSE LIVE POULTRY CO.,
Melrose, Mass.
M. E.

2w47p

j
j

1

7| H
dried, per lb.,
2.50a2.7.> 1
Beans, pea,
Beans, Y. E„ 2.75a3.0O i a
28a30 M’
Butter,
Beef, sides,
5^a7A < c
fore
Beef,
quarters, f> 1
60 K
Barley, bu.
l4Mr»"
Cheese,
Chicken,
Calf Skins,
lO.Talh
18

Duck,

j

\
*

j
J

18v'

RETAIL

PRICE.

Beef, Corned,

12; Lin1'

Salt, 14 lb.,

Corn,
Cracked Corn,
Com Meal,
Cheese,

CottonSeed,
Codfish, dry,
Cranberries,
Clover Seed,
Flour,
H, G. Seed,

Lard,

V;

k

£«

fGk

Butter

Green, Mgr.
Telephone 248-1

RICHARD®;

W. H.

Geese,

RICHARDS.

Black $

Home Made

by

I ob
Doan’s Kidney Tills came to my notice,
took them
tained a box at Wilson’s drug store,
them to be just what
as directed and found
and toned up mj
required. They strengthened
me of all disorders arisrelieved
and
kidneys
I know that Doan :
ing from these organs.
as
Kidney Pills act up to all representations
occasior
have used them on more than one
first experience and good results hav<
since

j

18a20jOai

>

,i

WjlJJ'T;.-.
84lO> c

84

l1'*1

l-"111
8a9 1-.
12

bn

*

1

00>ug»r-

5.76a6.7BhaK.
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0.00 s*flLi Me*1
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